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ABSTRACT
Although the concept of "total system" has been regarded as 
a systems-design goal by both management and system specialists, 
it has been a controversial Issue In the information processing area. 
The term "total system" means different things to different people at 
different points In time. Therefore, the first objective of this
study is to examine the aforementioned concept as discussed by
different academicians and system specialists.
In order to accomplish the above-mentioned objective, the 
most significant works of 38 different authors were reviewed with 
regard to the concept of total system and Its attributes as suggested 
by them. Furthermore, the problems of total system have been 
examined in four areas:
1. Semantical problems and use of Inappropriate terminology
2. Hardware and Its Impact
3. Software and Its development
4. Development of data base as an alternative for a total
system.
The second objective of the Btudy is to define a total system 
based on the characteristics suggested by the authors and to adopt or 
to introduce other attributes which are regarded necessary for a 
total system.
According to this study, no universal concept of "total system" 
or "total information system" was observed, primarily due to the
ix
problems of general semantics. Moreover, It Is concluded that the 
term "total system" la not a meaningful term In Itself, and it must 
be employed with a specific reference to a system's hierarchy. 
Therefore, the term total system has been defined at three different 
levels:
1. Total Data Processing System
2. Total Information System
3. Total Intelligence System
The third objective of this study is to examine whether the 
data base approach should be regarded as an alternative for a total 
Information system as was suggested by some authors. Due to the 
similarity of data base with the memory of animal systems,it Is 
concluded that a data base is a necessary part of total information 
system and should not be regarded as an alternative to it.
Finally, an actual total Information system is developed for 
the East Baton Rouge Parish School Board as a surrogate for the 
model suggested by thid study. The system is designed based on the 
users' informational needs and is divided into five subsystems.
These subsystems are: (a) Payroll and Personnel; (b) General Ledger; 
(c) Student(s); (d) Property control, Purchasing and Inventory; and 
(e) Executive Planning. A common data base serves all the five 
subsystems.
x
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The impact of information upon decisions of the management is 
quite obvious. In fact this may be considered as the main reason 
for creation of the highly sophisticated information systems and 
major development in the hardware and software in the area of informa­
tion processing. In the small organizations the information system 
will operate in rather Informal fashion and face-to-face contact is 
a major part of the communications system. As the organization 
expands, the added degree of complexity will be observed. The 
number of employees will Increase. Authority should be granted to 
the lower level manager; therefore, this will expand the conmunicatlon 
channels and makes it more difficult to maintain. In this type of 
situation, management will realize that communication with various 
segments of the organization is a cumbersome task.
The concept of decentralized organization helps management to 
a certain degree to overcome the above problems. However, the problem 
of communication and information handling continue to exist.
The efficiency of the management decision-making activities 
depends primarily on the quality of the information provided.
Moreover, the more timely and accurate the information, the more 
effective the decision could be. Then information should be provided 
based on certain standards of quality, quantity, and timeliness.
1
2Computers will play the major role as far as the attainment of the 
above objectives are concerned.
As the Information systems have gone through various stages 
of development, numerous forms of them have been created in different 
shape and format such as the accounting system, Inventory system, payroll 
system, production system, and marketing system. The major reason for 
expansion of these systems was Bouldlng's General System Theory 
and concept of "system of systems."*'
Prince relies basically on the same concept and tries to 
relate any system In the organization to a higher level one by treating 
the lower level system as a subsystem of the higher level system.
He describes the hierarchy of networks of a system at three different 
levels. The first level Is the operating system which Is a computer- 
based, Integrated network of Information flows. The second level of 
the hierarchy Is the "management information system." This is a 
"computer-based network" containing one or more operating systems 
capable of providing relevant Information for the management decision­
making process. This system possesses the necessary mechanism for
2
implementing changes or responses made oy management. Based on 
his criterion, different operations of business can be viewed as 
separate Information networks such as financial, production, and 
Inventory. By applying the general system theory the first level of
^Kenneth E. Bouldlng. "General Systems Theory-The Skeleton of 
Science," Management Science, Vol. II. (April, 1956), p. 202.
2
Thomas R. Prince, Information Systems for Management Planning 
and Control, Revised Edition, (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin,
1970), p. 40.
3the hierarchy of networks is called by him the "advance information 
system".^
Total System
The concept of the total system and its complete system 
integration may be regarded as a goal for the management and the 
analysts. Although this goal, as It is claimed, may not be fully 
achieved with existing knowledge and technological capability, the 
concept would serve as a valuable guide in the design task of any type 
of information system.
Accepting the "total system" as a goal for design of any type 
of system is a valid assumption. However, there Is a great deal of 
confusion and disagreement among those who have d.alt with this term. 
Management consultants use the total system term when the activities 
of a department or a division will be handled by a group of computer 
equipment and other communication facilities. However, most 
academicians who work in a more abstract atmosphere add more dimension 
to the management consultant concept. For example, Prince defines the 
term as a "large-scale, computer-based network with on-line comnunlca- 
tlon facilities that support the major decIsIon-making activities In 
two or more departments within a corporation." Although the computer 
technology Is claimed to be a necessary element of a total system, 
it seems that the technicians in this field tend to over emphasize the 
capability of the computer as a data processing device. Therefore, 
less attention is paid by them to the philosophy of the total system,
3Ibid., p. 317. 
4Ibid., p. 318.
as a valuable concept for planning and control purposes. This Is 
implied by Borchardt who stated that with a proper design, an 
Integrated electronic data processing system (IEDP) involving central 
electronic computer together with data communication (DC), should 
upgrade an Integrated data communication system (IDCS) to a total 
system (TS).'*
Another view Is the one held by Roger Christian who looks at
total system as an "Integrated corporate Intelligence systems
designed to permit management by exception, based on timely Information
randomly available, and guided by rigorously determined relationships
6
and decision rules.
Finally, Rosove suggests that a total system Is not just a 
product of the system analyst Imagination, but a reality.^ According 
to him, the information system should be classified according to its 
degree of integration or extent to which they are "total." He 
suggests both lateral integration that Incorporates different functions 
at the same organizational level, and vertical integration— to 
Incorporate different levels of organizational hierarchy.
It is obvious that the background and the relation of writers 
with particular groups have a great Impact upon their point of view
^Rudolf Borchardt, "The Catalyst in Total Systems," Systems 
Procedures Journal, May-June, 1963.
^Roger Christian, as coded In J^mes B. Bower and William R. 
Welke, Financial Information Systems: Selected Readings, (Boston, Mass
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1968), p. 92.
^Perry E. Rosove, Developing Computer-Based Information 
Systems," (New York, N.Y.: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1967), p. 6,
5with regard to the total Information system. Technicians are mainly 
interested In the hardware equipment and tend to consider the 
computer as a necessary element of a total system. Those who are 
working In a managerial capacity are more appreciative of any system 
and procedure which facilitate management planning and control.
Use of Data Base an an Alternative
The concept of total system to some authors Is not practical, 
at least at the present time. A variety of reasons are behind 
discarding the total system concept. Much of the confusion arises 
because of vagueness of the concept per se. The previous section is 
perfect evidence of this charge and a good reason for those who 
advocate the data-base.
Becker believes that because of the limited capacity of man, It 
is not possible for him to work In different areas at the same time; so 
even If he is highly competent, his effort should be devoted to a single 
area. On the other hand, each user has different points of view and 
different criteria of value. In order to serve all users equally, a 
universal system must be designed to serve the present as well as 
future needs of those users. MClearly such an approach is impractical
Q
if not impossible...."
Another opponent of the total system Is John Dearden of Harvard 
University. He claims that Implication of total system as a single 
information system for a company leads us in the wrong direction, since 
the entire information system of a company la too large for the 
classification to be meaningful. So he proposes the concept of data-base
8
Joseph Becker et al., Information Storage and Retrieval: Tools,
Elements, Theories, (New York, N.Y.: John Wiley and Sons, 1963), p. 226.
and integration of the data requirements of the various systems by 
using the same reservoir of data. "In the new scheme of things the 
data base does not constitute a 'total system' oy any means."
Dearden's data-base just serves different subsystems such as 
Financial, Personnel, and Logistic information systems and Is capable 
of storing merely historical data.
Statement of the Problems
Since the term "total system" has been the subject of the most 
controversial Issue In the field of Information processing, the 
objective of this study is to examine the concept of "total system" 
as was suggested by many different academicians and system specialists 
Through the course of study special attention is paid to the 
validity of the "total information system" from pragmatical points of 
view.
It is a major thrust of this study to demonstrate that If e 
Total Information System was defined at a proper level of hierarchy 
of systems, it would serve as a valuable guideline for designing any 
type of information system. In order to support the above statement, 
a design pattern of Total Information System Is also suggested. The 
proposed system is capable of providing relevent Information for the 
day-to-day operating decisions as well as long range planning 
decisions. The users of this system are not merely the management of 
an organization. Rather, a variety of Interested groups may take 
the opportunity to use this Information system.
John Dearden, "How to Organize Information Systems," Harvard 
Business Review, (March-April, 1968), p. 72.
7Many authors have suggested that the "total system'1 concept, 
at least, is not practical with the current state of the art in 
technology. Thus, a data base is suggested by them as an alternative 
to a total system. It is furthermore a thesis of this study that a 
data base is an Integral part of a total information system.
Therefore, design of a data base should not be considered as an 
alternative to total information system, rather as an evolutionary 
step toward total Information system.
Research Methodology
The research methodology of this study consists of three 
different parts. The first part was involved with the thorough review 
of the literature with respect to the theory of system, particularly 
"total system" and the validity of this concept. This study could not 
possibly Include all the published literature in the area of total 
systems. However, Included in this study are the more significant 
works which are readily available or which became available as a result 
of correspondence with different sources.
The second step was the analysis of the reviewed literature. 
Different attributes of a total system as were suggested by 38 authors 
(26 system specialists and 12 academicians) were classified Into 
five major groups. Based on the above analysis, this study defines a 
"total system" at three different levels. These definitions are 
partially based on the characteristics of a total system proposed by 
these authors.
Finally, the last step suggests a design pattern for a total 
information system based on the model developed in this study. The
8East Baton Rouge Parish School Board as an actual organization was 
chossn. An exploratory questionnaire was distributed among the 
key members of the school board system who were extensively involved 
with planning and control. This was done In the hope of gaining more 
knowledge about the Informational needs of different positions 
within the organization. Then based on the results which have been 
extracted from the above questionnaire, a few persons were Interviewed.
Since the East Baton Rouge Parish School Board's Information 
system was almost In conformance with the model suggested by this study, 
the design stage is limited to complementary additions of those 
subsystems which were lacking from the system.
Scope and Limitation 
Although the system approach, particularly "total system", Is 
broad enough to encompaes any type of activity, this study focuses 
primarily on the information providing aspects of a total system. 
Furthermore, in order to determine the informational needs of the 
users of a "total Information system", only the management’s requirement 
for the information has been determined. Therefore it Is assumed 
that other Interested groups' Information requirements are readily 
available within East Baton Rouge Parish School Board's "total 
information system".
Organization of the Study 
This study is organized based on the following pattern: 
the review of relevant literature is covered In Chapter II. This 
chapter is organized mainly around the ideas suggested by the proponents 
of total system. Fallacies of the total system concept with regard
9to th« lack of unified definition, hardware and software Implication, 
and the opposition point of view are presented In Chapter III.
Chapter IV discusses three different models which are suggested 
by this study. In Chapter IV particular attention la paid to a 
data base as a component of total Information system. Data base and 
its implication with respect to this study is presented In Chapter V.
The proposed total Information system for an actual organization 
is discussed in Chapter VI, while Chapter VII summarizes and concludes 
the study. Also In the last chapter are included some recommendations 
for further research in this area.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RELEVANT STUDIES
The total Information system has been a subject of many 
controversial Issues In the field of Information processing and 
conmunication. Most of the problems and divergence In the points 
of view are In the area of general semantics. Words have different 
meanings for different people. In the area of total information 
systems this problem is very apparent. Two different individuals 
may argue on a subject matter, not knowing that there has actually 
been no difference between them to start with. In the area of total
Information systems, one author may define a total information system
as a process of integrating all the operating systems within the 
organization. While in another author's point of view, Integration of 
systems may be a necessary condition, but not a sufficient one.
Still, other authors believe, total systems must be capable of providing
needed Information for planning and control.
In order to explore the total information system concept, It 
would be more appropriate to start at a lower level of abstraction and 
define the terms system and Information system.
System Defined
Various authors in the past have defined the system in different 
ways. Neuschel defines a system as:
10
11
"... a network of related procedures developed according 
to an Integrated scheme for performing a major activity 
of the business."^
The above definition has a procedural orientation. The same
mode can be detected In the following by Senensleb:
"A system is an orderly arrangement of Interdependent 
activities and related procedures which Implements and 
facilitates the performance of the major activity of an 
organization.
In another context, Russell Ackoff, without any attempt to relate a 
system to any type of procedure or particular kind of environment, 
defines a system as "an organized or complex whole, and assemblage or 
combination of things or parts forming a complex or unitary whole."
Still another definition has been suggested by Ashby that 
actually attempts to express what Is actually going on within the 
system.
"A system 1b a closed, single valved transformation. A 
transformation is a set of transistors (I.e., changes In 
states) on a set of operands (i.e., "old states"), pro­
ducing a set of transforms (I.e., "new states"). A trans­
formation of each operand results In only one transform.
A transformation Is closed if no new element (unspecified 
in the list of operands) 1b created by it, i.e., the set ^ 
of operands defines the universal set of all transforms."
1-Rlchard F. Neuchel, Management by System, (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Co., 1960), p. 60.
^N. L. Senensleb, as coded in C. C. Wendler, Total Systems: 
Characteristics and Implementation, (Cleveland, Ohio: Systems and
Procedures Association, 1966), p . 15.
^Russell L. Ackoff, "Towards a System of Systems Concepts," 
Management Science, (July 1971), p. 661.
V  R. Ashby, An Introduction to Cybernetics (New York: John
Wiley, 1963), p. 39.
12
The above mentioned are only a handful of definitions In the 
field of Information processing and cybernetics. Any attempt toward 
mentioning all the possible methods of defining a system will lead us 
nowhere. Generally, the term system has been used in three different 
senses.
System used as theory . In this context the word Byetem directly 
corresponds to the word theory. "Here let us observe that the plurality 
of numbers Is not original, but derived. The System does not start 
like Atomism, with an unlimited plurality of units (emphasis added).
In the same context: "It might seem reasonable, incidentally, to
regard the distinct enumeration of the primitive terms of a system 
as superfluous, since these terms are precisely those to be found in 
the primitive propositions. In the earlier axiomatic systems, 
certainly, this precaution was not always taken (emphasis added).
System used as method. Here, emphasis is added to the com­
ponents and interactions among them. The two definitions which were 
cited by Neuchel and Senensleb are of this nature. A better example 
of a system as a method is expressed by the United States American 
Standards Institute:
"A system is an assembly of procedures, processes, methods, 
routines, or techniques united by some form of regulated 
interaction to form an organized whole.
^Francis MacDonald Cornford, Plato and Parmenides, (Indianapolis, 
Ind: Boblis-Merrill Company, Inc., N. D.) p. 7.
^Robert Blanche, Translated by G. B. Keene, Axiomatlcs,
(New York, N.Y.: Dover Publishing, Inc., 1962), p. 24.
^John A. Beckatt, Management Dynamics: The New Synthesis,
(New York, N.Y.: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1971), p. 28.
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Finally, the word system has been used to mean the entity.
In day to day activity various references are made to a university 
system, government system, etc., which refers to the whole organization, 
not a specified set of procedures and methods or sets of relationships 
which may exist within the system. Therefore a system can be defined 
as "any entity, conceptual or physical, which consists of Interdependent
Q
parts.' In order to unify the above definitions and apply the system
approach, the major Btep has been taken by Ludwig von Bertalanffy. By
defining General Systems Theory, he believes that there are a certain
number of general principles which are true in any type of system.
It does not matter if the system is biological, social, etc. These
principles are equally applicable to all of them.
General Systems Theory
According to Bertalanffy, the organic principle can be equally
applied to all types of systems. This is what is called a system
approach and for justifying his theory he suggests that "the mechanistic
scheme of lsolable, causal trains and meristlc treatment had proved
insufficient to deal with theoretical problems, especially in the
blosoclal sciences, and with the practical problems posed by modern
technology. Its [system approach] feasibility resulted from various
new developments —  theoretical, epistomological, mathematical, etc. —
which, although still in their beginnings, made it progressively 
9
realizable." These general principles can be established for
^Russell A. Ackoff, "Systems, Organizations, and Interdisciplinary 
Research," General System Yearbook, Vol. 5, (1960), p. 2.
^Ludvig von Bertalanffy, General System Theory, (New York, N.Y.: 
George Braziller Company, 1968) p. 11.
1A
any type of system through application of General System Theory. He
defines General Systems Theory as:
"... a loglco-mathematlcal field, the subject matter of 
which Is the formulation and derivation of those prin­
ciples which hold for systems In general. A system [then ] 
can be defined as a complex of elements standing In Inter­
action. There are general principles holding for systems, 
irrespective of the nature of the component elements and 
of the relation or forces between them.
Bertalanffy, certainly, is the father of General Systems 
Theory. Introduction of his concept not only encouraged, but facil­
itated a great deal of Interdisciplinary research. However, there 
was a shortcoming in his work to the extent that his proposal did not 
go beyond the biological system, at least, up to the time that General 
Systems Theory was considered to be applicable to social sciences by 
Bouldlng. Kenneth Bouldlng's thought is well expressed In the letter 
that he sent to Bertalanffy to the fact: "1 seem to have come to much
the Bame conclusion as you have reached, though approaching It from the 
direction of economica and the social sciences rather than from 
biology [science] —  that there is a body of what I have been calling 
'General Empirical Theory,' [General System Theory], ... which is of 
wide applicability in many different disciplines. (emphasis added) 
Later, Bouldlng presented his article "General Systems Theory: 
The Skeleton of Science" that Indeed caused most of the evolution and 
progress in the field of economics, management and data processing, 
which was then called Management Information Systems.
^Ludwig von Bertalanffy, Problems of Life (New York, N.Y.: 
Harper Torch Books, 1960), p. 199.
■^Bertalanffy, Loc. clt ■ , p. 1A.
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According to Bouldlng, a body of systematic theoretical constructs
must be developed In order to discuss the general relationships of the
empirical world. By doing so, the communication process between various
disciplines becomes much easier and enables the specialist to obtain
12relevant information from others.
Two approaches are suggested by Bouldlng. In the first approach 
he uses the principles of inductive logic. Therefore, by observing 
the empirical universe and by picking up certain general phenomena 
which are found in many disciplines, he seeks to build up general 
theoretical models relevant to those phenomena. The objective of the 
second approach Is the arrangement of theoretical systems and con­
struction of a hierarchy of complexity which roughly corresponds to the 
complexity of the Individuals of the various empirical fields. The 
latter approach is probably the ultimate goal of General Systems
1
Theory and led the researchers toward finding the "system of systems."
Prior to the introduction of the General Systems Theory concept, 
the majority of the analysts were not aware of the fact that their 
efforts toward development of any type of system had not been as 
productive as It could have been. Most of the systems had been 
designed without any due care and without consideration for their 
impact on the higher level or lower level systems. Moreover, some of 
the systems were designed Just for the sake of satisfying designer's 
curiosity or ambition. The idea of searching for the system of
12Kenneth E. Bouldlng, "Ceneral System Theory: A Skeleton of
Science," Management Science, Vol. 2, (April 1956), pp. 197-199.
13Ibid.. pp. 200-202.
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systems has contributed a tremendous amount to the field of Information
processing by overcoming the above deficiencies.
Information Theory
Information theory Is a new field of study which was created In
recent years In order to evaluate and measure changes In knowledge.
The basic concepts Involved in this field are concept of Information,
14
Information value, and optimum quantity of Information.
Information can be defined as ” ... selected data for the 
decrease of Ignorance or for the reduction in the amount and range of 
uncertainty surrounding a d e c i s i o n . A c c o r d i n g l y ,  the main objective 
of communicated data is to enable the declslon-maker to make an 
Informed decision. Whatever is used to eliminate the state of Ignorance 
or provide a less uncertain state could be called information. Thus, 
it is possible to Increase the amount of data to a great extent without 
hindering the uncertainty which surrounds a given decision. In this 
context. Information may range from nothing to almost everything. 
Therefore, Increasing the amount of data or facts does not of Itself 
insure the generation of Information.^^
In an alternative type of definition, information refers to 
Inferentially Intended material evaluated for a particular type of 
problem, for a specified individual, at a specific time, and for the
^Norton Bedford and Mohammed Onsi "Measuring the Value of 
Information - An Information Theory Approach", Management Services, 
(January-February 1966) pp. 15-22.
^Solomon Kullback, Information Theory and Statistics, (New 
York, N.Y.: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1959) p. 7.
1(*Peter Shoderbek, Management Systems, (New York, N.Y.: John
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1971) pp. 174-178.
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explicit purpose of achieving a definite goal.^ Thus, what may 
constitute Information for an Individual at a specific point In time 
may not do the same for another person or even for the same person at 
a different point In time. Useful information for one manager may be 
totally irrelevant to the decision model of other managers in the 
same organization. For Instance, the detailed information which is 
provided for the production managers may be invaluable to the controller 
of the company. The former may be interested in the non-monetary 
aspects of information in detail format for product planning and 
control. The latter devotes his major effort toward pricing the 
products and inventory in aggregate form, based on certain guidelines —  
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles —  which he must observe 
for external reporting purposes.
Defining information haphazardly has limited value. Most of 
the information which is prepared based on the above definition is 
subject to a certain degree of human and institutional error. Only 
when the organizational structure and measurement of performance are 
taken into account, can defining the information in a most effective 
way be possible.
Anything of value which has present as well as potential 
utility to an entity is called a resource. Traditionally, the term 
resource is applied to natural resources such as land, labor, and 
capital. Information has not been recognized as a resource of 
organization. While it possesses many of the characteristics of the 
material resources, capable of being obtained, processed, stored and
17Norton Bedford and Mohammed Onsl, Loc. clt.
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used, Information Is a perishable resource la the sense that It loses
Its utility when It is not needed; yet, It Is not consumable In a way
18that It can be used up.
The concept of Information economics which Is suggested by 
McDonough treats information like any other scarce resource subject 
to the principle of allocation and uses which are applicable to any 
resource. He defines the concept as:
the study of the allocation of certain scarce resources 
of an organization to achieve the best decisions for that 
organization. In particular, information economics concen­
trates on the allocation of resources for the storage of 
knowledge, for the obtaining of information through data 
processing, and for the effective utilization of both stored 
knowledge and processed information by individuals in the
r j ,am m19 i Inn,
This concept probably should be considered a milestone toward 
developing any information systems, particularly Management Information 
Systems.
Management Information Systems 
Introduction of information theory and other factors, such as 
advancement in the data processing field and theory of the systems, 
are between those factors that contributed the most to the creation and 
development of the phenomenon which is called Management Information 
Systems (MIS).
Although, it is not very obvious as to who initiated the use of 
this term for the first time; it is very likely that the
^®Robert L. Johnson and Irwin H. Derman, "How Intelligent is 
your MIS?" Business Horizon, (February 1970) pp. 55-62.
19Adrian M. McDonough, Information Economics and Management 
Systems (New York, N.Y.: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1963) p. 2.
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American Management Association Report Number 622® was the first major 
publication which heavily used the term MIS throughout the report.
However, in that report, the term MIS was not used In the same sense
21as It Is used In today's literature. For instance. Guest, used the
term MIS as part of the title of his paper which Is presented In the
above-mentioned report, thus, he did not use this term again in the body
of the paper and the word data-processing system and EDP were mainly
employed by him.
In another paper in the same Report, MIS is considered as part
of a more advanced system called Automatic Dnta-Processing (ADP). In
order to forecast the future and predict the priorities of tomorrow,
Dwyer suggests "the need for an 'intellectual radar' that probes
beyond the clouded horizon... [which Is nothing but] automatic data-
2 2processing equipment."
Two approaches for ADP are suggested by him: (a) improvement
of the administrative efficiency of the data-processlng system by a
substitution of hardware; or, (b) Improvement of the effectiveness of
the management Information system by a re-evaluatlon of the informa-
23tlonal needs (emphasis added). Based on the above proposals, 
improvement of MIS will culminate In the achievement of a higher level
2 0American Management Association, Advances In EDP and 
Information Systems, Management Report Number 62, (New York: American
Management Association, 1961).
^L, C. Guest, "A Temporate View of Data Processing and Management 
Information Systems," Management Report No. 62, Loc. clt., pp. 7-13.
22Edmond D. Dwyer, "Some Observations on Management Information 
Systems," Management Report No, 62, Loc. clt., p. 15.
23Ibid.
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goal, which Is ADP. It la needless to mention that the reverse cause
and effect relationship Is more appropriate. Therefore, the author has
not used the term MIS carefully. Indeed, It is the Improvement of
ADP which might Increase the effectiveness of MIS.
In short, the AMA report suggests that a good MIS is the one
which uses the service of EDP equipment. All the means for data
communication are Integrated and Information finally prepared for
planning and control of the organization. Only one reason may be
suggested for overemphasizing the word data In the terms Electronic
Data-Proceasing, Automatic Data-Proceesing, etc. Traditionally, It
has been the major assumption that the more data that Is available to
management, the better the quality of decisions that will be made.
In other words, In order to epitomize the quality of a decision, a
maximum amount of data must be provided, irrespective of the decision
model which is employed by the decision maker and the environment that
surrounds him. No attention has been paid to the fact that some
differences exist between data, Information, and so called intelligence.
Data are passive raw facts that are cataloged according to a
retrieval scheme, maintained either in the computer or manually, as
24elements of knowledge at the statistical level. In other words,
data Is normally referred to as the "raw material" used In production 
2 5of information. Therefore, there are some basic differences between 
data and Information.
t
Robert L. Johnson and Irwin H. Derman, Loc. clt. , p. 55.
2 SJerome Ranter, Management-Oriented Management Information 
Systems, (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, Inc. 1972) p. 10.
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Information la "proceaaed-data" that will satisfy certain needs 
of the decision-maker with regard to the planning and control function. 
An analogy between the production process of finished goods and 
data-processlng of Information Is shown In Illustration II-l.
Intelligence la a term which Is used at the highest level of 
communication hierarchy. After the analysis of organized information, 
intelligence will result in the form of selection of a preferred
*) fl
course of action from the inventory of available alternatives.
Now that a clear line haa been drawn between data. Information
and Intelligence, the term MIS can be defined in a more appropriate
way. Of course, it should be emphasized that after the AMA Report of
1962, the efforts toward defining the term MIS have been continued in
literature and with the highest probability this trend will be
extended into the future. But since MIS means different things to
different people, It has yet to reach a stage when everybody will
agree on an acceptable definition for MIS.
27Ranter's definition of MIS la probably the most meritorious 
yet aimple one. he designates a definite meaning for the words 
management, Information, and system.
The first term is Management, which usually consists of 
several layers in each organization. Normally, these layers are 
called top management, middle management, and operating management. 
Distinction has to be made between responsibility and authority of 
each layer. While top management responsibility is to set overall
2 g
Robert L. Johnson and Irwine H. Derman, Loc. clt.
27Jerome Kanter, Op. cit.
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ILLUSTRATION II-l. AN ANALOGY BETWEEN PRODUCTION PROCESS AND
DATA PROCESSING.
Finished
goods
Production
processRaw
material
Production flow
Data
Data
processing InformationData
Data
Paper work flow
Source: Jerome Kanter, Management Oriented Management Information
Systems, (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1972} p. 10.
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goals and objectives for an organization, the lower level management 
Is concerned with Implementing those goals. Therefore, It Is very 
crucial to understand the management process before designing a MIS.
Information Is defined as processed data. In order for a MIS 
to be successful, it must be capable of providing all layers of 
management with the desired type of Information. Top management of 
any organization asks for a variety of Information which is by its 
very nature unexact, futuristic, unstructured, etc. Operating 
management usually asks for the type of information that is exact, 
historical, structured, etc.
Finally, in regard to the term system, which was discussed 
previously in this chapter, Webster suggests that a system is a 
regular, orderly way of doing something which is a more useful 
definition for the purpose of MIS. Every system has four elements in 
common which are input, process, output, and feed back (Illustration 
11-2}.
ILLUSTRATION H-2. SYSTEM MODULE.
Process Output
i I
The above system module has universal applicabi lity and offers a 
simple yet useful way of analyzing any type of system. Although the
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analogy of the above model can be found much more easily in a physical 
type of system, such as a production system, Its principles also apply 
to an information system.
Part of the MIS objective is to achieve a certain degree of
control by means of comparing the actual outcomes against predetermined
plans. Physical systems only provide the management with "what" is
going on. It Is actually information systems that reveal to the
management how things are being done. Therefore, Included In a MIS
28are both physical and information systems. °
Baaed on the discussion about the terms management, Information, 
and system; a MIS can be defined as "a system that aids management In 
making, carrying out, and controlling decisions."^9 Tf,e merit of 
the definition depends on Its focus on the decision-making process 
with regard to the planning and control activity within an organization.
The term MIS is often used synonymously with "total information 
system" or "integrated system." However, some difference definitely 
exists between MIS and Total Information System (TIS). In the next 
section the term TIS is explained in more depth.
Total Information System
Business applications of data processing did not start until 
two decades ago. As a matter of fact, it was in the 1950's that 
computers were acquired for the first time by business. Payroll 
was the first application to be processed by the computer. Later, 
computer processing was extended to more sophisticated (at that time)
28ibid.
29Ibld . ■ p. 1.
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applications, such as customer billing, stockholder record keeping, 
inventory control. From the Inception of this phenomena (the 
computer data processing), Integration of the subsystem was the primary 
goal of any system specialist. The motive behind it was the more 
efficient use of the computer. According to the system specialist, 
development and maintenance of each subsystem necessitates a certain 
amount of duplication in capturing, processing and storing the source 
data. Since Integrated Data Processing (IDP) will eliminate all of 
the above duplication, it will result In a more efficient system.
Gradually, the term IDP changed to Total Information System and 
Total System. The term TIS is used by many authors and means many 
things to them. It has been used in a variety of senses for describ­
ing the system from the most elementary syBtem to the most advanced 
one. Therefore, it is almost impossible to find a precise definition 
to describe the TIS.
The objective of this section is to search various sources in 
the area of information systems and data processing and to expose 
how the TIS concept is considered differently by different individuals. 
The approaches suggested by authors are divided Into two sections.
Those concepts which are mainly expressed by practitioners or system 
specialists are discussed in the first section. This group generally 
has a practical orination and seeks a pragmatic solution to the problems 
In the area of system development and data processing. The second 
section is devoted to the different thoughts of TIS, which are 
suggested by academicians. Within each section, varlouB points of 
view, either pro or con, are discussed in detail.
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Although this section will cover a majority of the literature 
published about the TIS concept, It la limited to the more Important 
and more significant pieces of work In the area.
System Specialists' Approach to Total Systems 
Integrated Data Processing
integrated Data Processing (IDP) approach 1b to be considered 
a milestone In the development of TIS. The major thrust of the concept 
lies In the fact that all the data must be captured as close as 
to the point of origin In such a f o r m  that can be processed and used 
for all purposes. This will result in the elimination of duplication, 
reduction of costs, and Increased system efficiency.
The American Management Association, Special Report Number 11, 
has mentioned three fundamental characteristics for IDP.
"1. Original data are recorded at their point of origin in a 
mechanical form. In other words, the all-pertlnent Information is 
recorded once at the beginning of the clerical process.
2. From then on -- whether on tape, cards, film, or whatever 
the medium may be —  data are processed exclusively In a mechanical 
manner. The whole concept of IDP is negated if at some station along 
the line data are recorded manually.
3. All processing of data 1b Integrated so that original data
30in mechanical form serve all subsequent applications."
Insignificance of the above concept is due to the fact that in early 
days of computers, data processing had not been benefited by a high degree
■^American Management Association, Establishing an Integrated 
Data Processing System, Special Report No. 11, (New York: American 
Management Association. 1956),p. 9.
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of technology and application of other related sciences. Still, 
another concept was suggested four years later. It Is unimportant 
in nature and Is heavily affected by the available procedures which 
were the major issue of that time. "... Any routine which may be 
automated through the use of punched paper tape of whatever variety, 
and which truly effects the elimination of repetitive writing, 
should earn the badge ' I. D. P. ' .
The primary objective of the so called IDP is:
"... the creation of a situation whereby one single writing of
a given set of information, fully planned and programmed, will cover
all writing. ... [the] approach also suggests mechanization of the
present or proposed system, with Integration between function so that
all data, once entered, became self-perpetuating... paper work
simplification [Is the] goal, regardless of degree of mechanization
which proves practical. ... [Also] objectives are to eliminate
rewriting of repetitive data, discard time consuming duplicating,
replace manual key punching, centralize data processing, provide
32accuracy, overcome distance and delay."
W. D. Hopkins, from the same group has an interesting idea 
about IDP. He Is very Impressed by the capability of the punched 
paper tape and defines IDP as "techniques employing common-language 
punched paper tape to link or integrate otherwise independent machines
^Harry S. Brown, "Integrated Data Processing", Ideas for 
Management, 12th Annual International Systems Meeting, (Cleveland, 
Ohio: System and Procedures Association, 1960), p. 162.
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and eliminate the normal transaction of original data." In order to 
justify hla approach, HopklnB offers some statistics about the speed 
of processing, cost reduction, and accuracy which results In IDP.
Yet another author, Ellis, defines IDP in both a narrow and 
broad sense. According to him, management's desire la the major 
factor for achieving the total Integration. This approach also is 
valuable to the extent that it gives some credit to the management 
control process, by saying that:
1. IDP Is designed to cope with the persistently changing 
patterns of business, that Is, to help management control the business 
In the most orderly manner possible, despite the seeming disorder 
arising from change.
2. IDP 1b a risk reducing, decision-making aid; it generates 
timely, integrated information for all echelons of management.
3. In its narrowest sense, IDP Is the mechanization of data 
at their origin and their continuous processing until their final
use. It is, in other words, a means of doing clerical work mechanically, 
and Its end products are Integrated, timely information and clerical 
cost reduction.
4. In its broadest sense, IDP embodies new aids to decision­
making and makes possible the concept of "Management by exception."
34"It is the totally integrated systems."
” w. D. Hopkins, "Integrated Data Processing" Ideaa for 
Management, Op. cit., p. 167.
^Howard Ellis, "Integrated Systems Produce Profit",
Management Report No. 62, Op . cit., pp. 141-142.
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Integrated or Total System
A major breakthrough occurred and a new term —  Total System —
suggests a new challenge for the system specialist. This change In
mood Is very well observed In the two articles written by J. W. hasett
35of Shell Oil Company In two consecutive years. In hlB first article 
he refers to the system that Is to be Installed In Shell Oil Company as 
totally integrated MIS. This system, if Installed, will provide the 
automatic handling and processing of data from collection at the point 
of sale to the final consolidation of financial statements. Machines 
used at each stage of the data processing are Integrated with the other 
equipment in the total system. Although he used the term total system, 
he did not make any attempt to define it.
In his second selection he considers the words "Integrated" and 
"Total" to be synonymous and continues "... Integrated data processing 
and total systems convey the Idea that the area of Interest takes In the 
recording work of all departments of the company, with particular 
reference to the relationships among similar or similarly used 
information."^ Without any further explanation of "similarly used 
Information," he suggests a two-fold objective of the total systems. 
These objectives can be stated as:
35J. W. Haslett, "Toward a Totally Integrated Management 
Information at Shell Oil Company," Management Report No. 62,
Op. clt., and "Total Systems— A Concept of Procedural Relationships in 
Information Processing" in Total Systems, Edited by Alan D. Meacham and 
Van B. Thompson, (Detroit, Michigan: America Data Processing, Inc., 1962).
■^J. W. Haslett, Total Systems, Ibid. , p. 16.
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"To organize administrative work flows from the viewpoint of 
the company as a whole without regard for barriers or organizational 
segments.
"To develop an information system whereby source data are recorded 
once and thereafter perpetuated in various summary forms to meet 
departmental operating and financial needs without repetitive 
processing.
Haslett ia probably the first who used the words "integrated" and 
"total" lnterchangibly. However, his practical orientation creates a 
tremendous gap between his two stated objectives. The integration 
of administrative work and elimination of organizational barriers 
which is stated as the first objective is not compatible with his 
second objective which is a procedural step by step for capturing and 
processing source data.
According to Haslett, both objectives have interdependent
components. These components are: organizational structure; groups of
procedures and sub-procedures, Including forms; electronic and other
processing and communication equipment; employees; and data originated,
numerlzed and otherwise processed. The degree of totality will be
determined by specifying how well the resources and techniques are 
38integrated. Therefore, in Haslett's approach to total system, the 
organizational objectives, organization's major activities, decision­
making areas, management informational requirements, and other factors 
are completely ignored.
38Ibld.. p. 17.
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Norman Spray of Bell Helicopter thinks of total systems as an
extension of Integrated data processing. Accordingly* he defines
total system as a "complete Integration of all major operating systems
within a company Into a single operating system through the medium of
39data processing."
Yet according to the system planner of Carborundum Company, total
system Is an Integrated electronic data processing system which serves
two purposes: (a) the processing and/or production of operating
documents, records and reports, and; (b) the preparation of management
40
control information through data reduction and analysis.
Barnes and Weaver suggest a new term on the same line of thought. 
They believe that any company that uses automatic data processing 
equipment needs a total system approach. Accordingly, "the system 
must process data that will produce transaction, supply Information 
and provide scientific management tools.
"... The company must be visualized as one entity. [Therefore] 
the design of a total data system, the vertical integration of applica­
tion areas, and the synchronization of business and the mathematical
h 41programs are the target.
Still there are some practitioners who are trying to solve the 
total system problem by a logical deduction and mathematical analysis.
39
Norman Spray, "Total System Concept In Action at Bell 
Helicopter," Paperwork Specification, Issue No. 58, (1960), p. 5.
Carborundum Company Developes (Total System Approach) in 
Data Processing," Office Management, (January 1959), p. 21.
^Carl B. Barnes and Charles C. Weaver, "Total Systems Approach 
to Automatic Data Processing Planning," in Total Systems, Op. clt. 
p. 75.
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As it Is suggested by Rudolf Borchardt,^ comnunicatlons includes 
data origination and transmission, code and language conversion, and 
en route and terminal storage. Therefore, data communication may be 
considered to be the integrating factor in IDP. When data communication 
(DC) is combined with IDP, the happy result should be an Integrated 
data communication system (IDCS). Although the IDP concept refers to 
a variety of manually and/or machine language operated office machines, 
it does not necessarily Involve a large central computer installation.
Therefore, IEDP + DC - TS which means with proper design, an 
integrated electronic data processing system (IEDP) involving a 
central electronic computer, together with DC, should upgrade an 
IDCS to Total System (TS),
The term "Total System", as explained, is either used as an 
alternative to IDP or as an extension of it. There are still some 
authors who believe that these two terms have completely different 
meanings. Becker expresses this feeling by mentioning that the work 
of each department should be considered in the total perspective. 
Therefore, management might think that each department can separately 
automate Its own functions and later join these functions together as 
an integrated system.
"Even a management which initially agrees with an Integrated 
approach [at the department level], often compromises it for a short 
term gain. But if the total system is to be what its name implies,
^Rudolf Borchardt, "The Catalyst in Total Systems," Systems 
and Procedures Journal, (May-June 1963), pp. 20-30.
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management must be understanding and patient with the problems and slow
i
pace of an Integrated analysis.'
Total System - A Reality
A majority of the system specialists consider total system as 
an operational reality. As one system specialist suggested, It will 
require five to ten years to InBtall a TIS In a large corporation.^ 
According to some of these practitioners, the total system has not only 
passed the test of feasibility, but in some cases It is In operation.
For instance, John Field of Bosch Arma Corporation claims that the total 
system has already been Installed in less than two years at the 
Corporation headquarters in Springfield, Massachusetts. This system 
has three main features:
1. The forward look feature by providing the Information 
necessary to run the business. The major emphasis of Information- 
providing is placed upon forescasts, schedules, orders, collection, 
and reporting of Information. Added emphasis on the above areas 
will eliminate most of the extraneous data that make creating a 
total system difficult.
2. The modular approach feature to information processing is 
achieved by constructing the standardized units of information which 
are called "modules."
i
James L. Becker, "Planning the Total Information System, 
Total System, Op. clt., p. 67.
^AIbid.
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3. The assembly-line processing feature Is called "continuous 
flow" processing. Assembly line processing means the use of on-line 
computer as an integral part of modular Information processing.^
According to Lach, in pursuing a total system concept, great 
progress has been made at the plant level. Many problems arise, 
however, as a result of failure to automate the production reporting 
systems. In order to enhance this situation, the system analyst must 
make an effort to automate paperwork processing in order to provide 
local and corporate management with fast and accurate operating
i. 46results.
It is obvious that this view was expressed at a time when the 
effort of system specialists was entirely devoted to automation of 
procedure in an organization, and production reporting procedure was 
probably considered more sophisticated than other procedures.
Perry Rosove of System Development Corporation also believes in 
the reality of the total system. He states that the total system Is 
not Just a product of the system analyst's Imagination, but Is a 
possible reality. In this context, the Information systems must be 
classified according to the degree of integration or the extent to 
which they are " t o t a l . B e c a u s e  of his orientation, he considers the 
computer to be an important element in developing a total information 
system.
^ J o h n  Field, "Total Systems: A Definition and a Case History" ,
Management Report No. 62, Op. clt., p. 151.
^Edward L. Lach, "The Total Systems Concept" Systems and 
Procedures Journal, (November 1960), pp, 6-7.
^Perry E. Rosove, Developing Computer-Based Information Systems, 
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1967), p, 6.
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As management of an organization gains more experience about 
the routine functions of the company and use of computers for applica­
tions like payroll, inventory retrieval and control; it usually pays 
more attention to the use of a computer for attaining higher level 
goals. A higher level goal could be profit-maximization on a company 
wide level. As the objective of management changes, the system 
boundaries will change too and more functions will become automated.
At this level, systems such as marketing, inventory, accounting, sales 
forecasts will become subsystems of higher level systems.
Normally, after this stage, more attention will be paid toward 
efficient operation of integrated systems which is structure based on 
higher level organisational goals.
Rosovers integration Includes both lateral integration, which 
involves incorporrtion of various functions within the same organiza­
tion, and vertical integration, which is incorporation of the 
organizational hierarchy.
There are five levels of integration which should be taken into 
consideration in any system design task. These are:^®
Level 1. Functional level - integration of a single function, 
for example, payroll.
Level 2. Plant or departmental level - integration of several 
functions, such as payroll, finance, sales.
Level 3, Company or organization level - integration of 
several plants, departments, offices or geographical regions, such as 
military command.
48Ibld., pp. 9-12.
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Level 4. Intercompany or interorganlzatlonal level - Integration 
of several affiliated or unaffiliated but functionally Interdependent 
companies, such as Integration of several military commands.
Level 5. Industrial level - integration of several unaffiliated 
companies in a given business field, such as defense industry or 
banking.
According to Rosove, integration at the first level is history
now. Also vertical and lateral integration have developed to the point
where integration is occurring not only at the plant or organization
wide, but also on multiple plant and industry wide basis. Therefore,
a TIS can be defined as "an integrated, multiple-purpose, geographically
dispersed, computer based configuration of people, procedures, and
69equipment designed to satisfy the informational needs of a user."
An example of these types of systems are SAGE (Semi-Automatic Ground 
Environment) and NORAD (North American Air Defense Command).
These groups of practitioners, in one way or another, consider 
"total systems" as an operational reality. Along the same line, as 
the technology advances and more of the procedural steps are overcome, 
more attention is paid toward other capabilities of the total system.
It is quite obvious that the objective of total system is not the 
means —  display devices or computer, etc. —  which are used as part 
of a system. Rather, the objectives should be the ends —  information 
providing capabilities —  of total system. This point of view is 
observed in the review of some works. For instance, the total system 
in the new context is defined as "that system which provides the
^9Ibld., p. 11.
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maximum pertinent Information that management or operations require 
to effectively discharge their assigned responsibility."^ Although 
some part of the above definition conceptually seems to be unsound, 
still the emphasis on the word information makes It acceptable. It 
should be kept in mind that management uses the Information and not 
the operation. Moreover, the information provided will not be used 
only in the area of discharging responsibility.
The approach which is suggested by Graham is defining and 
establishing subsystems such as Accounting, Marketing and Sales, 
and integrating them into the TIS. The practical merit of the 
approach is observed in Sohio's TIS. There are approximately seven 
subsystems which are designed and implemented in Sohio. These are:
1. Control Reporting System
2. Supplementary Reporting System
3. Library System
4. Planning System
5. Forecasting System
6. Wholesale Accounting System, and
7. Monitor subsystem which controls the above-mentioned 
subsystem within the total system.
These subsystems can operate independently, or in conjunction 
with each other, as the occasion demands. According to Graham,
^Richard W. Graham, Jr., "Total Systems Concept," Management 
Technology, (June 1964), p. 1.
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continued management support and diligent effort of all Interested
parties, will make the total system fully operational.^*
To some of the system practitioners. Introduction of TIS to
business enterprises is considered to be a second industrial revolution.
This is actually the revolution of information flow, "which permits
storing on-line to a computer millions of characters of data,
[therefore], business information systems are beginning to be able to
return to the total information system which was characteristic of
52
industrial giants of several decades ago." ThiB type of system is 
operational at the present time at the Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 
Tele-Computer Center.
The reality of the TIS is almost proven to the above-mentioned 
system specialists. Therefore, any attempt made by them in the future 
will be entirely devoted to improvement or completion of their 
proposed system.
Total System vs. MIS
The trend towards emphasizing the information-providing aspect 
of the total system led some of the system specialists to believe 
that TIS is nothing more than a MIS. Any business system can be 
regarded as an information system composed of interrelated and 
integrated systems and subsystems.
51Ibld.. pp. 1-6.
52Richard W. Brightman, et al., Data-Processlng for Decision- 
Making, second edition, (New York, N.Y.: Macmillan Company, 1971),
p. 370.
53Ibid.
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54Dickey and Senensleb suggested that to take a total system 
approach, one must rather explicitly define the total dynamics of the 
business. An Integral part of a business dynamics is a corporate 
memory. This corporate memory facilitates the flow of information 
between various component parts of an organization. Thus, "the 
design of an effective management information system (MIS) that 
properly integrates administrative action"^ should be the main 
objective.
Deluca has interpreted total system in two different ways.
The first is traditional interpretation which emphasizes the development 
of integrated operational systems. It refers to the creation of 
proper paperwork systems which improve routine clerical operation, 
such as purchasing, receiving, inventory control, etc. In contrast, 
the second approach, a more recent development, is the management 
information system [MIS] concept.
In this newer approach, both operational effectiveness of 
the system and management informational needs are equally emphasized. 
Therefore, a TIS of an organization is viewed to be equal to MIS.
Although the term MIS often has the same connotation as total 
or integrated system, they should not be confused. The total or 
integrated system "implies that all functional systems have been
^R. E. Dickey, et al., "A Total Approach to Systems and Data 
Processing," Total System, Op. clt., pp. 25-29.
55Ibid., p. 29.
"^A. Richard DeLuca, "Understanding Total Systems," Total 
System, Op. cit., p. 31.
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designed and implemented. The MIS is a system which aids a manager 
in carrying out his decision-making functions. Therefore, these 
two terms are not synonymous. It would be possible for the analyst 
to design and Implement an integrated system at the operating level 
without aiming It at any particular managerial position.
Total System - Unique Approaches
The various thoughts in the area of total systems are classified 
based on their relationship to IDP and their degree of realization 
and similarity to the MIS. There are a few more approaches to total 
systems which cannot be classified based on the above criteria. This 
is the major area of controversy toward development of TIS. Most of 
the opponents of the total system approach concentrate on this issue 
by saying that the total system is not a universally accepted concept 
and that it means different things to different people. The following 
are samples of some of these views.
"The total systems concept came about several years ago in view 
of the complexity of business systems. Simply interpreted, it calls 
for an over-all study of systems in a company before making major
c O
revisions in any one system."
Another unique approach is suggested by Max Carasso. He uses
the term total system to solve the problems of mobilization of the
59
entire economy in the area of defense.
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Kanter, Op. c1t■, p. 20.
^®John W. Field, "A New Brand of Data Processing Manager - 
Part 11", Computer and Data Processing, (September 1964), p. 40.
59
Max Carasso, "Total Systems," Systems and Procedures Journal, 
(November 1959), pp. 22-27.
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Furthermore, two different approaches are suggested by Moravec 
for planning of Advanced Electronic Data Processing Systems. The 
first approach is a total system which involves the Integration of 
Inventory control, sales, and accounting subsystems into a single 
executive control subsystem that controls run sequence and produces 
the desired report. The second approach Is single information flow. 
"This approach is sometimes called the 'single transaction processing' 
or complete 'single record' concept; [and] sometimes It is known as the 
'total Information s y s t e m s T h e  objective is to enter a single 
piece of data Into the data processing system only once in Its 
history.
The only difference between these two approaches is in the 
procedural implementation of the advanced system. The second approach 
which he labels as TIS accomplishes the same goal as the first 
approach. Therefore, they are extremely similar.
The words "total" and "total system" are sometimes associated 
with the MIS concept. Burdeau^ suggests a total system approach 
to MIS, by providing the management with all the information needed 
for making a "correct" decision. Included in this system Is primarily 
quantitative type information. In order to make the system more 
desirable, the qualified factors also have been considered.
**^ A. F. Moravec, "Basic Concepts for Planning Advanced 
Electronic Data Processing Systems," Management Services, (May-June 
1965 ), p. 53.
^Howard B. Burdeau, "Environmental Approach to MIS," Journal 
of System Management, (April 1971), pp. 11-13.
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"A total system as the name suggests would be one In which all
62
[of] a company's inputB and outputs are automatically coordinated.” 
This will result In optimal allocation of the resources. The market 
will be gauged and the manager will have only to read the tape to make 
any decision. SAGE system according to this passage is considered to 
be an example of TIS.
The following are a few more haphazard approaches to a total
system:
'The objective of the total systems is to bring to bear all 
possible scientific disciplines in a quantitative way to create 
information systems that will make it possible for management to 
operate an organization in the most efficient manner."
Total SyBtem is an approach for "developing a system for the 
operation of the company itself [which] provides myriad patterns of
„64
interlocking data and information flow.
"The goal of this management effort and investment of funds 
Is often called the 'total systems concept.' This is nothing less 
than the complete monitoring of the business enterprise by a computer, 
or group of interconnected computers; the automatic control by machines 
of Inventories, production scheduling, shipping, accounting, and all 
other operations that can be reduced to mathematical representation; 
and limiting the human control to such functions aB setting overall
62
Gilbert Burck, The Computer Age, (New York, N.Y.; Harper 
Torch Book Co., 1965), p. 15.
6 3
Richard E. Sprague, "Advances in Data Processing Hardware 
and Software," AMA Report No. 62, Op. clt. , p. 75.
64James M. Ewell, "How to Organize for a Total System,”
Systems and Procedures Journal, (November-December 1961), p. 5.
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objectives and reacting to such totally unexpected situations as 
earthquakes or wars."**’’
In this group there are two more approaches which suggest a 
truly unique approach to total systems. The first Is a term "Total 
System Development for Information Systems," suggested by Frank 
Kirk in his book of the same title. What Kirk actually means in 
this book is a "step by step" guide toward development of information 
systems. Therefore the term "total" is used as a synonym for "step
i . ir66by step.
The second approach treats TIS as part of the Generalized 
Data Management System (GDMS). Accordingly, GDMS can be divided into 
two distinct classes: (a) Data Management Support Systems (DMSS)
and (b) Total Information Systems (TIS). DMSS is defined as "a 
computer program or set of programs intended to be used as a subset 
of a larger programming system, and to perform data storage and 
retrieval functions for the larger s y s t e m s . H o w e v e r ,  TIS "is 
Intended for direct human use and Is capable of directly solving user 
problems, answering questions, or creating or changing files."
Examples of TIS in this sense are MARK IV, RECON, and IBM's Generalized 
Information System.
^Herbert E. Klein, "The Office Management's Billion Dollar 
System," Dun's Review and Modern Industry, (September 1964), p. 134 A.
66Frank G. Kirk, Total System Development for Information 
Systems, (New York, N.Y.: John Wiley and Sons, 1973).
^Charles T. Meadow, The Analysis of Information Systems 
(Los Angeles, California: Melville Publishing Company, 1973), p. 397.
68Ibid .. p. 398.
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In the previous pages an attempt was made to review some of 
the more Important cohcepts which were suggested by various system 
specialists. In addition, different concepts were classified based 
on some sort of similarity, such as degree of Integration, degree of 
realization. The main objective of the next section is to 
discuss the points of view that are suggested by academicians In 
the area of total information systems.
Academician's Approach to Total System 
In this study the term "academician" refers to those who 
have less practical orientation and mainly to teachers who do research 
In the information systems area. The number of opponents of the 
total system concept are greater among academicians. Although It 
is hard to generalize, It appears that those who have published 
textbooks In the area of information systems tend to agree more with 
total systems and TIS. Moreover, It has been observed that some 
academicians have second thoughts about TIS, as a result of further 
research in this area. In other words, the proponents of the concept 
have later become itB opponents.
Pragmatic Points of View
Various concepts which are suggested by academicians go through 
the same evolutionary process, as in the case of system specialists. 
That is, earlier Ideas mainly concentrated on computer capability 
and Integration of data processing task or so called IDP. Later, 
as technology became mature enough to handle more sophisticated 
functions, new ideas were suggested, such as overall information 
system, advance information system.
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Elliott and Wasley^9 in their textbook —  Business Information 
Processing System —  have explained that the concept of electronic 
data processing is often confused with IDP. The relationship betveen 
them is that of a part and the whole. They point out that the concept 
of integration Includes electronic elements, and a system cannot 
be truly integrated unless it does Include such elements. IDP 
concept unites data accumulations, computations, processing, and 
control. The product of such a system is information in a form 
that can be used by all levels of management In the performance 
of their duties.
Due to the efficiency problem which may have existed in any 
EDP Bystem, a solution is suggested by Pike^® In order to overcome 
this problem. He states "tomorrow's executive will use data pro­
cessing equipment for much more than handling simple routines, so 
that the complex interactions among the many Individual operations 
of a business finn will merge into a total s y s t e m . B y  "total 
system" he means integration of data handling systems. "The concept 
is not that of an automatic office, without human operators, but of 
the Integration of data handling routines in such a way that humans
7 9
are assisted in making decisions, not replaced as decision makers."/
69C. Orville Elliott and Robert S. Wasley, Business Information 
Processing Systems, (Homewood, 111.: Richard D. Irwin, 1968), pp.
303-305.
^Arthus H. Pike, "Total Systems Approach to Business 
Management," Total System, Op. clt.
71Ibld.. p. 60.
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The merit of the above concept lies In the use of the computer 
In the Information processing task and In providing Information by 
means of the most efficient method. There Is nothing mentioned about 
the nature of the decision to be made and the decision model of an 
individual decision-maker. Indeed, one cannot design an information 
system unless he considers the types of decisions that are pertinent 
to the performance of a given organization and the environment in which 
those decisions have to be made.
Martin, by considering above factors which were ignored before, 
suggests that overall organization should be designed as a "total 
system" by incorporating all the other subsystems which exist in an 
organization. "This, of course, sounds a bit utopian and *blue sky',
...; but this overall approach has been remarkably effective in 
military systems, such as SAGE, and a few business organizations,
73and It will surely be of greater importance in the coming years."
Some academicians consider TIS as a goal or trend rather than 
an operational reality. This view la very well expressed by 
Professor Swyers, who states that there Is a very definite trend 
toward the design and installation of a single automated and integrated 
data processing system for management information and control.
Therefore the objectives of many organizations "is an information 
system (or more properly, a network of sub-syBtems which are linked 
by automated data processing) into which each element of basic data
73
E. Walnright Martin, Jr., Electronic Data Processing— An 
Introduction, Revised Edition, (Homewood, 111.: Richard D. Irwin,
1965), p. 32.
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need only be entered once." In order for this objective to 
materialize, applications of "system approach" Is considered highly 
necessary.
Similarly, TIS 1b considered to be a system which encompasses 
the entire spectrum of Information utilized by an organization.
The total system In this sense Is a combination of all individual 
subsystems, such as accounting subsystems, etc.^ The idea of 
Integrating different subsystems into a single all Inclusive system 
or so called total Is the dominant criterion which Is used by many 
academicians. The primary motive behind this trend is probably 
the extension of the system approach to various areas including the 
area of information system. The following are two more examples of 
this trend:
Total system Is "an approach to system design with the 
objective of placing all significant operational components of an 
organization under total or partial control by computer.
Also, it is expressed by Wilkinson that the "overall informa­
tion system" of a firm will be better understood If described as:
"System No. 1 - a production-loglstlca, on-line realtime, 
operational control, optimization, modular-coupled, centralized
^William E. Swyers, "Employee Compensation Accounting In Total 
Information Systems," Management Accounting, (July 1966), p. 11.
^Gerald E. Nichols, "Accounting and the Total Information 
System" Management Accounting, (March 1971), pp. 27-30.
76R. V. Head, Real-Time Business System (New York, N.Y.:
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1964), p. 358.
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processing and decentralized decision making, owned system primarily
for operational management use.
"System No. 2 - a financial, Inquiry, strategic planning,
prediction, centralized decision-making, time-shared system for top 
,,77management use.
Although the above system Is In a sense total or advance, the
main objective of the system Is to provide Information for management
and the better label for It would be MIS.
Total System vs. MIS
The same pattern may be observed In the group of academicians.
That Is, TIS according to some of these theoreticians is the Bame as
78
MIS. Firmin and Linn, are among those who advocate this idea.
They state that the Information system which enables the process of 
management is the MIS, and the term "total Information system" 
connotates all the Information needed by management. This Implies a 
system approach to the study of management's informational needs. 
According to them, "the management Information system may be a loosely 
joined set of r.ub-systems designed to serve the purpose of providing 
information for management. Such systems may be formal or informal, 
planned or ad hoc, integrated or separate. Their totality still
79
could be called a management information system (emphasis added)."
^Joseph W. Wilkinson, "Classifying Information Systems", 
Journal of Systems Management, (April 1973), p. 31.
78Pater A. Firmin and James J. Linn, "Information Systems and 
Managerial Accounting," Accounting Review, (January 1968), pp. 78-82.
79Ibid., p. 83.
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Therefore, the MIS is exactly the same thing as TIS, whether It Is
Integrated or not.
Emery*s Approach to TIS
Because of the uniqueness and Importance of some of the Ideas
suggested by some academicians, It would be worthwhile to mention
each one separately.
According to Emery, an integrated or "total" information system
is a common goal for all designers of information systems. In this
sense, TIS means "a more tightly coupled system with less independence
80among its parts." This integration may be achieved in two ways.
First, by a closer coupling of the information system itself; and 
secondly, by a closer coupling of the organizational activities.
Traditionally, due to triviality of the data processing 
application, an individual subsystem was designed completely independent 
of other subsystems. System designers felt that because of the limited 
capacity of information processing, a system could be more effective 
if designed on a highly fragmented basis. In this context, each 
system is responsible for collecting its own data. Since these 
approaches necessitate the creation of numerous files for each 
subsystem, it was involved with a great deal of duplication among 
various files. Advances made in information technology facilitated 
processing of information, led to integration of the information 
system, and overcame this problem.
80
James C. Emery, Organizational Planning and Control Systems—  
Theory and Technology, (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1971), p. 63.
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Although the Integration of Information processing Is a 
necessary task, It Is not a sufficient condition If the objective Is 
optimization of total systems. Therefore, an attempt must be made 
to integrate the entire organizational activities within an organiza­
tion in order to ensure achievement of a maximum amount of 
effectiveness.^
Prince's Approach to TIS
Prince, who is highly Impressed by the capability of computers, 
defines MIS "as a computer-based network containing one or more 
operating systems capable of providing relevant information for 
management decision-making process, also contains in it the necessary
mechanism for Implementing changes or responses made by management
82in this decision-making activity." Although the above definition 
can be considered as a comprehensive definition for any Information 
system, he still believes that there are five different types of 
information systems. These are:
Type 1 information system has two different phases, a planning 
phase and a control phase. Responsibility accounting is considered 
by him as a type 1 information system.
Type 2 information system. A coordination phase is added to 
this system, besides the planning and control phases. The production 
Information system is viewed by Prince as a Type 2 system.
®^Ibld., pp. 63-65.
82Thomas R. Prince, Information on Systems for Management 
Planning and Control, Revised Edition (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D.
Irwin, 1970), p. 40.
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Type 2,5 Information systems. Two more phases, In addition to
those mentioned In Type 2 system, are Included In this type of
system. These are the systems processing phase, and the monitoring-
inquiring phase. The systems processing phase consists of a series
of operations which prepare Information for both the planning and
control phases, while the monitoring inquiry phase acts as an
information retrieval service for both standardized and nonstandardized
information requests.
Type 3 information system. The additional phase of Information-
gathering, classifying, and storage is attached to this system. This
new phase satisfies the continuous requirement of data-capturing for
the system. Marketing Information system la assumed to be of this
type of information system.
Type A Information system. This Is a type of system that Prince
has named Advanced Information System which Is equivalent to TIS.
This system contains all the above-mentioned characteristics, plus a
new phase which is called long-range planning. Therefore, he defines
advanced information system as "a large-scale- computer-based network
with online communications facilities that supports the major decision-
83making activities In two or more departments within a corporation."
This system is not necessarily fully automated. Thus, some manual 
operations may be required by the system.
Wendler's Approach to Total Systems
In the study done by Wendler, nine hypotheses, which he 
considers to be fundamental tenets of a total system, are tested.
83Ibid., p. 318.
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A sample of 75 Is selected from the population of systems specialists
or practitioners. The following are the characteristics which ranked
84In the order of the importance:
Rank Highlight of the Characteristics
1 System provides timely and accurate information
2 System provides both operating and non-operating 
information
3 Various subsystems are interlocked
4 Data processing are integrated
5 Total Integration of systems
6 Uniform identification and classification of data
7 Management by exception is possible
8 System is automated
9 Scientific techniques are included
Validity of the above tenets are further examined in Chapters 
III and IV.
Total System vs. Systems Approach
The total system, according to some academicians, has large 
boundaries which cover the entire environment, and according to 
others, It has no specific boundaries at all.
Academicians in the field of management theory consider the 
entire organization as a total system, or to be more accurate, "total
®^Charlee C. Wendler, Total Systems— Characteristics and 
Implementations (Cleveland, Ohio: Systems and Procedures Association,
1966) p7 23.
85adoptive system". The Input of an organization Is economic
resources and other environmental factors, such as psychological,
sociological, political. The adoptive characteristic will cause
the organization to show some reaction to these outside impulses. One
type of these reactions is the programmed decision rule within an
organization. The output of this organization would be some type of
economic welfare.
Another view is suggested by Anthony and Welsch. They think of
a management control system as a "total system". They state that
"ordinarily, a management control system Is a total system in the
sense that it embraces all aspects of a company's operations. It
,,86
needs to be a total system...
Still, according to some academicians, no definite boundary
can be assigned to any system. Stanford Optner states that "In its
original form, the new concept of system contains the totality of
everything required to bring about the desired result, including
things subsequently discarded as not useful. The idea of radar as a
system evolved as the experimenters moved closer to solving individual
parts of the total problem, whose boundaries were defined by
stipulating all the component elements required to bring about a
87
desired result (emphasis added)". He makes an example of weapon
8 5Stanley Young, "Organization as a Total System," California 
Management Review, (Spring 1968), pp. 21-32.
86Robert A. Anthony, Glenn A. Welsch, Fundamentals of 
Management Accounting, (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, 1974),
p. 307.
8 7Stanford L. Optner, System Analysis for Business Management, 
Third Edition (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1975^, p.
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systems as a total system and states that as a component of the total
system, the Information system will enable the hardware to fulfill Its
mission. Regardless of his opinion about the totality of the weapon
system he expresses the Idea that "... the notion arises of focusing
attention on all the elements necessary to a given alternative. The
generic whole that emerges from this activity Is known In system analysis
88
as the total system or simply, the system (emphasis added).
Therefore, there Is no difference between a system or total system 
except the fact that the term "total" is used in an emphatical sense In 
order to show the true essence of the systems approach. The totality 
concept Is sometimes referred to as "Wholism". This is an approach 
which views the whole system with all its Interrelated and inter­
dependent partB in interaction, because the whole Is greater than the
89
sum of Its parts.
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According to Van Gigch, "total system" Is somewhere between 
"subsystem" and "whole system" in the hierarchy of system level. In 
order to convey the Idea In a more clear way, he uses the System of 
Criminal Justice as an example. These system levels are:
1. The Subsystem Level, at which each of the agencies of the 
Total system operates as a self-contained and self-sufficient 
organization, pursuing the objectives established for Its own guidance. 
Examples of subsystem level are the police, the sheriff, or the 
district attorney's office.
88Ibld., p. 37.
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Peter Schoderbeck, op. cit.
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John P. Van Gigch, Applied General Systems Theory (New York, 
N.Y.: Harper & Row Publishers, 1974), pp. 23-24.
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2. The Total System Level, In which the agencies are aggregated 
into a single system working for a comnon goal. An example of thle 
level Is a Criminal Justice System.
3. The Whole system level which encompasses all the levels 
contains other systems such as economic or social systems.
The above Is another example of system approaches toward 
solving various types of problems. The problem at this stage seems 
to be one of semantics. All of the above authors generally talk about 
the system, but each uses his unique approach to solve a given 
problem, or to mention an Important point of view of the systems.
Summary
Total system means different things to different people at 
different points in time. That is why it has been a contro­
versial issue in the area of information processing. Some of these 
problems are caused by the unique nature of this field. Technological 
advances have occurred so fast that it has become difficult for some 
to keep abreast of new developments. Also, the introduction of the 
systems approach required interdisciplinary knowledge and depth in 
this area, thereby creating many conceptual problems.
The objective of this chapter is mainly to review the relevant 
literature in the area of information system, especially Total 
Information System (TIS). In order to do so, some introduction to the 
system approach, General Systems Theory, Information Theory and 
Management Information System was given first.
The term system is used to mean three different things. First, 
system as a theory, second, system as a method and finally, system
56
as an entity. This semantical problem existed and to some degree 
still exists. Bertalanffy presented the concept of General System 
Theory which helped to overcome some of the problems in this area.
Then Kenneth Boulding applied GST to social sciences, particularly to
economics.
Introduction of Information theory and its basic concepts, such 
as information value and optimum quantity of information, coupled 
with GST, created a new era of information systems. Advancement in 
other Interrelated fields generated a new phenomenon which is called 
Management Information System. This new term also was subject to many 
controversies. Some believed that it was part of an advance system, 
some expressed the idea that the MIS was the advance system, and 
finally, some called it a "mirage".
Since the computer was considered to be a necessary part of any
type of information system, a new force was formed to use the computer
more efficiently. This idea culminated in the introduction of 
Integrated Data Processing (IDP). IDP simply means integration of 
all hardware and all processing equipment in order to facilitate the 
uve of the system in a very efficient way. This idea was continued 
until the time when the new term Total Information System (TIS) was 
suggested. This new approach —  TIS -- created a new type of problem. 
TIS has different meanings for various individuals. Much of the problem 
was because of semantics. However, the manlng that was attached to 
this term has a high degree of correlation with the background of the 
individual who was using it.
Those who had the benefit of a technical background in the 
area of information systems considered the TIS concept as an extent ion
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of IDP. The majority In this group, classified as system specialists, 
are firm believers of TIS as an operational reality. This Is due to 
the fact that, to them, the TIS Is nothing more than an Integration 
of some hardware or procedural steps. Each member of this group used 
the terms "TIS", "total system", "Integrated System", etc. inter- 
changabiy. Moreover, each assigned a type of characteristic to his 
proposed system that either was readily available, or operationally 
feasible. Still, there were some that did have completely different 
notions about the word total and used "total" to mean "step-by-step".
Another group that has more diverse opinions about the TIS 
are academicians or those who are credited with advocating the informa­
tion systems. Not very many of this latter group believe in the 
reality of the TIS. As a matter of fact, some of them openly reject 
TIS and consider It as untrue, superficial, and Impractical.
Those who offer some practical points of view about TIS believe 
that by integrating all the subsystems within given organizations, 
the TIS goal can be achieved. Some of the ideas, especially those 
which were suggested in the early days, are similar to those of the 
system specialist. That Is, integration of processing Is considered 
to be the most important characteristic of TIS.
The treatment of TIS by academicians, to some extent, has more 
merit. Prince's study of TIS, which is incidentally called Type k 
system is a good example of this fact. According to him, an advanced 
information system must benefit from certain characteristics or phases. 
These are planning, control, system processing, monitoring information 
gathering, and long-range planning phase.
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There is still another group of academicians which think of 
the TIS as just another system. The word "total" in this sense is 
used by them to emphasize the importance of the system approach.
CHAPTER III 
FALLACIES OF A TOTAL SYSTEM CONCEPT
"Total system" per Be is not a well defined concept. As 
mentioned in the previous Chapter, it means different things to 
different people. The major thrust of the above statement will be 
further revealed in this chapter. First, various problems with 
reference to defining the "TIS" concept are discussed. Most of 
the misconceptions seem to be the result of a lack of communication 
among various authors. Later, in this chapter, the current state 
of the art In technology and possible impact of the hardware and 
software on TIS are examined. Finally, abandoning the concept of 
TIS suggested by various authors and validity of this proposal are 
discussed.
Lack of Unified Concept 
Characteristics of Total Systems
Most of the problems in the area of total systems are due to the 
lack of a unified concept. Numerous definitions for the TIS, total 
systems, IDP, are suggested by various authors. Each definition 
is unique in its nature and no attempt is made to unify or to modify 
the concept of total systems.
In order to examine this problem further, a comprehensive study 
of the available literature was undertaken. This study could not 
possibly cover all the existing literature in the area of total 
systems. However, it has been the main objective of this study to
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review the more significant pieces of work which were readily 
available or that became available as a result of correspondence with 
various sources.
Included in this study are different points of view suggested 
by 38 authors. These authors are classified into two groupB (a) 
systems specialists, and (b) academicians. This classification la 
arbitrary to a certain degree. The background and orientation of 
each author were used as the major criterion for assigning them to 
each of the two groups. The number of systems specialists is slightly 
more than twice the number of academicians, and this is entirely due 
to chance (26 system specialists, 12 academicians).
In order to define a unified (or generally accepted) concept 
of TIS, the most important characteristics of the concept had to be 
determined. A review of available literature was a starting point to 
determine whether there is any consensus about these characteristics 
among various authors. The concept is defined in Chapter IV 
by a selection of those characteristics which are suggested by the 
authors; or modifying and/or adding the new relevant characteristics 
which have to be considered as an Integral part of the concept.
It seems that there is very little consensus among the various 
authors concerning the total systems concept. For instance, 27 
different captions are assigned to this concept by different authors. 
The alphabetical list of these labels Is shown in Table IH-1.
All of the labels have basically the same meaning. In other 
words, the objective is to identify the same phenomenon, but different 
symbols are used to express it. Some of these symbols are created by 
adding a word to the label which 1b defined previously by some other
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TABLE III-l. LIST OF ALTERNATIVE TERMS USED FOR IDENTIFYING A 
TOTAL SYSTEM.
Advanced Electronic Data Processing Systems
Advanced Information Systems
Complete Systems
Consolidated Functions Approach
Generalized Data Management Systems
Generalized Information Systems
Holistic Systems
Integrated Data Processing (IDP)
Integrated Data Processing Systems 
Integrated Information Systems 
Integrated Management Information Systems 
Integrated Systems and Subsystems 
Macro Systems
Management Information Systems (MIS)
Over-all Information Systems 
Real-time Systems 
Single Record Approach 
Single Transactive Processing 
Total Data Handling System 
Total Information Systems (TIS)
Total Integrated Systems
Total Management Informative System
Totally Integrated Management Information Systems
Type 4 Information Systems
Unified Approach
Uniform Operations Management
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author. "IDP and IDP Systems" and "MIS and Total MIS" are good 
examples of this situation. Other captions are probably created as 
a result of a high degree of imagination or fantasy by the authors 
without any theoretical support. "Totally Integrated MIS," "Macro 
Systems and Holistic Systems" are of this nature. Still, there are 
some labels which do not convey any clear meaning about the concept 
suggested by the author. "Uniform Operation Management" is a 
caption which illustrates this case very well.
The same type of Inconsistency and disorder was observed when 
the characteristics of a total system were considered. A table of 
different characteristics is prepared and presented in this chapter. 
Some of the characteristics or attributes of total systems are drawn 
from the definitions suggested by a number of authors. There are a 
few authors that have not made any attempt to define the total 
system concept, but they have mentioned the attributes of this concept 
by defining the objectives of the total system.
Characteristics suggested by these authors are numbered to 44.
A list of these attributes, in the order of the literature review in 
the previous chapter, is presented in Table III-2. Also provided in 
the same table is the number of times that various authors agreed upon 
the existence of a given characteristic, as a necessary requirement 
of a total system.
Evaluation of Proposed Characteristics 
A great amount of duplication and inconsistency was observed 
at this stage. Most of the problems are due to different semantics. 
For instance, "integration of subsystems" which is suggested by some
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TABLE III-2. LIST OF CHARACTERISTICS OR ATTRIBUTES OF A TOTAL 
SYSTEM AS SUGGESTED BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
1. Original data must be recorded at their point of
Number
origin 4
2. Data are captured mechanically 8
3. Data are recorded only once 5
4. Integration of processing 11
5. Mechanization or automation of the system 7
6. Integration of functions 3
7. Timeliners of information 6
8. Punched paper tape 1
9. Integration of hardware 3
10. Adoptable to management control process 2
11. Total Integration 3
12. Facilitates management by exceptions 3
13. Administrative Integration 2
14. Data bank 3
15. On-line computer 7
16. Using the modular (standardized) units of information 3
17. Elimination of extraneous information 1
18. Integration of operating systems 3
19. Producing operating documents 2
20. Vertical integration 1
21. Integrating the scientific management tools with the system 5
22. Horizontal distribution of information 1
23. Filter vertical distribution of information 1
24. Random access computer 2
25. Real-time computer 6
26. Batch processing 1
27. To satisfy informational needs of the users 6
28. Display devices 1
29. Simplified inputs I
30. Computer 6
31. Integration of subsystem 7
32. Integration of procedures 1
33. Have protective capability for information 1
34. Integration of Information 1
35. Automation of input and output 1
36. Interlocking data and information flow 1
37. Supply of historical data (information) and analysis of
that data (information) 1
38. Decentralization of decision-making for operating manager 1
39. Centralization of decision-making for top management 1
40. Time shared computer 1
41. Integration of activities in the organization 1
42. Facilitates interdepartmental decision-making 1
43. Provide both operating and non operating information 1
44. Similar inputs 1
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authors, has the same connotation as "vertical Integration" or 
"integration of operating systems."
There are other attributes attached to a total system, which 
indeed have very little, or in some cases, no impact on the concept. 
Existence of "punched paper tape" as a necessary requirement is a 
fair example of this situation. A punched paper device may facilitate 
certain data processing tasks by increasing the efficiency of some 
clerical functions. But, there are many organizations which have 
no use for this type of device. Therefore, if the total system 
concept has to be a universal concept, this procedural characteristic 
which has no major impact on this concept, should have been eliminated.
However, in order to come up with a consensus regarding the 
above-mentioned characteristics or attributes, two statistical tables 
were prepared (Tables III-3 and III-4). The columns of these tables 
indicate the suggested characteristics and the rows represent the 
names of the authors. Whenever an individual author agreed upon the 
existence of a certain characteristic(s) as an Integral part of a 
"total system", an "X" mark was placed in the box which is located 
at the intersection of each row and column. Each column of the tables 
Is represented by a number which corresponds to the order of the 
attributes listed in Table III-2.
An attempt has been made to classify those characteristics 
Into several smaller subgroups. In order to accomplish this goal, 
all the attributes have been compared with each other. By means of 
comparison and by the use of Judgment and intuition, all of the 44 
attributes are divided between five major sub-groups. These sub­
groups consist of:
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1. Those characteristics which suggest some sort of integra­
tion, e.g., Integration of subsystems, Integration of processing.
2. Those characteristics which emphasize the hardware aspect 
of a total system, e.g., on-line computer, display devices,
3. Those characteristics that put some weight on the information 
providing capability of a total system, e.g., satisfying informational 
needs of the users, providing timely information.
4. Those characteristics which facilitate the management 
control process, e.g., to provide management by exception, decentralized 
decision-making.
5. Those characteristics which suggest some sort of data base, 
e.g., databank, recording data only once.
Table I1I-3 shows the above breakdown for the system specialist 
or practitioner, and Table II1-4 shows the same breakdown for 
academicians.
Analysis of individual characteristics is meaningless.
Therefore in order to summarize the above analysis the following two 
tables are provided.
TABLE III-5. DEGREE OF CONSENSUS ON INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS
Information Management Data 
Integration Hardware Providing Controls Base
Practitioners 73% 73% 50% 11% 31%
Academicians 83% 58% 16% 25% 8%
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Table 111-5 illustrates the degree of consensus between 
different groups on various categories of characteristics. These 
statistics reveal chat there is a higher degree of consensus among 
academicians on integration attributes, while the practitioners 
show a higher degree of agreement on the hardware characteristics. 
This situation Is quite normal because moat of the academicians do 
not think of a computer as a necessary requirement for a given 
information system. Surprisingly, the academicians agree less on 
information providing capability of the system. However, more 
emphasis on management control process is stated by this group. 
System specialists show a greater tendency to include data base as 
a necessary part of a total system. This is probably due to the 
fact that the development of a data bank requires a good knowledge 
of the hardware used, and the system specialists are well informed 
in this area.
TABLE III-6. NUMBER OF CHARACTERISTICS SUGGESTED FOR TOTAL SYSTEMS.
Number of Characteristics
1 2 3 4 5 Total
Practitioners 19* 43* 23* 12* 3* 100*
Academicians 42* 25* 25* 8* none 100*
Among the five groups of characteristics suggested earlier, 
not all of them necessarily have to exist in a system in order to 
qualify it as "total." This implication is well Illustrated by the 
Table III-6 . Out of 26 system specialists, only one (3* of the
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population) agreed on existence of all five characteristics. The 
majority of the system specialists (43X) have suggested that only 
two characteristics are necessary for the existence of a total 
system. This view is somehow narrower among academicians. The 
majority of academicians (421) believe that only one of the 
characteristics is necessary In order to have a total system.
Concluding Remarks
It was the objective of this section to reveal some of the
problems that exist in the area of Information systems due to the lack
of a unified definition of the total system. This concept per se Is
an asymptomatic one. That is, if no boundaries are set for the
concept, the list of attributes and definitions will approach to 
infinity.
According to Cherry, who is one of the leaders In the field
of communications, "words are signs which have significance by
'convention', and those who do not adopt the convention simply fail
to communicate."^ This problem Is recognized in the area of social
sciences, particularly in the field of information processing. It
has been claimed that the degree of advancement in pure sciences is
much higher than in social sciences. This is due to the existence of
a scientific language - like mathematics, which greatly facilitates
the communication process. However, in the area of social sciences
2
there exists no well defined language about the reality.
^Colin Cherry, On Human Conmunlcatlon, Second Edition, 
(Cambridge: The M.I.T. Press, 1966), p. 69.
2
For further information see Alfred Korzybski, Science and 
Sanity, (Lakeville, Conn.: Institute of General Semantics, 1933).
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The problem of defining a total system Indeed starts at the 
early stages. This Is the time that one tries to define a "system."
It was observed In Chapter 2 that the word "system" has many different 
connotations. Lack of a unified term for some concepts like management, 
organization, procedure, etc., added to the problem and has caused a 
great deal of difficulty to those who tried to define the "total 
system" concept.
Current State of the Art in Technology and Hardware 
Part of the blame for not being able to achieve the total 
system goal is attributed to the hardware and software Inadequacy.
The purposes of this section and the next are to discuss the current 
state of the art in both areas. After a discussion of the current 
state of the art, one can come up with an obvious connection about the 
implications of hardware and software in the development of a total 
system. In order to discuss these topics, some historical background 
Is necessary.
Computer Generations 
The origin of computers can probably be traced back to 3000 B.C., 
when the Chinese invented the abacus. The abacus for the first time 
employed the concept of "positional notation." Another one of its 
capabilities was a fixed storage for the purpose of storing various 
data. The fixed storage in the abacus was limited to only one number.
It is needless to mention that the data storage capability observed 
in the abacus and later in the development of similar devices such as
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Napier's bones, Pascal's adding machine and Leibnitz multiplication
3
machine, Is one of the basic concepts In the development of computers.
During World War 11, the need for sophisticated techniques to 
provide Information, in addition to the demand for speed In calcula­
tions, resulted In the Invention of the ENIAC (Electronic Numerical 
Integrator and Calculator). This series of computers which were 
originally designed for the Government, have all the basic capabilities 
of today's computers, except for a memory for storing program 
Instructions, This is the major reason for this computer not playing 
a role in terms of creating a new generation of computers, and
4
sometimes Is referred to as the "zero generation" computer.
The first commercially built computer was put Into service in 
1951 by the Remington Rand Corporation. It was named UNIVAC I and 
was used mainly for tabulating the results of census by the United 
States' Bureau of Census. The main feature of this unit was vacuum 
tube memories and circuits. The operating costs of this unit were 
unreasonably high due to the large amount of power consumption and 
maintenance. Also, the unit did not possess a high degree of 
reliability, a necessary requirement In business applications. This 
series of computers was called first generation.
The second generation of computers presented a major break­
through in technology. By replacing the vacuum tube memory with the 
transistor, operation became faster and less expensive. This was due
•Hfayne S. Boutell, Computer-Oriented Business Systems, 2nd 
Edition, (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973),
pp. 136-137.
A
Chris Mader, et al., Information Systems: Technology,
Economics, Application"! (Falo Alto, CA. , S.R.A. Inc., 197A), p. 26,
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to the fact that the transistors could be built and Installed more 
efficiently. A high degree of reliability was another feature of 
this generation. Computers constructed with transistors also had 
other advantages, like lower use of power and much less maintenance.
Miniaturization appeared to be the name of the game. In the 
third generation of computers, transistors were substituted by solid 
state technology consisting of standardized transistors and Integrated 
circuits. The operating costs of this generation was much lower than 
the previous two generations. Also, it provided many features 
previously unavailable and uneconomical in a single computer. Those 
new features were as follows:
(a) data processing of both business and scientific applications
(b) enlarged main memory
(c) fast response secondary memory for bulk data storage
(d) comprehensive operating systems
(e) improved data communication
(f) remote input/output
(g) standardized peripheral devices^
Although a new generation of computers has been claimed by 
computer manufacturers (Burroughs 3700, IBM 370), the merit of it has 
to be tested. The main feature of this new series is multiprogramming 
capability. This new feature has been developed through further 
miniaturization of circuits. Another Implication of the new generation 
is lower cost, greater reliability, and faster processing of data.
5Ibid-, PP- 31-32.
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Types of Application 
The degree of sophistication in computer applications has 
direct correlation with the computer generation. The triviality of 
the application which was run by the early generations of the computer 
is the best evidence of this situation.
UNIVAC I was the first computer that used the stored programs 
which resulted in a great amount of efficiency in processing data. 
Unfortunately, the capability of the computer just was limited to 
record data, to process those data, and to prepare elementary 
summaries of those data. The implication of the system with regard 
to providing the management with required information was generally 
ignored. Therefore, the system remained essentially in its pre- 
electronic state.^
Introduction of the second generation computers created a new 
era which was distinguished by the "integration" phenomenon. In order 
to Increase the clerical effectiveness of the system and at the same 
time to satisfy management Informational needs, the systems designer 
decided to integrate the previously Isolated control and production 
scheduling whose applications were realized on the second generation 
computers. The integration of data recording with the sophisticated 
planning system, such as simulation, brought management and information 
a few steps closer to each other.
The third generation computer offered a broader point of view 
to the management. That is, the integration of a system should not be 
the primary factor for the development of an Information system.
^Arthur B. Toan, Jr., "MIS— A Status Report on the Concept and 
Its Implications" The Journal of Accountmxy. (June 1970), p. 78.
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Rather, the major emphasis should be on the production, delivery, and 
content of the information.7 On-line capability, with regard to the 
remote transmission of data and receiving those results In shortest 
possible time, Is the main characteristic of the third generation 
application. These Include air line and hotel reservations, on-line 
banking, and other similar applications.
Hardware Implications
Characteristics of today's computers may be summarized into 
four basic areas. The first area Is the "processing speed," which at 
the present time is measured in terms of microseconds. A fast computer 
can execute one million Instructions in the wink of an eye. In terms 
of storage capacity also, the statistics are amazing. An ordinary 
disk pack can store up to 100 million characters. The same number 
of characters If they had to be stored in a hard copy form probably 
would need 10 filing cabinets. Access time and data transfer rate 
are two other areas which have been improved a great deal In today's 
computer. In some of the on-line systems, any piece of data can be 
accessed in a millionth of a second and the same data can be transferred
to other units with the same speed.
These technological advances have Introduced a new era which
according to some authors is comparable to the Industrial Revolution.
However, as far as a total system concept is concerned, very little 
is mentioned about the implications of hardware. Most of the problem 
In the business application of a computer is caused by lack of speed 
of Input and output. Recent generations of computers have overcome
7Ibid.. p. 79.
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this problem* which is called "I/O bound" limitations. Implication of 
strategic planning Is the only other problem mentioned in this area. 
According to John Dearden the computer has very limited application 
to strategic planning. He argued that: "About the only characteristics
of strategic planning that fit into the computer capabilities is that 
strategic decisions sometimes involve many Interacting variables.
Because of this* the general business simulation may prove to be of
g
considerable value in strategic planning."
Therefore, the capability of hardware for the application to
strategic planning is questionable. This problem is further put under
scrutiny In the next chapter where the total system is defined.
Impact of Software on Total Systems
The Implication of hardware development In total systems was
discussed In the previous section. In this part, there will be a
discussion of software and its impact on the total system.
Programming Languages
Software is said to be everything else besides hardware.
Normally It refers to programs and routines whose purposes are to
9
facilitate the use of computers by the user Installations. Software, 
of which programming languages are a part, extend the capabilities 
of the computers. Therefore, they are very critical to effective 
utilization of a system.
8John Dearden, "Can Management Information Be Automated?" 
Management Control Systems: Cases and Readings. (Homewood, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1970), p. 531.
Q
Gordon Davis, Computer Data Processing, Second Edition,
(New York, N.Y.: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1969), p. 12.
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Since a definite pattern la observed between the development of 
softwares and computer generations, programing languages naturally 
were very trivial at the beginning. Originally, programming was 
based on the binary principle and written In so-called machine language 
form. Due to the limited capacity of storage, the spaces had to be 
used economically. In order to use the available storage in an 
efficient manner, the programmer was required to have en extensive 
knowledge of the hardware, too. Therefore, the programming task 
was machine dependent, and at the same time, cumbersome and slow.
As a result of hardware development, the storage area was 
expanded and symbolic language was created. By assigning symbols 
to the program instructions, and having these symbols translated Into 
machine language, the programuers were separated from the hardware.^ 
Therefore, the computer programs became machine independent.
After thiB era, almost every computer manufacturer developed 
Its own programming language which was best suited to Its own hardware. 
Capability of these specialized languages was very limited and programs 
written in those languages could be run only on a particular brand of 
hardware. The limited capabilities of specialized language created 
a new trend toward adoption of standardized languages which could 
be run on any brand of hardware.
The first language of thiB type was FORTRAN (FORmula TRANslator), 
which basically was developed for scientific application. Since this 
language was found to be unsuitable for certain types of applications, 
a new language —  COBOL —  was created. This language, which was
^Chris Mader, et al.. Information Systems, op. cit., p. 39.
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mainly developed for data processing of business applications, has 
convenient data handling, editing, and self-documenting features that 
FORTRAN lacks.11
This trend toward developing high-level languages has continued 
to the extent that some specialized fields within sciences have 
developed their own unique language for their very unique purposes, 
e.g., ICES (Integrated Civil Engineering Systems), which was developed 
by MIT.
Types of Software 
Software are generally divided Into two main categories,
(a) system programs; and (b ) application programs.
(a) System programs, also called utility programs; perform 
certain common and recurring tasks, such as sorting, printing from 
a particular tape, or card-to-tape transfer routine. This of software 
also assists the progranmers in translating an application program 
Into a machine language.
Operating system, which was originally developed for IBM 
Computers, Is the single most important program within the utility 
programs. TV'e internal monitor that resides in computer memory, 
directs and manages the execution of programs both sequentially and 
simultaneously. Some manufacturers have other names than Operating 
Systems (OS). Burroughs version of OS Is called MCP (Master Control 
Programs) which basically performs the same functions. This type of
11Ibid., p. AO.
12Jerome Kanter, Management-Oriented MIS, op. cit.. p. 1AA.
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software Is highly critical in a large type system, for scheduling and
allocating the computer resources In the most efficient manner.
(b) Application programs are the second type of software.
This type of programs usually is developed for specific users and
definite purposes within the users' organization. According to some
authors, application programs may be further broken down into two
13subgroups of business application and scientific application.
Business application software is generally those programs which 
facilitate planning and control process within a firm. Processing 
of sales, Inventory control, etc., are typical applications In this 
area.
Scientific application programs are designed to perform very 
specific tasks in particular areas of science. Statistics, operations 
research, numerical analysis, and engineering science are some fields 
which have benefited the most from these types of programs. Some 
elements of these types of programs are incorporated into the business 
application programs. Particularly, the strategic planning area 
normally utilizes linear programming techniques and statistical 
routines, such as correlation analysis for forecasting and optimal 
allocation of the resources.
Total Systems and Software 
The Idea of a total system was created as a result of the 
evolution of integrated data processing. The primary goal of IDP 
was to bring all the computer facilities together and form a single 
data processing unit which supposedly would be more efficient. At
13Ibid., p. 143.
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the time the Idea was suggested, hardware was the major part of any 
data processing operation* Therefore, the only obstacle toward the 
development of IDF —  later total system, was assumed to be the lack 
of hardware capability.
Because of the above fact, software virtually received very 
little attention In development of a total system* Part of the 
neglect was probably due to the fact that nobody had a clear 
and concrete Idea of this concept. However, as the new hardware with 
more advanced capability was Introduced, the software also had to be 
advanced as an Integral part of the hardware. There was no use for any 
hardware, though. If no expertise existed to use It. However, the
softwares had problems, too.
The common programming languages, such as COBOL, FORTRAN, 
and PL/I were developed to deal with sequentially organized flies.
The backspace feature Is available In FORTRAN, therefore the file 
can return to the desired position, while PL/I and COBOL do not have 
this capability.
Other than the Introduction of random access devices, the least 
often provided feature of all programnlng languages is the ability to 
handle random data organizations. The COBOL language provides some 
basic statements which are not fully implemented by any manufacturer. 
PL/I has a class of statements to read, write, and rewrite the records
on direct access media. However, these statements are limited to
perform within the confines of the IBM, 360/ Operating System and do
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not let the programmer have access to all the capabilities of the
14
physical hardware.
Therefore, as far as the software la concerned, there la no 
single language which Is best suited for any particular application. 
Also, some of the languages have their own specific shortcomings 
which probably will be overcome In the future.
Abandoning the Total System Concept 
The problems that appeared to exlat because of the lack of a 
unified concept of a total system and the Implications of hardware 
and software were discussed In the previous section. The objective 
of this section is to examine the opposing point of view with regard 
to the total system. Data base, as suggested by Borne of the 
opponents, Is an alternative approach to the total system. This Idea 
Is further explored In this section.
Opposing Point of View 
The opposition point of view in the area of total system is 
expressed in a variety of forms. Some of the opposition disagrees 
with the entire notion of system approach and its totality, applied 
to a particular type of organization. Others find the total system 
Impractical or Impossible to Implement due to some limitations in 
hardware capacity of vagueness of the concept.
Brooker objects to utilization of the system approach for 
business organizations. After referring to literature written on 
the systems, he states that there is no mention of business or
^George G. Dodd,'Elements of Data Management Systems." Computing 
Survey, Vol. 1, No. 2,(1969), p. 131.
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people found in such literature. Furthermore, nowhere In the 
literature Is the use of system engineering suggested for businesses. 
His concept of "totality" has to be Interpreted to mean the "wholeness" 
characteristics of the systems.
According to Brooker, the fallacies of the total system 
approach for the businesses lies in the fact that:
1. The total Bystems approach in business makes no attempt 
to explain, predict, or understand why the human members of the 
business system act the way they do.
2. If it cannot explain the way things are, It also cannot 
explain the way things are going to be. Therefore, the total systems 
approach must be very weak in predicting the future with regard to 
people.^
Contrary to the above objections that have been made about 
the concept of systems; Schoderbek and Schoderbek have mentioned 
several problems which exist In designing and implementing a total 
integrated system. These problems are:
1 . The lack of Integrated models capable of accepting process- 
ing and analyzing the Information. This problem is always amplified 
because of;
2. The lack of a useful model, in general, for human 
decision-making In the first place;
^W. M. A. Brooker, "The Total Systems Myth", Systems and 
Procedures Journal , (July-August 1965), pp. 28-29.
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3. Ignoring the Interaction of the major functions of the 
organizations In the design stage of information systems, and 
finally;
4. Tying together of the entire Information flow which Is
16
definitely unwise from the economic standpoint.
Therefore, due to the existence of the above problems, they 
conclude that the design of "hdistic" systems at this time is only 
a shadow, since it is neither financially nor technically feasible.
There are other writers who technically oppose the concept 
of total systems. Neil Churchill calls the concept of total 
Information an awesome one. According to him, "The formulation of 
such a concept has awaited the availability of computer hardware 
with the capacity for storing and obtaining a reasonably rapid 
access to amounts of data large enough to represent a significant 
subset of ' total (emphasis added)
The computer limitation has such Impact on Anthony's thought 
that he almoet disregards the possibility of a data base as an 
alternative for total system. He states that:
"^Peter P. Schoderbek and Stephen E. Schoderbek, "Integrated 
Information Systems— Shadow or Substance?" Management Advisor, 
(November-December 197 1), pp. 27-32.
*7Neil C. Churchill and Andrew C. Stedry, "Some Development in 
Management Science and Information Systems with Respect to Measurement 
In Accounting," Printed in Research In Accounting Measurement,
Edited by Yiyl IJirl, et al., (American Accounting Association, 1966), 
p. 41.
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It Is because of the varied and unpredictable nature 
of data required for strategic planning that an attempt to 
design an all-purpose Internal Information system Is 
probably hopeless. For the same reason, the dream of some 
computer specialists of a gigantic bank from which planners 
can obtain all the information they wish by pressing some 
buttons Is probably no more than a dream.
The same Ldea rather broadly Is stated by Schwartz. He
believes that the complete system Integration which Is suggested
by the total system 1? difficult to Implement and maintain. Therefore,
the alternative view Is a federation of subsystems which can be
19
developed and maintained somewhat Independently.
It seems that Schwartz has very distinct notions about a system
or system approach. Unless he thinks of a total system in a very
specific sense, both the federation of subsystems and total systems
have to mean the same thing.
Some authors express the total system In terms of Informational
requirements of different users. Since the users of information
are heterogeneous; they have different points of view, different
needs, and different value systems. To serve all users with equal
proficiency would mean the creation of a universal system consisting
of subsystems for each known user whether present or future. "Clearly
20such an approach Is impractical if not impossible...."
18Robert N. Anthony, Planning and Control Systems: A Framework
for Analysis, (Cambridge, Mass., Graduate School of Business 
Administration, Harvard University, 1965), p. 45.
19M. H. Schwartz, as cited In Gordon B, Davis, Management 
Information Systems, (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1974), p. 21.
20
Joseph Becker, et al., Information Storage and Retrieval: 
Tools, Elements, Theories, (New York, N. Y.: John Wiley and Sons,
Inc., 1963), p. 226.
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This Is probably the first time that one tries to develop a 
total system by having the user's needs In mind as a primary goal.
In the previous chapter, It was observed that some of the authors 
have mentioned the user's requirement for Information. But, this 
fact was never stated as the main objective of a system.
Various opposing points of view reveal that either because 
of hardware limitation, or vagueness of the concept, or disregarding 
the decision models, a total system as a goal is either 
impractical or impossible to attain, Therefore, It would be In the 
best interest of any organization to adopt an alternative approach 
by designing a data base. This new approach is further explained 
In the next section.
Data Base: An Alternative
John Dearden of Harvard Business School can be considered a 
major opponent of the total system concept. Since some of the 
authors believe that there Is a single Information system for a 
company, this information system should be considered totally.
Dearden states that the concept of a single Information system 
which Implies central control of the systems effort will lead us In 
the wrong direction because of two main reasons:
1. The entire Information system of a company Is too large 
and all encompassing to be considered a single information system.
2. The development of an Information system requires such 
different kinds of skills that just the use of the term "total system"
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will not help management to solve the organizational problems that
21exist In the development of any Information system.
In order to overcome a total system problem, he suggests the 
breakdown of systems and data processing activities both vertically 
and horizontally. The horizontal classification determines the 
type of work performed; the vertical classification defines kinds of 
information which are handled within an organization. In this 
context, three major Information systems are typical to any type of 
company. These are:
1. Financial information systems which deal with the flow of 
dollars through the organization. Also, this system is concerned 
with Internal data and historical data, and provides projection of
capital investment and budgeting;
2. Personnel Information systems which provide information 
about the people working In an organization; and, finally,
3. Logistic information systems, which provide Information
about the physical flow of goods through organizations and encompasses
22procurement, production, and distribution.
There are some other types of Information in the system, such 
as R & D, marketing, strategic planning, which Dearden considers 
to be minor. However, the major thrust of his idea lies in the fact
that in order to serve all the above-mentioned information subsystems,
a data base must be established. This data base is designed and
21John Dearden, "How to Organize Information Systems," Harvard 
Business Review, (March-Aprll 1965), p. 66.
22Ibld., pp. 66-71.
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Integrated based on the various data requirements of each subsystem. 
Therefore, this same reservoir of data Is used by all the components 
of the system.
Dearden concludes his proposal by stating that, "In the new
scheme of things the data base does not constitute a 'total system'
23
by any means."
Milton Cooke Is another author who considers a data base an as
alternative to the total system. He states that If the total system
can be kept accurate, current, and easily accessible, it will be
invaluable In making business decisions. Management Information which
Is provided by such a system will resemble a snapshot of what is
occurring at any given single point and no more.
Therefore, in order to enhance the efficiency in management's
decision-making, and guaranteeing business success, "the mass of
detail backup information required in any overall system of this type
... [is to] be manipulated and stored —  and the data base concept
2k
appears to be the most realistic way to accomplish this task." 
(emphasis added).
In the next chapter, by defining a total Information system, it 
is revealed that definitely a data base Is not an alternative for 
"total system."
23
Ibid., p. 72.
^Sfilton J. Cooke, "The Data Base Revolution", Systems and 
Procedures Journal, (March-April 1968), p. 20,
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The concept of total system has been the target of controversy 
almost since Its Inception. Like any other Idea, a total system has 
Its own opponents and proponents. The proponents of the concept 
were mainly system specialists backed by the computer Industry, 
but the opponent front consisted of mainly academicians or those 
who had approached the concept more from the theoretical rather than 
practical point of view.
Generally, It is claimed that the huge sum of money that is 
spent for design of such a system, at least in the short run, Is not 
justified. Moreover, the evaluation of past performance of the system 
group has been unsatisfactory to the management, However, in this 
chapter, the problems of total systems have been approached from 
another angle.
Basically, these problems are claimed to be caused by the below
areas:
1. Semantics and use of Inappropriate terminology
2. Hardware and its capability
3. Software and its development
4. Development of data base as an alternative approach.
In the first part of this chapter, 27 different entries which seem
to be comparable to the total system term are listed. Later, various
characteristics of a total system suggested by different people in 
the area of information processing are analyzed. The list of character­
istics or attributes is rather lengthy; therefore, in order to draw 
any meaningful conclusion, the list had to be reduced to the five major
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categories. Basically, these five groups are: (a) Integration of
systems in various forms, (b) Hardware aspects of a system; (c) 
Information providing capability of a system; (d) Management control 
process, and (e) Data base.
The study of these groups of characteristics reveals that 
integration attributes are considered to be one of the main character­
istics of a total system, according to the majority of the writers. 
Hardware, information processing, data base, and management control 
process are considered to be of lesser importance in the order of 
mentioning them.
Only 3Z of the practitioners believed that all five attributes 
are necessary for a total system, and the majority of the authors 
have agreed that only two of the above characteristics are necessary 
to make a system total. Therefore, it is quite obvious that there 
is very little consensus in this area among the authors, and, most of 
the problem is caused by the lack of a unified concept or definition 
for "total system."
Hardware capabilities and their limitations are discussed in 
the second part of the chapter. It 1b obvious that the computer 
capacity has become more ample; the speed of processing and trans­
ferring the data items has Increased fantastically and the cost was 
reduced substantially. Therefore, those problems of a total system 
which supposedly are cauBed by a lack of speed and capacity are almost 
nonexistent at the present. The only problem that seems to be 
unsolved at this stage is the application to some stages of strategic 
planning.
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Software reasonably had leaser Impact In the development of a 
total information system. As discussed in an earlier chapter, soft­
ware has almost benefited to the same degree of advancement that 
hardware has. However, there are a few limitations In the use of 
software yet to be overcome. For Instance, some of the computer 
languages are capable of handling only sequential processing, such 
as FORTRAN and COBOL. Yet, other softwares are only operational in 
a certain environment, such as operating system of IBM or Master 
Control Program of Burroughs.
Due to the problems mentioned both In this chapter and the 
previous one, the concept of a total system Is considered to be non- 
operatlonal and Infeasible. Therefore a new group of authors suggested 
an alternative approach for a total system. This is simply the 
creation of data bases capable of storing mainly historical data.
Since the organization already is divided Into various subsystems.
It would be more practical to satisfy the Informational needs of 
each subsystem by processing the data stored In the data bank.
In the next chapter, the concept of a total system is defined 
by the researcher. Further, it is asserted that a data base is not 
an alternative to a total system, rather, it is a step toward 
accomplishment of the goal.
CHAPTER IV
TOWARD DEFINING A TOTAL INFORMATION SYSTEM
Different concepts suggested by various authors and the 
fallacies of a total system were explained in chapters two and three. 
The objective of this chapter is to define a total system based on 
the characteristics suggested by different authors in the previous 
chapters. This chapter also adapts or introduces some other 
attributes which are necessary to qualify a system to be "total".
To accomplish this goal* the term "total system" must be defined 
on three different levels in order for the concept to be meaningful. 
However, before defining these levels, it is necessary to elaborate 
further on the concept of "totality" and its Impact on a system 
approach.
Systems Approach and Totality Concept 
According to Webster, the word "total" when applied to a system 
constitutes the "whole". In a system approach, "wholism" means that 
a system cannot be broken down Into its constituent parts, and 
those Individual elements studied in Isolation; rather it 1b a 
concept that considers a system in its entirety. Including all the 
sets within a system and the relationship which exists between those 
sets. Most of the problems mentioned in the previous chapters are 
caused by misconceptions or an Inappropriate use of the "wholism" 
or "totality" attribute of a system.
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An Important point should be mentioned. Up to now the terms 
Integrated Data Processing, Total Information System, Total System, 
and other proposed terms were used Interchangeably according to the 
format suggested by different authors. However, It is the major 
thrust of this chapter that the above mentioned terms do not have 
the identical meaning. Their meanings and connotations drawn from 
the concept must be considered within a specifically defined 
environment.
The term "total system" is used many times in the previous 
chapter to mean the total Integration of different subsystems, 
human organization, management control process and many other 
things. The major conclusion of this research is that the term 
"total system" Is a meaningless term per se. Any time that the term 
is employed, a reference must be made by the user to a system's 
hierarchy or level of abstraction which was meant by him. Otherwise, 
the term communicates no meaningful Information.
The problem, Indeed, starts when one tries to define a 
system. As mentioned earlier, the word system, has several meanings. 
In this context, the reference is always made to the solar system, 
system of equation, transportation system, weapon system, management 
system, and even the Bell Telephone system. This makes It fairly 
difficult for a beginner to grasp the concept at least at the early 
stages of introduction to system approach.
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Generally a ayetern Is considered as a set of units with 
relationships among those units.* The same definition, if explained 
in mathematical notation, probably would convey more meaning. Therefore, 
It would be possible to express that;
S is a system, thus,
1 * S — [ E ; R^ ( * • • , R j|]
2. E is an element set
3. R^, ..., Rn are relations which hold 
between members of E .
The most Important implications of the above definitions are 
the relationships that exist between the components of a system. 
Therefore, It Is the essence of the system approach for problem 
solving, that the relationship between the sets within a system 
have to be examined before any solution for the system is submitted.
Although the recognition of the above mentioned relationships 
are a necessary condition in a system approach. It definitely is 
not a sufficient one. This requies that the level at which a system 
is discussed be defined prior to dealing with any type of system.
Generally, the universe contains a hierarchy of systems.
Each system Is a subsystem of higher level systems which in turn are
iLudwig von Bertalanffy, "General System Theory", First 
Yearbook of the Society for the Advancement of General System Theory,
(Ann Arbor, Mich.: Braun-Bratmfield, 1956), p. 2.
^Terence A. Oliva, "An Examination of the Use of a Duallstlc 
Construct of Energy to Account for Synergy in the Development of First 
Approximation of a Generic General Systems Model," (Unpublished 
Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Alabama, 197A), p. 51.
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subsystems of a higher level system. It is absolutely necessary that 
the explicit reference be made with regard to the particular level 
of the system under scrutiny. Miller also suggests that the 
discourse should not change to another level without a specific 
statement that this Is occurring. Therefore, he classifies a systems1 
hierarchy as follows:
"Systems at the indicated level are called systems. Those at 
the level above are suprasystems and at the next higher 
level, suprasuprasysterns. Below the level of reference 
are subsystems, and below them subsubsystems."3
Most of the problems stated in the earlier chapters with 
regard to a total system are caused by lack of recognition of each
specific level of systems. Because of this situation the term
"total system" Is used by different authors to mean almost every
level of system. The range of meaning started with integrated data
processing systems, integration of all Information providing 
activities, and continued to the point that an entire organization 
was considered as one system. Each of these systems is referred to 
as a "total system". In this context, some of the Ideas that were 
mentioned earlier are: (a) J. W. Haslett's concept of totally
Integrated MIS; (b) Anthony & Welsh1s concept of management control 
process; and (c) Young^ concept of total adoptive system of an 
organization.
Among all the Ideas suggested, only Van Glgch's "total 
system" can truly be considered as "total". To Justify his concept, 
he definitely made an explicit distinction between a system level
James G. Miller, "Living Systems: Basic Concept," Behavioral
Science, (July 1965), pp. 216-217.
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that he talked about. According to him, the total system level Is 
a level between subsystem level and the whole system level. Therefore, 
by the distinction which Is made by him with reference to the 
different levels of system, no communication problem could exist.
A very important point must be mentioned at this stage.
That is the term "total system" should never be used alone. It 
always must be qualified by using certain adjectives or other limiting 
words in order to convey a definite Idea. However, it may be 
possible that the addition of other words to the term "total system" 
per se creates more conceptual problems. In this case, it is the 
duty of users to define and elaborate on the term as explicitly as 
possible. Any lack of coimiunlcatlon that would result in this area 
would be mainly caused by the language. In the language of 
mathematics, It would be possible to expand or contract a system by 
simply adding or omitting a subscript, while this situation Is almost 
Impossible if It had to be done In other languages.
Due to the fact that no generally accepted concept of total 
system haB yet been suggested, and In order to overcome the semantical 
problems, this study defines a total system at three different levels. 
These are: (a) Total Data Processing System (TDPS), (b) Total
Information System (TIS), and (c) Total Intelligence System (TINTS).
Total Data Processing System 
The review of literature in Chapter II revealed that a total 
system Includes a whole range of systems, from a simple data 
processing system to the entire organization system. However, if the 
concepts suggested by different authors are to be analyzed
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chronologically on a solid basis, a classification of different 
types of Information systems can be found. Table IV-1 shows the 
chronological list of characteristics or attributes of a total system 
as suggested by different system specialists. Table IV-2 basically 
Is the same as Table IV-1, except It Is prepared for academicians.
The column number still corresponds to the number which was 
previously assigned to each characteristic In Table III-2.
The trend which Is observed In both Table IV-1 and IV-2 is 
quite Interesting. In the early days, the attention was mostly paid 
to the Integration of data processing activities rather than 
effective utilization of systems. The first table reveals that 
since the Inception of the total system idea by the American Management 
Association (1956) until 1962, no attention was paid to the Information 
providing capability of the system. DeLuca^ was first to suggest that 
one of the major characteristics of a total system Is to satisfy 
the informational needs of the users. Among the academicians, this 
trend was observed a few years later. Churchill^, according to 
Table IV-2, is the first who suggested the same idea, but four years 
after DeLuca.
Prior to these dates, the main emphasis was on the design of 
a so-called "elegante" system by changing the appearance of a system 
rather than the contents of it. This situation is noted in both tables. 
The goal at the early stages was to Integrate the processing, to
^Richard DeLuca, "Understanding Total Systems," Total System, 
op. cit.
•*Neil Churchill et al., "Some Development in Management Science 
and Information Systems with Respect to Measurement in Accounting," 
op. clt.
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mechanize or automate the facilities or to Include some fancy 
hardware Into the system. Therefore, It would be justifiable to 
consider this era as a separate stage called Total Data Processing 
System (TDPS). By separating this system from the entire spectrum 
of total systems, a new system level 1b definitely created. This 
new system can be considered a auprasysLem to a given Information 
system such as financial or personnel, and subsystem of a higher 
level system (total Information system) which is defined later.
Total Data Processing System for a Division 
A TDPS may be designed at a division level of a given 
organization. Therefore, it would be necessary to assume that the 
principles of divisional performance for the decentralized organization 
are fully applicable.
If a TDPS has to be designed for a division, one of the con­
ventional models of information system haa to be adopted. For 
instance, Dearden^ suggests that the entire information system for 
an organization should be divided into different subsystems such as 
financial, personnel, logistic, research and development.
In order to design a TDPS, therefore, it would be both 
technically feasible and operationally efficient to integrate just 
the data processing of the financial, personnel, and other subsystems. 
An alternative to this approach is to integrate the subsystems which 
are previously built around each functional area such as accounting, 
inventory, production, and payroll.
6John Dearden, "How to Organize Information Systems," op. clt.
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However, since the emphasis Is on the data processing aspect 
of a system, the purpose would be served In a much better manner If 
the subsystems were to be defined as explicitly as possible. For 
this purpose, Illustration IV-1 is developed.
Based on the above Illustration, all the data processing 
activity for the entire subsystems within a division is Integrated. 
In order to perform the integration task efficiently, a data base 
has to be established for serving the entire system. The data base 
storage capacity must be divided into two sections. The first 
section includes the storage for different types of programs in the 
system. These programs are called application and utility. Also, 
some lower level processing specifications with lesser priority are 
stored In this storage section. As the need for these specifica­
tions arises they will be quickly transferred Into the fast storage 
section of the computet for processing purposes.
The second section of storage with greater capacity is used 
for storing various data files. Data In this sense, as mentioned 
in earlier chapters, represents facts or elements of knowledge at 
the statistical level. These facts can be maintained In a computer 
or In manual form. But especially in TDPS case, the processing 
would be more efficient if an attempt Is made to capture and store 
the data In a computer.
The data base and file organization of the data base are 
discussed later. However, it would be worthwhile to mention that 
stored data of this system la historical in nature and directly 
related to the subsystems. It should also be noted that the stored
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ILLUSTRATION IV-1. TOTAL DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR A DIVISION.
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data does not have to be recorded only once, since the objective 
of the data base Is mainly to minimize the amount of duplication.
This Is discussed further In the next chapter.
Total Data Processing System for an Organization 
Design of a data processing system can go one step further and 
the TDPS may be designed for an entire organization. Since the 
principle of the decentralized organization Is assumed, one, two, 
or more divisions may exist in a given organization. Illustration 
IV-2 shows a TDPS designed for an organization.
In Illustration IV-2, three systems are Integrated by means 
of a monitor. Each of the three components of this system is a 
TDPS designed for a division and exactly corresponds to the 
Illustration IV-1. The subsystems circles refer to the combination 
of the subsystems presented in the previous section. Each division 
has Its own computer and data base. All three divisions of data 
processing activities are Integrated by a monitor, which Is the most 
Important part of this system.
The monitor in the above system consists of computer units and 
sets of procedures that coordinate the data processing task among the 
three divisions. The monitor's main function Is the efficient use 
of hardware resource in terms of memory space usage, multiprogramming 
and multiprocessing. Various data items can be traded by the 
divisions either with a monitor supervising the transition or directly 
through the monitor. The retrieval of any piece of data can be 
performed rather simply with a monitor and extracted data may be 
aggregated in any form. Finally, a system designer attempts to
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ILLUSTRATION IV-2. TOTAL DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR AN ORGANIZATION.
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Include Into the system all conceivable data processing techniques, 
and hardware equipment, as Car as his Imagination permits.
The TDPS can be labeled "hardware oriented", because the 
major emphasis Is on hardware capability and the fancy yet Incon­
sequential activity which can be performed by them. There is no 
attention given to the users of the system. This situation la well 
explained In both Illustrations IV-1 and IV-2. The users In those 
Illustrations are represented by dotted boxes which are Isolated 
from the system. Since there is not any input Into the systems by 
these users, they cannot be considered as part of the system. This 
is due to the fact that interaction between sets of a system Is a 
main feature of system, and this characteristic definitely Is not 
observed In the above systems.
This type of system, If perfectly designed, Is claimed to 
be very efficient. However, if It actually were used to be In 
operation, the excessive costs of the system would offset the claimed 
efficiency.
In order to compare the characteristics of this system with the 
characteristics suggested in Tables IV-1 and IV-2 by the authors, 
it would be more appropriate to list the attributes according to 
the order of agreements. The following are the attributes which can 
be found in TDPS:
Integration of processing (#4)
Integration of hardware (#9)
Computer (#30)
Time Shared Computer (#40)
Random Access (#24)
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On-line computer (#15)
Elimination of extraneous Information data (#17)
Protection of Information (data] (#33)
Data base (#14)
There are some other attributes that may be attached to this 
system which do not have a great Impact upon the operation of the 
system. It would be safe to assume that the existence of the 
following attributes are not crucial to the system.
Similarity of InputB (#44)
Simplified inputs (#29)
Integrating Scientific Management tools into the system (#21) 
Automation of inputs and outputs (#35)
Batch processing (#26)
Punch paper tape (#8)
Mechanically capturing data (#2)
The remaining characteristics are not relevant to this 
system, and thus do not have to be considered. For instance, real 
time feature of a computer system in this case Is meaningless.
Because the users of this type of system do not actually Interact 
with the data processing system, Lhere would be no need for a real 
time feature in this type of system.
It would be extremely difficult, If not impossible, to come 
up with a definition having all the above mentioned features In it. 
However, the alternative Is to define such a system In the following 
manner and assume that the necessary attributes mentioned earlier are 
Implicit in the system. A Total Data Processing System may be defined 
as being:
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Hardware nrlented; Integrating all of the data processing 
applications within a division of an organisation; or 
integrating the entire computer system on an organization 
wide basis.
Total Information System 
The second level in the hierarchy of information systems 
Is the Total Information System. This level is considered In this 
study as a suprasystem to TDPS and a subsystem of the next level 
which is explained later in this chapter.
Further analysis of Table IV-1 reveals that after 1962, the 
system specialists considered the users of a system to be part of the 
broad concept of total systems. The same trend Is observed in 
Table IV-2 after 1966. Including users as part of the system 
probably was due to added emphasis on some managerial concept such 
as "management by exception" and "management by objective" (MBO). 
Because of the later concept (MBO), the Information was considered 
to be a vehicle which facilitates the attainment of the managerial 
goals or objectives. Therefore, the system designers decided to 
give recognition to the users of the system and provide them with 
the type of Information which would satisfy the particular needs of 
those users.
Traditionally, the management of an organization are assumed 
to be the main and to a certain extent, the only users of generated 
Information. Therefore, a system designer's objective was to match 
the sources of information with the particular managerial needs by 
designing a so-called management Information system (MIS). However, 
there are certain groups, other than the management of an organization, 
who have a substantial interest in the destiny of the organization.
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Thus, an Information system must be able to provide the desired 
Information, not only for the management, but for everybody who somehow 
has an Interest In the organization.
Those groups include stockholders, creditors, suppliers, 
various government agencies, customers, and finally the general public. 
If the Informational needs of these groups have to be satisfied, 
at the same time the management's Information requirements are met, 
a total Information system (TIS) for the entire organization must be 
designed. Therefore, a TIS consisted of two parts: (a) Management
Information System, and (b) Outsiders Information System (OIS).
Information Providing Feature
Information is defined In a variety of forms. Russel Ackoff 
defines Information as "the amount of potential choice of courses of 
action a person has,"^ But, it does not matter how you define It.
The amount of Information has an Inverse relationship with the 
uncertainty within a system and In other words in the negative of
g
uncertainty. As more Information Is gained, the uncertainty Is 
reduced, and as the amount of uncertainty Is reduced, the entropy 
of a system would be reduced.
Generally, a so-called scientific approach to the problem 
solving requires that after a problem Is defined and alternatives 
are determined and evaluated; the decision has to be made based on 
the criteria used by the decision maker. Whenever a selection has
^Russel Ackoff as coded in John Beckett, Management Dynamics:
The New Synthesis, (New York, N.Y.: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1971),
p. 97.
^James Miller, "Living System," op. clt., p. 194.
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to be made between the numbers of alternative courses of action, a
certain amount of risk Is accepted by a decision maker. In order
to reduce this uncertainty, the decision maker needs to have access
to all relevant Information. The amount of uncertainty may be
measured quantitatively. For Instance, if one Is faced with a
choice among eight alternatives, the uncertainty or entropy Is only
three bits. Four choices among the eight alternatives will reduce
the uncertainty to two bits, so forth. With only one course of
action from which to choose, the uncertainty and entropy is reduced 
9
to zero. Therefore, in terms of bits of knowledge or facts, the 
more knowledge a person has, the better off he is.
In TIS, the Information providing capability of a system 
is the most Important feature of system. The above explanation was 
necessary to distinguish between information and data which was 
discussed earlier. Information is valuable for the decision maker 
in terms of reducing uncertainty. While data does not have any 
value per se, if data Is processed properly, based on predetermined 
specifications, it will take the form of Information and become useful. 
This is probably a major difference between TIS and TDPS. Because 
the former system’s main objective is to provide information for 
specific user or user groups; while the TDPS objective was to process 
data according to the designer's specification.
TIS Model
The proposed model for a TIS Is shown In Illustration IV-3.
The concept of totality Is built around all the interested groupB
9John P. Van Glgch, Applied General System Theory, op. clt., 
pp. 42-4 3.
ILLUSTRATION IV-3, TOTAL INFORMATION SYSTEM.
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within and outside of an organization. This type of system Is users 
oriented rather than hardware oriented.
As it Is illustrated* the Information users of this system 
are divided Into the two distinct groups; management and others.
The word "others" refers to that group of Interested people whose 
decisions somehow will affect the organization; but they are basically 
outside of organizational boundaries.
Both management and outsiders have their own decision models 
and these models are structured based on their objectives. Models 
which are used by management will have planning and control features 
built in them, while the outsiders’ models might lack these features 
due to the diversity of their objectives. In order for management 
to attain its objective, It needs to make certain types of decisions. 
Based on the decision model, they seek relevant information. The 
relevant information will be retrieved from the data base through 
the computer facilities. The system has an interactive capability 
by which management Is able to specify the desired requirement for a 
given type of information and receive a fast response to different 
kinds of inquiry that they may have. The needs of management, for 
information Is satisfied by this system in both planning and control 
areas. Therefore, It is Implied that the principle of management by 
exception and management by objectives are fully observed in the 
design of this system.
The outsiders require other kinds of information based 
on their objectives which normally are different from management’s 
objectives. Stockholders are generally concerned with a long run
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prosperity of a given organization and earning power of a firm, 
while the creditors and suppliers would prefer to have the Information 
about the ability of the firm to meet Its obligation. Government 
agencies such as the Internal Revenue Service or other regulatory 
bodies may require information for tax collecting purposes or 
administering certain types of activities. The customers might 
want to know whether they can rely on a given firm as a regular 
source of supply and quality of the firm's products. Finally, as 
the social awareness of the general public Increases and corporations 
are held responsible to the society more than ever, the informational 
needs of society must be satisfied in order for them to be able to 
evaluate the performance of a given corporation against the 
responsibility which Is charged to them.
The Important point which must be observed In this model is 
that outsiders do not have direct access to data base and all of 
their Inquiries are directed toward management. It Is management's 
duty to provide the necessary information to fit to the outsiders' 
decision model.
Strategic Planning Aspects of TIS
Anthony's definition of strategic planning is probably the 
most accepted one. He defines It as:
"The procesB of deciding on the objectives of the organization, 
on changes In these objectives, on the resources used to 
attain these objectives, and on the policies that are to 
govern the acquisition, use, and disposition of these 
resources."10
10Robert N. Anthony et al., Management Control Systems:
Caeee and Readings (Homewood, 111.: Richard D. Irwin, 1965), p. 4.
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Generally, a strategic planning type of decision Is very 
complex and unstructured. Thus, another terminology Is suggested 
for this type of decision - "non-program&ed." Although the communica­
tion of the Information is claimed to be relatively simple^* In 
this area, the amount of information which is available is very small.
As a matter of fact, simulation and "what If" models are the only
12application that Is basically used for this type of decision.
The traditional point of view with reference to the application
of the strategic planning Is changing as a result of advancement of
knowledge in this area. Most of the problems in this area were caused
by the lack of coding technique for capturing and processing
13strategic data. A new coding scheme according to Bruha must
accommodate: (a) different types of decisions, (b) significant
variations in demand frequency of an element of data, and (c) the
on-line Indexing of new data that may Immediately change the demand
frequency. A statistical technique is definitely needed in order to
cope with the coding problems. Since the coding is similar to the
measurement process, according to Bruha,
"if the identified properties of information requirements 
can be viewed statistically at the nominal scale of 
measurement through the use of clustering techniques, 
the identified properties of the Information requirements
11
Ibid.
12
Neil Churchill et al., Computer-Based Information System 
for Management, (New York, N.Y.: National Accounting Association,
1968), p. 121.
13George R. Bruha, "Effect of Strategic Planning Decisions on 
the Design of a Coding Process in an Advanced Information System." 
(Unpublished Dissertation, Northwestern University, 1972), p, 56.
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can be modeled and subjected to the scientific method of 
analysis."1* (emphasis added).
The proposed TIS can provide a strategic type of information 
to the extent that current technology permits. Also Included in the 
data base Is various information about the competitors and the models 
that they are employing.
Compliance of the Model with 
Suggested Characteristics
Since the evaluation and compliance of all 44 characteristics
are almost impossible, In this section only those characteristics
which are In full compliance or partially relevant to TIS are
mentioned. There are some characteristics which are definitely too
vague to be included. For instance, the term "total integration"
Is as vague as "total system". Therefore, It Is not included In this
discussion.
The following characteristics are directly related to a TIS: 
Vertical integration (#20)
Integration of operating systems (#18)
Integration of processing (#4)
Integration of hardware (#9)
Interlocking data and Information flow (#36)
Integration of scientific management tools Into the system (#21) 
Computer (#30)
Real-time (#25)
Time shared computer (#40)
Random Access (#24)
U Ibld. . p. 84.
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On-line computer (#15)
Display devices (#28)
Satisfy Information needs of users (#27)
Provide both operating and non operating information (#43) 
Timely information (#7)
Protection of Information (data] (#33)
Adoptable to management control process (#10)
Facilitate management by exception (#12)
Data bank (#14)
There are a few characteristics which are not truly crucial 
for TIS. They may or may not be Included in the system. These are: 
Similarity of Inputs (#44)
Simplified Inputs (#29)
Automation of Inputs and outputs (#35)
Batch processing (#26)
Punch paper tape (#8)
Mechanically capturing data (#2)
To summarize, this study considers a TIS as two information
subsystems: (a) the management Information subsystem, and (b) the
outsider information subsystem, and defines a TIS as:
A user's oriented information system, designed within a 
given organization, to assist all the Interested parties 
in their decision maklnR process.
Total Intelligence Systems (TINTS)
Quite often, a management information system, MIS, or another
type of information system la criticized because of the inability to
provide all types of information for the uBers of the system. Since
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the Information Is negative of uncertaintyt more Information will 
result In less uncertainty. The number of alternative courses of 
action also will be reduced as the bulk of relevant Information 
Increases. Therefore, when sufficient amounts of information are 
available, there would be only one course of action with the 
probability of occurrence that would be equal to unity. At this 
stage, there would be no decision to be made, and if the system Is 
programmed, the final solution automatically would be reached.
A system which is capable of providing a final answer to any Bort of 
problem can no longer be called an Information system. The more 
appropriate terminology for this type of system is "intelligence 
system".
Intelligence
Intelligence according to Alfred Blnet Is the faculty of
"judgment, otherwise called good sense, practical sense. 
Initiative, the faculty of adapting one's self to 
circumstances. To judge well, to comprehend well, to 
reason well, these are the essential activities of 
Intelligence."15
Although it is not clear to the psychologist what intelligence is, 
a number of attempts have been made to measure it. The practicality 
of the intelligence measurement Is due to the fact that, the 
superior intelligence is made of an assembly of superior mental 
elements. Thus, it would be possible to measure each element that
Alfred Binet as coded in William N. Dember et al.. General 
Psychology: Modeling Behavior and Experience (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970), p. 517.
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enters Into the performances called Intelligent, then combine these 
measurements for the overall measure of intelligence.^
Intelligence In business communication Is treated differently. 
Accordingly, Intelligence will result from the analysis of organized 
Information that provides the decision maker with a preferred 
course of action after having evaluated available alternatives.
In this sense, if a system Is designed somehow that automatically 
captures the data, processes It, analyzes the information and 
selects the best alternative course of action, that system would be 
an "Intelligence system".
TINTS Model
The decision process consists of four different stages 
(a) observation of the state of the environment, collecting, coding 
and storing data; (b) Inference to be made as a result of analysis 
of the processed data; (c) evaluation of the available alternatives 
with reference to goals and objectives and finally, (d) selection 
of the preferred or best alternatives based on the predetermined 
criteria.
By progranmlng the above process for all types of decisions 
which affect the organization, both Internally and externally, a 
successful TINTS would be designed. Illustration IV-4 shows a 
proposed model for a TINTS. This model 1b composed of two parts,
16Ibld., p. 515.
^Charles H. Krlebel, "Management Information Systems 
Technology: A View of the Future," Journal of Contemporary Business,
(Spring 1972), pp. 2-3.
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namely, a management Intelligence system and outsiders* Intelligence 
system.
Based on the organizational objectives, certain sets of rules, 
guidelines and specifications are defined by management. These 
guidelines are a basis for the computerized operation of the system. 
Organizational outcomes will be automatically evaluated against 
the predetermined objectives, through the automatic feedback and 
feed forward process. This evaluation process may be cause for 
management to use the old specifications, revise those specifica­
tions or come up with entirely new sets of guidelines. It Is 
needless to say that all the managerial specifications and decision 
rules are stored in the data base and are readily available to the 
processing subsystems.
The data base also hosts the data from operating segments 
of the organization. This data after being processed, will provide 
the necessary inputs for the models within the systems. The models 
automatically reach a decision which Is most desired for the 
organization. As a result of the above decision, certain action 
should be taken through the functional areas in order to Implement 
those decisions. A new set of data with regard to the proposed 
action will be captured by the system, and the process continues.
The management intelligence system definitely requires a data 
base with a great capacity to store all types of data and models.
The major part of the storage is allocated to various operating data. 
This data Is available to the system at all times. The coding scheme 
used to store the data Is designed, based on several considerations 
such as, efficient use of storage core and fltablllty to the models.
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The remaining capacity of the data base Is allocated to the 
different models or decision rules. These models are of a different 
nature, depending on the environment with which they deal. Heuristic 
models are designed for the organizational needs for which such a 
solution Is satisfactory, while optimizing algorithm la developed 
for those areas that the final solution based on management's 
specification must be optimal.
A management intelligence system, theoretically, will provide 
for management, a solution to any type of problem they might have.
Some of the authors, as It was mentioned in the review of 
the literature, believed In the total Integration of the systems. 
There was not found any specific reference to the total Integration 
concept and Its meaning to those authors. However, there are some 
references to the corporate Intelligence system as a system that 
permits management by exception, based on timely Information, which 
Is not the same as the management Intelligence system as It Is 
discussed here.
The outsiders' Intelligence system (a subsystem of TINTS) Is 
reasonably more complex than the management Intelligence system (the 
other subsystem of TINTS). A dotted line separates this subsystem 
from the management Intelligence system In Illustration IV-4 
due to Its particular nature. The same type of relationship which 
was discussed in previous subsystems exist between the decision 
makers and operating environment. However, the decision models for 
outsiders are not Included in the management's data base which was 
discussed. Each individual of this group has his own Intelligence
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system, which Is similar to the management Intelligence system.
The performance data, with regard to this segment of Interest, will 
be combined with the data which Is collected from the segments of 
other organizations that a particular decision maker has an Interest 
In. Then, the captured data from all segments will provide a 
basis for processing the Information; hence this Information will 
supply the necessary Inputs for the decision models of this Individual.
For Instance, an Individual may have Bhares of stock In ten 
different corporations. In order to attain his objective, namely 
maximizing the return on his investments, he needs to gather data 
from all of the ten corporations in which he has Interests. Then 
this data will be processed and used for his decision models.
Like the management Intelligence system, a similar mechanism exists 
between him and his decision models. Thus, depending on his model, 
an adequate or optimal solution Is readily available to him.
Needless to say, the same type of system Is assumed for the rest of 
the group of outsiders.
In short, a TINTS consists of two parts: (a) management
intelligence system, and (b) outsiders intelligence system. Both TIS 
and TDPS are part of this system, which are respectively two lower 
level subsystems within this system. All the characteristics which 
were mentioned earlier about TIS and TDPS are applicable to this 
system also. In addition to those attributes, the feedback and 
feed forward mechanisms are the two main characteristics which must 
be considered as essential parts of this system. Therefore, a TINTS 
may be defined as:
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A system which basically provides Intelligence for all the
Interested parties. All the steps from capturing data, to 
reaching the decisions and actions are done within the system 
In a coordinated manner. Included In the system are feedback, 
feed forward capabilities and a data base to store both 
operating data, decision models, and system specification.
Data Base Requirement 
In the two previous sections, it was pointed out that a 
data base Is a necessary part of the total Information system and 
the total Intelligence system. The objective of the following 
section is to elaborate further on this thought.
General Systems Research 
The goal of the general systems research or more specifically 
General Systems Theory Is to study the laomorphy of concepts, laws 
and theories of various disciplines and apply them to other disciplines. 
Bouldlng suggests that there are certain general phenomena which are
found In many disciplines that can be explained by the general
18 19
theoretical models relevant to those phenomena. Bertalanffy
has expressed the similar thought in a more obvious manner. He
stated that there are certain general principles which hold for
systems, irrespective of the nature of the component elements and
the relation between them.
The above-mentioned theories are used In this study to show
the analogy between a data base and the human memory. Therefore, it
is necessary to define the characteristics of a living system and
its similarity with the types of systems such as TIS and TINTS.
18Kenneth E. Bouldlng, "General System Theory," op. clt.
19
Ludwig von Bertalanffy, Problems of Life, op. cit. . p. 199.
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The living systems are a special subset of all the possible
sets of concrete systems, consisting of plant and animals* There
are certain characteristics which distinguish this type of system
from nonliving systems. First, they are open systems. Second,
they maintain a steady state of negentropy. This situation Is possible
due to accepting the Inputs of matter-energy of a higher order of
complexity. Third, they contain a decider subsystem which controls
20the entire system. Fourth, the goal of the system la defined 
Internally within the system. Since any type of human organization, 
particularly Information systems, can be classified as a living system, 
the same types of characteristics are equally applicable to them.
This can be used as a comparison basis between the human memory and a 
data base.
Learning and Memory
Learning and memory are assumed to be closely related to
each other and In some cases are regarded as an operational congruency.
However, It should be realized that both learning and memory deal with
the handling of Information. Therefore, according to Bogock:
"there must be a stimulus, a mechanism tt> receive the 
Informational content of the stimulus and 'recognize*
It, a mechanism to classify it, one to code It, one to 
store it, one to retrieve It, one to associate it, 
and one to discharge the information or its derivative 
as response.^
2®James G. Miller, "Living Systems: Basic Concepts," op. clt.,
pp. 203-204.
21Samuel Bogock, The Biochemistry of Memory (New York, N.Y.: 
Oxford University Press, 1968), p. 8.
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There are many theories to express the phenomenon of learning 
and the memory system, but almost none of those theories have been 
able to come up with any concrete basis. Thus, It may be concluded 
that all of them are at a developing stage. However, there are two 
theories which have more popularity and acceptance than others.
First, is the theory which explains memory and learning from 
the psychological point of view. According to thlB theory, learning 
occurs as a result of interaction or enforcement between the "Law of 
Effect," stimulus and responses. The Law of Effects suggests that 
an action that leads to a desirable outcome Is likely to be repeated 
in similar circumstances.22 As a result of response to a certain type 
of stimulus, the Law of Effects reinforces the situation. Thus, the 
behavior will be learned. The information extracted from the learning 
experience Is added to preexisting meaning structure within the 
memory system. The stored information traces in the memory will 
become stronger as a result of relearning. As more information about 
the world is accumulated, the understanding of the memory system 
continues to expand and become elaborated. Therefore, the by-product 
of this changing structure is the continuous change in the man*B
2 * i
knowledge. This process is very similar to a process of updating a 
data base, when the current data is being added to the vast pool of 
data already stored in it. Furthermore, the same analogy can be
22Peter H. Lindsay, et el.. Human Information Processing:
An Introduction to Psychology (New York, N.Y.: Academic Press, 1972),
p. 471.
23Ibld., p. 431.
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established between what Is claimed to be a short-term and long-term
memory system, and fast and slow storages of a computer system.
The psychological approach assumes that the living system
produces a stable circuitry In the memory. According to von Foes ter:
"The essential features of physiological memory [stable 
circuitry] are Its various abilities to manipulate symbols, 
first, Inductively, by computing generalities from 
particulars, and deductively, to reconstruct the particular 
from the structure of the generalities."2^
Therefore, the memory seems to function as a computer which consists
of networks of "unidirectional transmission lines which interact with
2 5each other at certain discrete, lcoalized regions."
The second theory discusses the learning and memory through 
the chemical compounds formed within the brain. A detailed discussion 
of this theory Is beyond the scope of this study. However, the 
extract of this theory suggests that the genetic Information for each 
organism is stored In its giant molecules, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). 
This information may be transferred from DNA by a molecule of ribo­
nucleic acid (RNA) to the surrounding protoplasm. Due to containment 
of genetic memory in DNA, It may be implied that RNA could transmit 
the knowledge previously acquired. A different sequence of the RNA 
basis will result In a different protein, since RNA can produce the 
synthesis of new protein.
2^H. von Foester et al., as coded in Samuel Bogock, The 
Biochemistry of Memory, op. clt.. p. 77.
25Ibid.
2^Peter H. Lindsay, Human Information Processing, op. clt., 
pp. 297-298.
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There are many experiments favorably supporting this theory.
The planarlan flatworm study and the study of transfer of the memory 
between rats are among the best known experiments. A major breakthrough 
occurred when the scientists at Baylor University discovered the first 
chemical code words that control memory and learning. The chemical 
material consists of 14 different amino acids, Isolated from the
brains of rats which have acquired a fear of the dark from being
27subjected to electric shock.
There are a few concluding remarks that have to be made with 
regard to the analogy between the memory and data base. First, the 
learning process Is nothing but the ability to retrieve pre-stored 
data from the memory system. Since intelligence Is created as a 
result of learning, the second conclusion is that Intelligence Is a 
function of the relevant d a t a  already stored in the memory. Thus, the 
more relevant data stored In the memory system, the more Intelligence 
consequently will result.
Any basic control system has the following units: the activity 
or process to be controlled, the sensor, the goal setter, the dlscrimin- 
ator, the decision maker, and the effector. ° This is very similar 
to the functions performed by the human brain as a communication system. 
The major components of the human communication system are the receptor
2Q
system, the effector system, and the central mechanism. The receptor
22"Code Word of Memory," Chemical & Engineering News. (Feb. 9, 
1970), p. 11.
2 D
John P. Van Gigch, Applied General System Theory, op. clt.,
p. 353.
29Ibld., pp. 370-371.
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Byatem Is probably the moat Important part which basically translates 
the physical and chemical stimuli received from the environment Into 
neurological events or Impulses. Therefore, It is the memory system 
that by recording all the events provide a basis for responding to 
different stimuli and execution of those responses.
A data base was regarded as the most important component of 
a TIS and TINTS In the two previous sections. Due to the similarity 
between the human Information processing system, TIS and TINTS, the 
third conclusion of this study Is that a data base Is a necessary 
part of a TIS and TINTS. Thus, developing the data base as suggested 
by some authors must not be considered as the abandonment of the total 
Information system. Rather, it should be regarded as a major break­
through toward the formulation of TIS and TINTS.
A point should be brought up here that the current technology 
Is not ready yet to accommodate the requirements of the data base for 
a total intelligence system. However, the recent progress of both 
hardware and software should make the development of a total Information 
system a reality. The recent advancement In technology would Include 
the multiprocessing of the computer operation and the development of 
mass storage systems such as IBM System 3850 and Ampex TBM.
The total Intelligence system goal should be attainable In the 
future. TINTS requires a sophisticated data base capable of storing 
and retrieving data randomly. The current hardware and software have 
a limited capability for capturing and processing data. The input 
data must be stored In an orderly manner within the framework of a 
given file, and the retrieval process Is subject to almost the same
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restriction. The retrieval of data from other files Is possible 
only through the orderly indexing of data records and a ring structure 
that should be regarded aa Inefficient, costly and to some extent 
Impossible for random processing of data. These problems should be 
overcome as man's knowledge of the computers, artificial Intelligence, 
and understanding of the processing of information in the brain 
increases.
Summary
Based on the fallacies of a total system which were explained 
in the two previous chapters, it is concluded that the term "total 
system" Is not a meaningful term by Itself. Moreover, It does not 
comounlcate any Information without reference to the level of 
abstraction of a system.
In order to define a total system, first the components of 
such a system have to be determined. Then a meaningful definition 
of the system can be made If the relationships between various sets 
and subsets of it are known. This study defines the term "total 
system" at three different levels of abstraction.
First, Total Data Processing System (TDPS) which can be designed 
at both division level and corporation wide scale. The principles of 
divisional performance for a decentralized organization must be 
completely observed for designing this type of system. Moreover, most 
of the attention is paid to the data processing aspects of the system 
by use of highly sophisticated hardware. Thus this system may be 
called a "hardware oriented" system. The users of this type of 
system do not have any Interaction with the data processing system.
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Second, the Total Information Syetem (TIS). The motive behind 
the design of this type of system Is to provide Information for all 
parties who are Interested In a given organization. The primary 
objective of this system Is to satisfy the Informational needs of the 
users. The users can Interact with the computer system through the 
feedback loope. The data base Is the most Important part of this 
system which by storing all types of data will provide a base for 
producing all types of Information,
Third the Total Intelligence System (TINTS). Based on the 
assumption that the relevant Information Is negative of uncertainty, 
this system stores all types of data and produces all the necessary 
Information for making a given decision. The data base of this 
system is large enough to store both the data which Is captured 
from functional environment, and management's decision models.
These decision models are structured based on predetermined specifica­
tions which will provide for the management an optimal solution to 
any type of problem.
Since a data base Is the necessary part of both TIS and TINTS, 
development of It should not be regarded as an alternative to a 
total Information system. The existing hardware and software 
techniques permit the organization of a data base for a TIS. However, 
development of a sophisticated data base for the total Intelligence 
system la yet to be realized and is subject to advancement In other 
fields such as biochemistry and psychology.
CHAPTER V 
ORGANIZING A DATA BASE
Chapter IV demonstrated that a data base Is the most essential 
part of a total Information system and of a total Intelligence system. 
The objective of this chapter Is to discuss briefly the concept of 
data base and Its hardware and software requirements. This is deemed 
to be necessary because of the complexity of Chapter VI.
Structure of Data Base 
The traditional approach to data processing requires that each 
application program use only the bulk of data applicable to the 
particular operation. Therefore, if another application needed the 
use of the same data Items within a given file, a new program had 
to be written or the old program had to be modified. In such an 
environment, the data and program were Interdependent. This resulted 
in high programing cost, low turn around, and naturally Inefficient 
systems.
An alternative suggested to the above approach was involved 
with the establishing of a "general file" or a common pool of data 
available to all the applications at any point In time. Since the 
entire prograimnlng activity Is performed around this bulk of data, 
the unified code or data Identifier would be used by all the programs. 
Therefore, there would not be any dependency between the data and 
the programs. This situation of course la an Ideal one, but It
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serves as a useful vehicle for developing a data base. The crucial 
question at this point Is the possibility of storing all relevant 
data in a given storage and of retrieving the data as the needs arise.
The validity of the above question rests on the information 
requirements of different types of decisions with regard to the manage­
ment control process. Since strategic planning problems are 
unstructured, it would require storage of a large volume of data for 
occasional use. However, the operational control type of decisions 
are capable of being programmed and of utilizing the limited sets of 
data continuously. In the latter case the fields layout remain 
unchanged, but the data value may vary according to the nature of a 
given item.
Data Base Defined
The base normally refers to a bottom which holds or stabilizes 
"something." The same meaning Is Implied by data base, since It 
provides a basis for producing Information and intelligence created 
as a result of receiving the relevant Information.
In order to design a data base, one has to define the concept 
and its different connotations. Although it is generally considered 
a single reservoir of all the data within a given system, a more 
concrete approach has to be developed in order for the concept to 
be useful. Therefore, for developing a data base, the "Information 
space"* concept Is regarded as an Important milestone. Accordingly, 
any piece of Information with reference to a particular "thing"
*John K. Lyon, An Introduction to Data Base. (New York, N.Y.: 
Wlley-Interscience, 1971), p. 10.
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can be described In terns of three elements: (a) entitles, (b)
attributes, and (c) values.
Each entity can be uniquely distinguished from other entitles 
by means of certain properties called Identlfers. Moreover an 
entity may possess other types of properties which are known as 
descriptors. Both identifier and descriptor with regard to a given 
entity can be demonstrated in three dimensional space. The first 
axis represents a given entity, while the two other axlses describe 
the attributes and values of that entity. Any particular node In 
this three dimensional space Is representative of certain descriptors 
or an Identifier. It should be noted that a particular node is 
created as a result of the intersection of three planes which verti­
cally cut through each axis. For Instance, a plane which Is vertical 
to the entity axis may represent an account within the General Ledger 
entity. The other plane going through the attributes axis may 
represent the status of each account, namely debit or credit. Finally, 
the third plane which passes through the value axis will describe 
a particular value such as $2500. Therefore, existence of "2500" at 
a particular node within the entire Information space may be indicative 
of the "$2500 credit balance of Tax Payable Account."
Although this study does not accept the concept of the Informa­
tion space, entirely due to the lack of universality, it is still 
considered to be a very powerful communication means for conveying 
the data base concept. Thus, If a data base is assumed to be a 
subset of that Information space, It can be defined as Martin suggests:
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"A collection of interrelated data stored together with aa 
little redundancy aa possible to serve one or more 
applications in an optimal fashion; the data are stored 
so that they are Independent of programs which use the data; 
a common and controlled approach Is used in adding new data 
and In modifying and retrieving existing data within the 
data base...,
A data base that Is suggested by the above definition Is 
deemed to be highly complex and, at least, very difficult to design 
at the present time. Therefore, a more pragmatic approach would be 
a etep-by-step development of it based on certain long-range objectives.
The Objectives of a Data Base 
The effectiveness of a data base will be guaranteed if the 
proper goals or objectives are established. During the goal-setting 
process special attention should be given to the structure of the 
files both from physical and logical standpoints. The following are 
regarded aB the most important set of goals which. If selected, 
would be helpful In designing a data base:^
Make Data Generally Accessible
This goal implies the establishing of a dictionary mechanism 
and other procedures which facilitate access to the files consistently 
and effectively.
2James Martin, Computer Data-Base Organization, (Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1975), p. 19.
A detail description of the goals and objectives Is cited 
in Edgar H. Sibley and John A. Turner, "Data Base Management:
A Framework for Effective Uses," paper presented on the second 
Jerusalem Conference on Information Technology, (July 29-August 1), 
1974, pp. 7-12 and James Martin, Ibid., pp. 31-39.
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Control the Data
The control of data la a twofold function* That la, the data 
should be controlled from both the privacy and security points of 
view. Privacy refers to the constitutional rights of people and 
organizations. Thus, guidelines must be determined as to the 
extent that information about individuals can be revealed to other 
Individuals.
Security of data on the other hand has protective Implica­
tions. Data must be shielded from accidents such as fire or other 
types of destruction. Unauthorized use of data base also should 
be prevented, including both unauthorized retrieval from the data 
base and unauthorized change or updating of It. The above risks 
are normally minimized by designing a system which Is easily 
reconstructable, or by inserting security codes and passwords Into 
the system for each particular user.
Minimize Redundancy
Similar data items which are repeated In different files 
should be eliminated as much as possible. Theoretically, If 
similar data in various files are updated constantly In order for 
the data base to be consistent, there should not be any major 
problem with the data base. However, as the number of flies Increases, 
this problem becomes a serious one. Even if the data processing 
division were able to keep up with all of the required updating, 
eventually major computer time would be devoted to updating 
activities. Therefore, there would be very little time available 
for retrieval and extraction of the available data.
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Reduce Response Time
The time elapsed from the moment that a request or an 
Inquiry Is made and the moment that the requested Information Is 
provided Is very crucial. If the time Interval Is too long, an 
alternative source of Information would be sought by the users, 
and In an extreme case the need for Information might have disappeared.
Performance of the storage devices has a great Impact on 
the elapse time and throughput of the system. The traffic volume 
of data and the throughput of the system are the major determinants 
for choosing a physical storage. Some physical storage will provide 
very fast and efficient response to a given Inquiry, while others lack 
this capability.
Minimize Cost
This objective is highly Interrelated to the previous one.
Choice of a slow and/or smaller physical storage may reduce the 
costs of a data base; but It may result in longer elapse time and, In 
some cases, the loss of opportunity. Therefore, local reduction of 
costs Is produced at the expense of others. This Is normally referred 
to as suboptimization of a problem. However, It should be kept In 
mind that storage costs are sharply decreasing with the Improvements 
in technology occurring everyday.
Other Objectives
The above mentioned objectives somehow were considered to be 
the major concern of a data base designer. Still other objectives 
or sub-goals must be observed In the design process.
Since different application programmers use different logical 
files, the data management system must be able to construct the
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logical files from the stored data so that the programming tasks 
are fa'ilitated. Moreover, different search criteria must be 
developed baaed on the physical data organization to respond to the 
fast Inquiries made through the on-line terminal and through the 
normal organization channel.
If the data base has many diverse users, the association 
between the data Items must be protected with regard to all the 
procedural steps of storing, updating, and Interrogating. Furthermore, 
a newly designed data base software must not only be capable of 
adjustment to the old structure of data processing, but also be 
able ti- adapt itself to future needs without modification of 
the application programs.
It Is quite normal for some sets of data to be more in 
demand than others. Therefore, storage of data becomes a function 
of Its popularity. Suitable storage has to be provided for 
different groups of data, since there ore direct relationships between 
the type of storage and the characteristics of various kinds of 
decisions.
Data Administration 
Since the inception of electronic data processing, many new 
and challenging positions such as programmers, system analysts, have 
been created. A solid knowledge of only one field of study frequently 
is not enough to fill some of the positions. Consequently, there 
has been a great deal of controversy about the necessary qualifications 
of a person assuming such positions. For Instance, accountants, 
management scientists, and operation research groups are still arguing
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about their own unique qualifications to occupy a position of head 
of an information system. Nevertheless, data base management has 
created a new task for a "data administrator" who Is charged with the 
responsibility of controlling the data flow within the data base.
Chapter II pointed out that information Is very similar to 
material resources. Both types of resources can be produced, are 
perishable, and have utility. Thus, In reality. Information and 
its supporting data must be regarded as an asset of an organization 
and subject to the same type of treatment. However, a prevalent 
problem Is the determination of the cost of this type of asset for 
reporting purposes. Nevertheless, in some organizations, data is 
regarded as a valuable asset; and the data administrator is responsible 
for the custodianship of data.
Since the complete independence of data from application 
programs is a primary concern of a data base, a main function of a 
data administrator is to establish a data dictionary. An application 
programmer is provided with only the required data name already 
defined by the dictionary. Another function of a data administrator 
is to protect data from unauthorized use and furnish each group of 
users with permissible passwords or security codes.
In order to guarantee the most effective type of internal 
control, the person in charge of data administration must be provided 
only with the layout of the data base and the logical organization 
of different files. His knowledge of the contents of the data base
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and specifically of the value of data ltems^ la a hindrance factor to 
the system of Internal control.
Software Requirements 
One of the characteristics of the computer of an earlier 
generation was sequential file organization. In order for a program 
to process a data Item, on the average at least half of the record 
In a given file had to be read until the desired record and data 
items were found. Moreover, the application program had to refer 
to the exact physical location of a stored data item. In this type 
of environment the mode of data also had to be determined by the 
program.
Introduction of the higher level programming languages, 
such as COBOL, helped to overcome some of the above problems, That 
is, several programs could use the same data Items by causing the 
automatic mode change during access times, if the situation 
warranted."* This condition normally is referred to as "data 
independence," which means a high degree of independence between the 
way that a data Item Is stored and the method that a program utilizes 
that particular data item. Although complete data Independence is a 
goal that a designer of a data base would want to achieve, with the 
current state of technology the objective of total data Independence 
Is unattainable.
L
James Martin, Ibid., p. 30.
5
Edgar H. Sibley et al., "Implementation of a generalized data 
base management system within an organization," Management Informatics, 
Vol. 2, (1973), p. 21.
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Generalized Data Base Management System
Generalized Data Base Management System (GDBMS)t sometimes 
referred as "file management," Is defined by Byrnes et al. as
"a stand-alone method of producing reports, establishing 
and updating files from user-supplied specifications of 
(1) file characteristics and relationships and (2) 
report contents and formats,"6
This type of system Is basically developed for users who do not
know programming; or if they do, their knowledge Is not very
thorough.
A GDBMS typically consists of two different types of 
softwares. First are those which enable a system programmer to 
organize and structure the data elements somehow, so as to minimize 
or eliminate the redundancy of data items and, at the same time, 
optimize the operating cost of the system. Second is the high-level 
programming language capable of processing the data contained In 
a data base. This type of software also solves various problems, 
produces reports, and generally provides an answer to the ad hoc 
programs.7
GDBMS'a In general are created for establishing new flies, 
updating and restructuring the file already existent In the system, 
and producing the report both according to predetermined specifica­
tions or on an ad hoc basis. Many brands of GDBMS's are created by 
the hardware manufacturers and software developers. Although some
^Carolyn J. Byrnesa et al., "File Management Systems: A
Current Summary," Datamation, (November 1969), o. 138.
^Richard D. Nolan, "Computer data bases: the future Is know,"
Harvard Business Review, (September-October 1973), p. 105,
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of the software packages do not automatically maintain files, they
Q
help the progranmers in establishing and maintaining them.
Therefore, it would help the progranmer to concentrate on the complexity 
of the problem rather than to be concerned about the routine tasks of 
file structure and maintenance of those files.
On the market a variety of GDBMS'a are available which can
save the programming and debugging time considerably. A few are 
as follows:^
System's Name Company
SCORE III Atlantic Software, Inc.
QUERY 3 Azrex, Inc.
IFAM Cambridge Computer Association, Inc.
MODEL 204 Cambridge Computer Association, Inc.
IMARS Interactive Science Corporation
EXTRACTO Computing and Software, Inc.
In the development of a data base all organizations do not
use GDBMS packages. There are four alternatives for organizing a data
base management^ system of which GDBMS packages are considered a 
part.
First, an organization may utilize the data management techniques 
of an operating system such as data accessing and scheduling. The
^Carolyn J. Byrness et al.. "File Management Systems: A
Current Summary," op. cit., p. 138.
^More complete and further details are discussed in Lawrence, 
Welk, "Review of File Management Systems," Datamation, (October 1972), 
pp. 52-54.
^Edgar H. Sibley et al., "Data Base Management: A Framework
for Effective Use," op. clt., pp. 13-16.
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advantages of this type of system are Its efficiency and ease In 
programming. Alleged disadvantages of such a system are Incompati­
bility In usage of data and the cost of Integration. The second 
approach is association of data with special application program.
This type of system Is relatively efficient and at the same time 
"custom made" for particular organizations. The custom-made feature 
of this system Is like a blade with two edges which can cut for or 
against, since the system might become obsolete as some changes 
occur in the environment. Also this system is very costly to integrate.
The third alternative Is the use of GDBM5 In the form most 
readily available from software and hardware vendors. Since the 
costs of developing such systems are prorated to many different 
users, it would be very inexpensive to buy such types of systems. 
Moreover, they can be maintained through operating systems. Finally, 
the fourth alternative is to adopt a QDBMS based on a particular 
organization's needs or objectives. Although the maintenance of 
this system Is more expansive than the above mentioned systems, it 
is more efficient and faater to operate.
Confeteeiee on Data Description Language
In order to improve the quality of the data base management 
systems, the Association for Computing Machinery in 1969 formed 
the Conference on Data Description Languages called CODASYL. Several 
committees have been formed within this conference to enhance the 
quality of the different languages. The Programming Language 
Committee, which coordinates the activities of the Data Base Task
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G r o u p , h a s  specified Che Data Description Language (DDL) for
Improving the programming languages. COBOL Is the first language to
be considered for Improvement. Therefore, the objective of the
Data Base Task Group Is to define a network or graph-type data
structure which Is not currently available in various COBOL versions.
Moreover, the objectives are extended to develop a data manipulation
language to access or process the data previously defined by the
Data Description Language.
The scheme developed In the CODASYL Data Description Language
12consists of four types of entries: (a) scheme entry, (b) area
entries, (c) record entries, and (d) set entries. The format of the 
statements for this language is similar to the data division of the 
COBOL language. It should be emphasized at this point that the 
entire effort toward development of GDBMS, DDL, or similar types of 
software is to create more Independence between the data items and 
application programs.
Hardware Requirements 
Introduction of raiMklB access devices such as drum, disk, 
and CRAM (Card Random Access Memory) must be regarded as a major step 
toward development of w B M 8 . Prior to these alternatives, the file 
management systems were alnomt nonexistent. Because the nature of 
sequential files created a situation where the data items completely 
depended on the application program, they could not be available tor
*^Edgar H. Sibley et_al,, "A Data Definition and Mapping 
Language," Communication of the ACM, (December 1973), p. 751.
1 ?
Detail description is given by James Martin, op. cit.,
pp. 112-128.
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other purposes. In this type of system the amount of duplication 
was naturally high, thus resulting In a high cost of storage, 
programming, and processing.
Random access equipment has overcome this problem by allowing 
the data Item to become more Independent and readily available to 
more application programs within the system. The only disadvantage 
of this type of device is the high cost of storage which sometimes 
makes the system economically Impossible to operate.
Some major breakthroughs have occurred In the field of hardware 
which have created a new era for development of GDBMS, The Introduction 
of new storage facilities called Mass Storage System (MSS) has reduced 
the storage cost dramatically. That Is, the monthly cost of storing 
a megabyte of data has decreased from approximately $7.00 to a fraction 
of dollars. Moreover, a system has a capability of storing 50 million 
byte In a small cartridge approximately two Inches In diameter. This 
can increase the on-line capacity of the computer up to 472 billion 
byte.
The MSS system creates the image of many more disk drives than
are actually available by continuously transforming data from
14cartridges to the disk for Computer use. In summary, MSS brings 
together the low-cost adVanttltge of sequential storage (such as tape) 
and efficiency of the disks. Therefore, It can be concluded that the
^"New IBM Systems give direct access to massive amount of 
stored data," Datamation, (November 1974), pp. 126-127.
^"IBM 3850 Extends VS to Tape Cartridge," Computer World, 
(October 16, 1974), p. 1.
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hardware development has kept up with the paths of GDBMS, while the 
development of software has not advanced so rapidly.
The only prevalent problem In hardware Is that usually the 
generalized data base management systems are made by both hardware 
and software vendors. Therefore, those systems which are generated 
by the hardware manufacturers are normally restricted to certain 
operating environments created by the same manufacturers. Thus, It 
will reduce the flexibility of the systems tremendously.
Summary
A data base was considered as a necessary part of TIS and 
TINTS In Chapter IV. The objective of this chapter has been to 
present a brief description of data base and the operating environment 
which is required to make the concept operational.
In order to develop a data base, first the concept of informa­
tion space was presented. Then the main objectives for designing a 
data base were suggested. The most important objective was the 
reduction of redundancy of the data Items within the system and the 
creation of a safe environment for all the system users with maximum 
security. Moreover, the goal of the system designer would be to make 
the data Items independent of application programs or ad hoc users 
of a system.
In order to achieve all the objectives stated, In a given 
organization a new position must be created known as "data administrator" 
who has the responsibility of protecting the stored data from misuse 
and of coordinating the storage and retrieval activities.
Several major breakthroughs have occurred In the software and 
hardware areas which have had a great impact on the creation of a
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more efficient and effective data baae. The development of Generalized 
Data Base Management Systems in the software area and Maos Storage 
Systems In the hardware field are good examples. Although the hardware 
manufacturers have been able to keep up with the new challenging 
concept of GDBMS, the softwares seem to be some steps behind the 
hardware.
CHAPTER VI
DESIGN OF A TOTAL INFORMATION SYSTEM
A theoretical model of a total Information system (TIS) was 
discussed in Chapter IV. The objective of this chapter is to develop 
a TIS for an actual organization in order to Justify the practical 
implications of such a system.
The East Baton Rouge Parish School Board System especially 
has been selected for this purpose. Therefore, in the first part of 
this chapter the existing information system of the organization is 
presented. The second part of this chapter discusses the development 
of a TIS for the same organization.
Description of an Actual System:
Public Educational System^
The Louisiana Constitution provides an elected State Board of 
Education of eleven ncdbvB with powers to supervise and control 
public elementary and secondary schools. The State Superintendent 
of Education— elected by the people— is the Chief Officer and Ex 
Officio Secretary of the State Board of Education. Policies established 
by the State Board are admidletered by the State Superintendent:
At the local level the school board is the administrative 
unit of the public schools. The local boards are granted certain 
general and specific powers.
^Source: Handbook, East Baton Rouge Parish Public Schools,
Ba^on Rouge, Louisiana, April 1966.
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East Baton Rouge Parish 
School Board (EBRPSB)
EBRPSB Is created by Legislative enactment. The Board
consists of twelve members elected at the Congressional election
on six-year staggered terms. Seven members are elected from the
city of Baton Rouge (Ward 1), three from Ward 2, and two from Ward 3.
Duties of the Board
The Board is responsible for the operation, Improvement, and
evaluation of public education In East Baton Rouge Parish. It is
both a deliberative and a legislative body. It is part of the
Board's duty to formulate policies and to legislate to make these
policies effective. It also evaluates and acts on recommendations
concerning the progress and improvement of schools. Knowledge of
educational principles and policies Is essential to the Board to make
decisions and resolve issues. The function of the Board is not to
operate the schools, but to see that they are operated in the best
Interests of the children and taxpayers within the provision of
Louisiana Law. The final responsibility of the Board is educational
planning. Therefore, it Is highly desirable that the Board use the
finest professional assistance available.
The Superintendent
The Superintendent of schools is elected by the School Board
for a term of four years. He Is the executive officer of and the
professional advisor to the School Board, and as such, is responsible
for administering the parish public school system.
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The major responsibility areas of the Superintendent are:
1. the Instructional program
2. school administration
3. business affairs and auxiliary services
4. plans and recommendations for school facilities
5. nomination of all school personnel
6 . dissemination of current Information concerning the
program of public education in the East Baton Rouge 
Parish to the Board and the public.
2
The organizational chart Is included in Figure 1.
Some Facts About East Baton 
Rouge Parish School SyBtem^
East Baton Rouge Parish Is located on the east bank of the 
Mississippi, 240 miles inland from the Gulf of Mexico, and 85 miles 
northwest of New Orleans. Parish population is approximately 300,000. 
More than half of the population lives in the cities of Baton Rouge, 
Baker, Zachary, Pride, and Central. The Parish covers an area of 462 
square miles.
There are 65,165 students enrolled in the public school system 
as of March 1975. These students attend various grades from kinder­
garten through high school.
Approximately 6000 persons of various ranks are employed by the 
EBRPSB. They serve the School Board In the following capacities:
All the figures in this section are illustrated in Appendix.
3
Facts and Figures, East Baton Rouge Parish Public School 
Board, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, July 1973.
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1. Staff of the Superintendent
2. Teaching staff consisting of;
a. Principals and assistant principals
b. Classroom teachers
c. Guidance counselors
d. Librarians
e. Helping teachers
f. Teachers of t'pecial education classes
g. Teachers of home-
h. Coaches
i. Band directors
Teachers In the adult education program
3. Maintenance
4. Bus drivers
5. School lunch program
EBRPSB uses the following facilities for various purposes:
School Board office building located at 1050 South Foster Drive, 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana;
Service Centers located at 6013 Choctaw Drive, Baton Rouge,
I
Louisiana;
Material Center located at 6003 Choctaw Drive, Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana;
One hundred and five school buildings are located throughout 
the parish.
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High School 11
Junior High School 14
Elementary School 75
Jr.-Sr. High 2
Middle School 1
Combination Kindergarten-12 __2
Total 105
Data Processing Department 
The Data Processing Department which directly reports to 
the Superintendent is charged with the responsibility of providing 
the organization with necessary information for planning and control. 
The goal of the Department is the development of a Management 
Information System (Illustration 1) which serves four general areas 
of personnel, student body, finance, and property control.
Currently the total number of personnel in this department is 
twenty-two who serve in different capacities. The breakdown of 
employees according to the organizational chart of data processing
(Figure 2):
Position Number
Manager of DP 1
Assistant Manager 1
Systems and Programming:
System Analyst 1
Programmer Analyst 2
Programmers 3
Trainee 1
ILLUSTRATION VI-1. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM OF EBRPSB.
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Management
Information
System
Property
Control
Student
Services
Personnel
Services
Financial 
Account ing
Operations
Operation supervisor 1
Operators 3
Key punch operator 8
Data control clerk 1
22
Hardware System
The hardware equipment is basically a System 3500, manufactured 
by Burroughs, The speed and flexibility of the system Is very 
impressive, processing by some of the hardware being measured In 
millionth of a second. Also the system is capable of performing 
many unrelated Jobs at the same time In a multiprocessing mode and 
capable of continuing them without interruption. Although the 
multiprogramming featu re permits compilation of both COBOL, FORTRAN, 
or any other language, all the programs in the Data Processing 
Department are written in COBOL.
The hardware and peripheral equipment of the system consists of
(a) A Central Processing Unit with a capacity of 180 K.
(b) A System Memory with a capacity of 2,000 K. The Master 
Control Program (MCP), which is equivalent to the Operating 
System in the IBM's system, is stored in this unit. MPC 
actually is in charge of the control of multiprogramming 
activity. The access time of this storage on the average 
is 17 millisecond.
(c) A Head Per Tiack (Fixed Disk) for storing various data 
files. The capacity of this unit Is 100,000 K and access
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time amounts to 40 millisecond. The history 
files are stored on magnetic tape and kept off-line.
(d) Two Disk Pack DriveB with the capacity of 190,000 K and 
the average access time of 43 millisecond.
All the data flies, except history files of various 
subsystems, are stored In the hardware equipment mentioned 
In (a), (b), (c) and (d) above. The nature of each 
application determines which of the above equipment la to 
be used for storage purposes.
(e) Four Tape Drives
(f) One Line Printer
(g) One Card Reader
(h) One Optical Mark Scanner
(1) One Univac Keypunch and interpreter machine
(j) Eight Univac CADE (Computer Assisted Data Entry) input 
terminals. The CADE system edits various data Items 
before they actually enter into the on-line computer 
system.
(k) Eight CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) terminals. These terminals 
are primarily used for instant reply to various Inquiries. 
However, they may be used as input terminals for purposes
of correcting and updating.
System Description 
Since EBRPSB Is a public organization and Is created by the
power of legislators, it la accountable to the general public.
Thus, a record of various activities must be maintained and secured
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constantly, In case that any type of reviev Is warranted. In order 
to meet the requirement of various governmental agencies, as well as 
fulfilling the Internal planning and control requirements, Management 
Information System of EBRPSB Is designed around four subsystems.
These subsystems are Payroll and Personnel, General Accounting, Student 
body, and Property Control, The functions and capabilities of each 
subsystem are described In the following sections.
Payroll and Personnel Subsystem 
The objectives:
1. To provide Input to the general ledger system, 
maintain the accounting system, and the student 
services systems.
2. To provide timely, accurate personnel reports 
(contracts, employee directories, statistical 
analyses, and others).
3. To provide rapid and accurate preparation of payrolls 
and associated reports.
4. To provide on-line inquiry and provision for updating 
the basic files.
Ninety-four different programs are written for this subsystem. 
The complete list of these is included in Figure 3. All of the above 
programs do not necessarily produce a written report or any type of 
useful output. There are a few service or utility programs which 
are mainly written to facilitate other data processing tasks.
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Characteristics of the Subsystem
The payroll and personnel subsystem Is capable of handling 
various terms of employment in the school system payroll. Currently 
there are twenty four different types of payrolls in the EBRFSBS.
The various types of payrolls are determined by combining the type 
of position, the number of months that employee should serve according 
to the contract, and the number of payment periods.
Payroll Pay period Months
Position Code Type per year in service
0010 AA 26 12
0020 - 0500 AB 26 12
0510 - 0990 AC 26 12
1000 - 1800 AD 26 12
1950 - 1990 AE 26 12
2000 - 2740 AF 26 12
2750 - 2850 AG 26 12
2950 - 3000 AH 26 12
3010 - 3730 BA/BB 10 09
3740 - 3880 BE/BF 10 10
3900 - 3990 BC/BL 10 09
4010 - 4010 CD 18 09
4020 - 4050 CF 20 10
4110 - 4150 CE 18 09
4160 - 4200 CC 18 09
4510 - 4750 CA/CB 10 09
5000 - 5990 DA 26 12
6000 - 6990 DD 18 09
7000 - 7100 DB 26 12
7110 - 7500 DC 18 09
The programs use a position code to determine the number of 
working days in a particular employment year. The present employment 
term Includes 260 days, 200 days, 180 days, and dally part-time and 
hourly part-time.
Employees may choose any combination of authorized payroll 
deductions (minimum of 12 per employee). Current deductions are made 
for seventeen different tax sheltered annuity plans, two separate income
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protection programs, two credit unions, bonds, United Givers, rent, 
service station purchases, tax levies, garnishments, and unlimited 
miscellaneous deductions. In addition to the above voluntary deductions, 
group insurance, retirement, Federal, State and city income tax and 
FICA are computed and withheld.
An employee may choose to receive his income within 9, 10, or 
12 months, subject to the provisions and terms stated in his or her 
contract. Since the basic payroll system uses the exception payment 
method, an employee 1s paid his normal dally rate of pay, times the 
number of days In the current pay period unless exceptions are 
reported. The exceptions that can be handled automatically are as 
follows: (a) late starters and terminations In a given pay period;
(b) sabbatical leave deductions and payments; (c) updating sick leave 
and annual leaves; (d) salary Increases due to experience and/or degree 
change; (e) calculation of overtime for all the eligible classes of 
employees.
Moreover, employees may choose to receive their checks at their 
work locations, have the pay deposited into a bank account or credit 
union of their choice, or have it mailed directly to their homes.
In addition to the above features that culminate in the genera­
tion of some type of report In the form of a hard copy, an on-line 
inquiry system has been built Into the payroll/personnel subsystem.
The Payroll and Personnel Department are able to ask for certain 
types of information that can be answered instantaneously by computer 
via the Cathode Ray Tube (CRT). This information is of two types:
(a) Inquiry - Basic data on any employee on the file.
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(b) Updating - Updating certain data fields In the master 
record via CRT terminals.
Inputs to the Subsystem
The Payroll/Personnel subsystem is structured according to 
the exception principle. That Is, It never requires any type of 
Input to the system, unless some part of data already stored In a 
given file needs modification. Otherwise, the subsystem will auto­
matically pursue the procedures for which it is progranmed, without 
the use of any type of input. The only system requirement is that 
proper files must be established when the subsystem Is originally 
designed. Record description for each file in this system has been 
described elsewhere In this report.
Exceptions that necessitate modification of the master files 
are cf the following types:
1. charging an employee’s salary to a fund or ledger other 
than the one which normally appears in his record.
2. splitting charges in the same pay period due to change 
in position, fund, ledger, salary.
3. paying an employee with a group other than his normal one.
4. correcting the errors (especially those which cannot be 
held until the next normal payroll), e.g. refunding money 
withheld as an adjustment for absence or sabbatical 
deduction, adjustment for an employee who was paid at the 
incorrect rate of pay.
It is necessary that the above exceptions be reported to the 
Data-Proceasing Department as soon as the events occur. For Instance,
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a special form (Figure 4) Is used to announce retirement or death of 
any employee, or an Absence Report form (Figure 5) Is used to report 
the absentee situation. The information about the substitute person 
will be provided In the same form. Therefore, the payroll for 
substitutes can be prepared.
For any of the above changes, the name, social security number, 
position, location will be punched and fed into the system. Then it 
is possible for the subsystem to handle exceptions along with normal 
cases simultaneously. The usual type of payroll and information 
included in the report is exhibited on Figure 6.
Output of the Subsystem
A complete list of the output of this subsystem is illustrated 
in Figures7 through 38. The variety of reports ranges from simple 
payroll register to statistical breakdown of employees according to 
sex and race. The format of reports are designed in order to fulfill 
the requirement of various regulatory agencies such as State Department 
of Education and Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Moreover, 
these reports provide information for adequate amounts of control 
over the entire payroll and personnel activities of the School Board.
The general flow chart of the payroll/personnel subsystem 
(Illustration 2) gives an adequate overview of the subsystem operation. 
The master file must be updated by use of exception information. Then 
all the necessary calculations, such as pay, taxes, retirement, 
deduction are performed and the system is available to generate any 
type of report which it is programmed to do. At this point, the 
Monitor Program will take over the control for the entire system. A
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sequence of report generation and updating will be followed sequen­
tially. After all the reports are printed, the history file will be 
updated. The history file later produces various types of monthly 
reports. On-line inquiry service Is available at all times on CRT 
unitsr The format of the on-line retrieval system and the types of 
information which are available is illustrated in Figure 39.
File Structure
There are a large number of files in the Payroll/Personnel 
subsystem. Combination of one or more files Is necessary In order 
to run any application. The file structure and format of the most 
important file are described in Figures 40 through 50.
General Accounting Subsystem 
Characteristics of the Subsystem
The general accounting system is composed of the following 
applications:
1. Accounts Payable
2. General Ledger
3. Accounting for Payroll
4. School Lunch
Several files are involved In processing the Information in 
this area. The structure and organization of each of these files will 
be discussed separately for each application.
There are twenty-five different programs in this subsystem 
(Figure 51). Some of these programs are, in fact, utility or service 
types of programs. But the majority of the programs cause the 
creation of some sort of report for planning and control purposes.
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Accounts Payable
The objective of this application may be smmnarlzed as follows:
1. To handle the writing of checks to the vendors and employees
(for travel expenses).
2. To post the summarized transition to the respecting ledger.
3. To prepare various types of reports concerning audit trail,
budgetary control, and periodical summaries.
Input, output, and procedures (Illustration 3). Invoices which 
are ready for payment are received by the Accounting Department.
After the accuracy of invoices are checked, they will be coded for 
data processing purposes. This coding will be done directly on the 
invoice or Accounts Payable Charge Voucher. Charge vouchers and 
invoices are accumulated In the Accounting Department until a reasonable 
batch size Is obtained. A batch control total will be prepared for 
the entire batch. Then a batch number will be assigned by the 
Accounting Control Clerk, to each batch, and the batch will be turned 
over to the Data Processing Department.
Batches are keypunched and verified in the Data Processing 
Department. Then each batch must pass through the edit run. A 
listing is prepared If any error Is found in the batch. Also a list 
of all the transactions will be printed and sent to the Accounting 
Control Clerk where they are checked against original Invoices or 
charge vouchers (Figure 52).
Approved batches are returned to Data Processing. Any correc­
tions noted are punched and run against Accounts Payable file. If 
the correction is minor, it will be handlad by Data Processing. A
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new list (of correct transactions) will be prepared and sent to the 
Accounting Control Cleric for the final approval. When all corrections 
have been made, batch approval cards are loaded for all batches which 
are ready to run.
The checks and remittance advise form (Figure 53) will be 
printed once a week by reading the Accounts Payable file and approved 
batches of transactions. Check and Journal register will be printed 
immediately after this run (Figure 54). Then all the summaries and 
posting to general ledgers will be prepared (Figure 55 and 55-1).
At the end of each month tax reports (Figure 56 and 57), 
list of vendors, number of checks written to each one, and a monthly 
summary for each location will be prepared. After preparation of 
these reports, the year-to-date (History) tape Is updated and all 
records stored on the history tape will be cleared from the Accounts 
Payable file. This procedure will make the master file ready for 
the next month activity. Work file for bank reconciliation will be 
created, and bank reconciliation (Figure 58) will be prepared after 
the necessary data are received from the bank.
At frequent intervals some selected ledger report (Figure 59) 
are generated. Also summary of the School Lunch Program is another 
output of this application (Figure 60).
On-line inquiry system Is also available at any point of time 
for the verification of each account balance.
File structure. The two main files that are used throughout 
the Accounts Payable processing are Accounts Payable File and Accounts 
Payable History File. The layout of both files is illustrated in 
Figures 61 and 62.
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General Ledger
This system as an Integral part of the accounting package handles 
those accounting procedures which are not performed by Accounts 
Payable and Payroll/Personnel systems. The objectives of the system 
are:
1. To process the receipts and disbursements
2. To prepare cash and general journals
3. To handle the procedures to be followed for voided checks
4. To prepare summary reports of actual posting to the
general ledger.
Input, output and procedures (Illustration 4). The Accounting 
Department is responsible for preparation of all source documents 
according to the requirements which are specified for the system.
These requirements vary In different situations as follows:
1. Receipts. All funds which are received by the School 
Board are deposited Into the bank account on the same day. The 
Accounting Department prepares a deposit voucher (Figure 63) which 
Includes the following data: (a) fund name, (b) payor, (c) ledger
code, (d) debit and credit amount(s) of each transaction. If the 
payor is one of the School Board employees, his or her Social Security 
number will be entered Instead of the payor's name. If the payor
is a frequent source of receipts and disbursements, a vendor number 
is assign?'* will be used Instead of the name.
2. Disbursements. As the checks are written, a carbon copy 
is produced. This copy shows the payee's name, check number, date, 
and amount of check. Accounting Department will add debits or credits
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ILLUSTRATION VI-4. GENERAL LEDGER FLOW CHART.
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and vendor number (If assigned) to each copy and send to data 
processing.
3. Journal entries. Journal entries can be made by completing 
the special form (Figure 64).
4. Voided checks. A Voided Check Form (Figure 65) must be 
filled by the Accounting Departments.
All receipts, disbursements, journal entries, and voided 
checks are batched for each working day. A batch transmittal form 
Is prepared (Figure 66) showing predetermined totals of all 
debits and credits (Total of debits must be equal to the total of 
credits). After the accounting control clerk assigns a number to the 
batch, the batch will be forwarded to the Data Processing Department.
The batch Immediately after receipt will be punched and 
verified. Then will be sent through the edit run. The edit program 
prints an error list, adds the valid transaction to the transaction 
file, and prints the dally journals (Figure 67),
Batch of source documents, error list, and dally journals are 
sent to the accounting control clerk. Journals and errors are checked, 
corrected and approved and returned to the Data Processing Department.
The Data Processing Department makes any necessary corrections; 
and If batch totals balance, a Summary Report (Figure 68) will be 
prepared and all the day's transactions will be posted in the ledger. 
Then an Account Status Report (Figure 69) and Trial Balance (Figure 
70) will be printed.
At the beginning of every day, before the above procedures 
are followed, a trial balance will be prepared to check the Data
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Processing flies. By doing so, any problem can be located and 
corrected before the current day processing Is begun.
At the end of each calendar month, the current month's 
transactions will be added to the history tape. Then a monthly 
journal which supercedes all the dally Journals will be printed.
This journal will become part of the permanent record of the system.
The CRT terminal for instant reply to various inquiries Is 
also available. Rapid Inquiry Is usually made to check the balance 
of various amounts at any given point of time.
File structure. Three files which are used in the processing 
of the General Ledger are illustrated in Figures 71, 72 and 73. 
Accounting for Payroll
Most of the Input to this system is generated by the Payroll/ 
Personnel subsystem. Therefore, In this part of the processing,
Inputs from Payroll/Personnel and other Input from the accounting 
department will provide necessary tools for handling an efficient 
method of Fund Accounting.
Salary and wage expenses of employees of EBRPSB are paid 
through approximately 30 different funds. In order to pay the net 
pay and make the various deductions, it is required to issue a 
great number of checks for each fund at each pay period. In order to 
facilitate this type of clerical work, an accounting system is devised 
to issue only one check for every deduction to all funds. A simple 
example will show how the system actually works. Two different funds 
are established for this purpose, Consolidated Fund and Net Payroll 
Fund.
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Suppose that a $1000 salary should be paid from General Fund 
and the total deduction for Federal Tax, FICA, Retirement Is $200. 
Charging this amount to general fund and payment of this amount are 
shovn as follows:
Entries In General Fund
Salary Expense
(1) $1,000
Salary Payable 
(2) $1,000 $1,000
Cash
$1,000 (2)
Entries In Consolidated Fund
DeductionsDue from General Fund
$1,000 (2)(1) $1,000
Cash
(2) $1,000
Net Pay
Entries in Net Payroll Fund
CashNet Fay
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A series of journal entry reports Is generated at this stage, 
which will be used later on In the general ledger accounting system. 
The file structure of payroll accounting Is Illustrated as part of 
the Payroll/Personnel subsystem.
School Lunch
The objective of the system Is to facilitate collection of 
the school lunch money. It also relieves some duties of the schools' 
accounting department.
Input, output and procedures. A computer run will be made 
once a week, in addition to a monthly report that will be prepared 
at the end of each month.
Each school Is given a choice of selecting their own bank. 
Deposits, NSF checks, and withdrawals will be accounted for cash, 
school and bank account separately. The dally school lunch bank 
balance will be controlled regularly. Date of the transactions that 
are received later than the dead line must be adjusted before being 
sent through the system. In the school lunch file, there is no record 
for those schools that have no lunch program.
A weekly batch of transactions will be keypunched and verified 
as they are received. The system can handle multiple batches.
If all the batches are In balance with the batch total, which was 
prepared previously, the transaction will be sent through the system. 
Otherwise, a transaction list will be printed for those batches which 
are off balance. After the correction has been made and all batches 
are In balance, the weekly result of operation will be prepared and 
the history files will be updated (Illustration 5).
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The system produces dally, weekly and monthly reports for 
bank balances and other transactions that have occurred In the school 
lunch program (Illustration 6).
File structure. Three files are primarily used in this part 
of processing. They are Bank File, History File, and Month to Date 
Transaction File which is shown on Figure 74.
Student(s) Subsystem
The objectives of this subsystem can be summarized as follows:
1. To establish a standard record for each student in the
parish.
2. To maintain complete and accurate student data— both
current and historical.
3. To provide assistance in the areaB of:
A. Student class scheduling
B. Attendance reporting and accounting for It
C. Reporting of grades
D. Cumulative record keeping
E. Standardized test reporting and analyzing
F. School district assignment and adjustment
G. Student information retrieval
4. To operate as one centralized source of Information to
meet all reporting requirements of local, state, and Federal
agencies.
Characteristics of the Subsystem
An on-line file, to Include one record for every student, is 
organized to permit simple retrieval procedures. Thus, It makes
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efficient use of the storage medium readily available. Data which 
are comnon to all students and which are used frequently are kept 
on magnetic dlak storage with random access capability. Other data 
are stored on magnetic tapes as well as on mlcro-flche and roll 
microfilm. In addition to the above data, each school maintains a 
file folder for each student which contains all pertinent data needed 
by the school. Also included In this folder are the registration 
forms completed at the time of enrollment, which makes available such 
Infrequently used data as natural father's name, mother's maiden 
name.
Inputs and Outputs of 
the Subsystem
The major part of the Input to the system Is provided by a 
Student Information Sheet form (Figure 75). This form provides 
necessary data about the new students, changes in students' status, 
drop or transfer of students from the Parish. Additional source 
documents are used as an input to the system as the need arises, 
depending on the nature of each application. An optical mark reader 
Is used to capture student absences, grades, schedule requests.
The following are the major applications which are run by the 
student subsystem:
Class scheduling. Computerized scheduling of students into 
classes is accomplished for all junior and senior high schools in 
the parish. Numerous options are available to the school principal 
to assist him in developing the optimum schedule for his students 
(Illustration 7).
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ILLUSTRATION VI-7. STUDENT SCHEDULING FLOW CHART.
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The generalized form Inherent In this subsystem will allow the 
schools In the district to have totally different ways of offering 
classes. It is not necessary for each school to conform to the same 
program. The subsystem is also capable of scheduling traditional 
six and seven period days.
Before scheduling any run, a list of courses offered In each 
school will be prepared. This list Includes Just the course number 
and course title. Then the Schedule Request Form (Figure 76) will 
be printed from the student's master file. This form, after being 
completed by the student and hls advisor, will be sent to the Data 
Processing Department for further processing. The form, which is 
designed on an optical scanner sheet, will be read and stored on a 
magnetic tape. In a separate computer run the schedule will be 
verified and two forms— Schedule Verification Form and Schedule 
Request Change Form (Figure 77)— will be prepared. Schedule 
Verification Form and Schedule Request Change Form have basically the 
same format. Except in the former one, a space has been provided for 
the signature of students. If the schedule is acceptable by the 
student, he signs the form and returns it to the school. Otherwise, 
the desired changes are made on a Schedule Request Change Form and 
sent to Data Processing Department for further processing. After all 
the changes are made and entered in the system by means of CADE input 
devices, three reports will be prepared. These are a simple course 
tally (Figure 78), a Conflict Matrix (Figure 79), and a Reverse 
Verification (Figure 80).
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Building the master schedule file Is the next step. The Input 
to this run Is prepared by the Individual school (Figure 81). The 
output of this run is master schedule file and Seat Offered vs. Seat 
Requested report (Figure 82). Then the Conflicts Report and Loading 
Analysis will be printed. Each school must review all these three 
reports and suggest any necessary changes. After the changes are 
made, the final scheduling program will be run.
The outputs of final run are: (1) class lists, (2) Student
Schedule form, to be handed to each student (Figure 83), (3) Locator 
cards, and (4) an updated Student Information Sheet (SID) (Figure 75, 
which has already been described).
Attendance reporting and accounting. The producers allow a 
simple and accurate reporting of student absences (Illustration 8).
The registration period at the beginning of the school year Is set 
by the Census Department, usually done in the first two weeks of school. 
During this time attendance forms are not printed; therefore, the 
school has to keep roll by some other means. At the end of the 
registration period, the students who were enrolled in school but did 
not ever attend are considered as "No-Show." These students are 
removed from the school's active files and are not used in the 
enrollment calculations.
A special report (called C-2) will be prepared for those 
students transferred from one school to another within the Parish 
(Figure 84). This report basically includes the student's name, 
race, grade, and name of school from which he has moved. In the last 
page of the report a summary of the number of students transferred
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within the Parish according to the grade and race Is given. Optical 
scanner sheets are prepared for each school to account for the 
attendance (Figure 85). The school attendance clerk posts absences 
on these sheets each day and submits them to the Data Processing 
Department at the end of each cycle. By processing these data,
Student Master File and Location File, the principals' monthly report 
(Figure 86), Gain and Loss report (Figure 87), Excessive absence 
report (Figure 88) and new attendance sheet will be prepared.
The student attendance register tape will be updated In 
the same run. ThlB tape is used to prepare some pattern study and 
attendance register report (Figure 89).
Mark, reporting. The logical extension of computerized 
scheduling Is grade reports (Illustration 9). The Grade Reporting 
subsystem provides a complete and efficient system for capturing and 
reporting individual student progress. Optical scanner sheets are 
prepared for each teacher to use in recording the student's grade 
(Figure 90). A variety of reports Is prepared Including Declining 
Grade Report (Figure 91), Failure List, Honor List (Figure 92), Grade 
Analysis Report (Figure 93), Report Card (Figure 94), and New Class 
Rolls.
Cumulative record keeping. At the end of each semester, each 
student's grades are printed on a gunsned label for ubc In posting 
the Individual cumulative record card. The same records are added to 
the history file (magnetic tape) for use In preparation of transcripts. 
At the end of each year, all records of graduating seniors are 
microfilmed and maintained for future reference (Illustration 9).
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Standardized test scoring. The East Baton Rouge Parish School 
System administers a variety of standardized achievement, aptitude, 
and diagnostic tests to Its students. All tests which are given on 
a parish-wide baBis are processed by computer. Results of these 
tests are reported back to schools In the form of listings, labels, 
and statistical analysis. Also these test results are maintained in 
summary form for use in program evaluations.
School district assignment and adjustment. The entire Parish 
of East Baton Rouge has been divided Into small residential areas 
called map zones, each zone containing approximately 50 students. In 
turn, each student's record contains the cede number which corresponds 
to the area In which he resides. Authorized transfers to the schools 
outside of each district are captured through a cathode ray terminal. 
The boundaries of each school district will be determined by con­
sidering the school's capacity In a given area, grade ranges. The 
school districts are simulated in the computer In the form of map 
zones. By use of the terminal, it can be determined what effect 
proposed district changes would have on school enrollments. Numerous 
reports are prepared for the administration In order to make meaningful 
projections of student enrollment.
Student information retrieval. Requests for information by 
individual students or specific groups of students are continually 
received. Instantaneous retrieval of current enrollment data la 
achieved through on-line inquiry. The layout of the CRT unit is 
shown in Figure 95. Enrollment data for each year are stored In the 
form of microfiche thus providing rapid retrieval of past yearB
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enrollment data. Full records of graduating seniors are available on 
roll micro-fllm as a protection against loss or fire In the school.
Reporting requirements. Reporting requirements are easily 
met with through retrieval of data maintained In student flies.
Examples of the type of Information supplied are as follows:
1. Scheduling statistics (class sizes, room utilization)
2. Average Dally Attendance and Average Dally Membership 
statistics (by school and parish)
3. Suspension reports (by reason, school, race)
A. Dropout reports
5. HEW integration reports
6. Grading statistics (GPA, rank In class)
7. Test score analysis
8. Student population studies by area, race, grade)
9. Student and/or parent listing in every conceivable 
sequence and selection criteria.
While all state and federal reports are not prepared directly 
by the computer, basic data are supplied by Data Processing Department 
in order to prepare a report according to the formats requiested.
File structure. The total number of the programs written for 
this subsystem amounted to 126 (Figure 96). This is a good Indication 
of the volume of data processing in the student's subsystem.
Therefore, there are several files that have to be established In 
order to make the processing of this subsystem possible. The descrip­
tion of all the files which are Involved In this subsystem and the 
layout of the most Important flies are Illustrated In Figures 97 through 
109.
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Property Control/
Maintenance Subsystem
Property control and maintenance Is the last subsystem In
the Management Information System of EBRPSB. This subsystem at the
present time la in the design stage. Therefore, the information
which Is supposed to be generated for both planning and control Is
yet to materialize. However, the data processing personnel are
pursuing the design stage constantly, and they plan to Implement this
subsystem lnflve different phases:
Phase 1
1. Establish basic data files
2 . Implement purchase orders and receiving report 
preparations
3. Implement encumbrance of funds
4. Implement revised warehouse inventory systems 
Phase 2
1. Implement stock requisition procedures
2. Automate warehouse distribution process 
Phase 3
1. Implement bidding and quotation procedures
2. Incorporate repetitive purchase procedures 
Phase 4
1. Implement textbook ordering, distribution, and Inventory
2. Implement property control system
3. Control and tag all school property 
Phase 5
Implement library book ordering procedures
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Proposed System
In order to design an effective yet economically efficient 
Information system, the first step Is to define the objectives of the 
organization for vhlch the system will be designed. The next step 
is to match the Informational need of that organization with the 
sources of Information. Then based on the Informational requirements 
of the different users, a system will be designed. Since the objectives 
of the EBRPSB have already been defined In the previous section, they 
will not be repeated In this part.
An exploratory questionnaire has been prepared and distributed 
among approximately 25 key members of the School Board {Members of 
Policy Committee and the Board Members). The primary objective of 
the above survey was the attainment of more Insight to the system 
and the determination of information requirements for different 
positions. The format of the questionnaire is Illustrated by Figure 
100.
Since the responses on the above-mentioned questionnaire were 
not completely satisfactory, an attempt was made to interview those 
executives who were considered the major users of the system.
Therefore, the proposed Total Information System Is designed based 
on the results of the afore mentioned interviews and this author's 
Inputs.
East Baton Rouge Parish School Board
TIS
The proposed TIS for the EBRPSB Is shown In Illustration 1V-10. 
According to this model the primary users of the system are Members of 
the Board, the ranking administrative officers of the School Board
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such as the superintendent, and School Masters. The secondary users 
of the system respectively are State Department of Education; Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare; Students; Parents; and general 
public, mainly, taxpayers.
The Data Processing Department will provide the needed informa­
tion for all the interested groups mentioned earlier. A data base Is 
designed as an Integral part of the system which hosts different types 
of data. The data storage Is allocated proportionally to five sub­
systems of payroll/personnel, general accounting, student body, 
purchasing/property control/maintenance, and finally executive 
planning.
Since the first three subsystems are designed and, in fact,
Implemented, a proposed design will only include purchasing, property
control, and executive planning. Also Included in this design, a few
segments that should be added to the subsystems are discussed In the
previous section.
Property Control/Purchasing and 
Inventory/Maintenance
Although the applications within this subsystem, to a certain 
degree, are Interrelated to each other and to other subsystems, each 
of the three applications Is discussed separately.
Property Control
The term "property" normally refers to all types of assets 
which are transferable. But in the context of this application the 
word property connotes all types of assets (resources) except the 
Inventories In the warehouse of the EBRPSB. These assets Include
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schools and administrative buildings. Instructional equipments, office 
furniture, and library materials. Management information needs with 
regard to these assets are Information about the acquisition, utiliza­
tion, and retirement. Diversity in the nature of these types of assets 
precludes the system analyst from designing an all-inclusive system. 
However, data with regard to the Identification, description, location, 
manufacturer, estimated useful life, estimated scrap value, date of 
acquisition, cost and depreciation of an Item must be kept In any 
asset file.
Property control application consists of three different 
runs: (1) Generating the master file, (2) Updating the master file,
and (3) Maintaining the master file. Illustration VI-11 shows this 
application's flow chart.
Generating master file. Since no master file of the property 
exists In the EBRPSB, the first step is to establish one. Therefore, 
the source documents of this run are the Invoices of the newly acquired 
assets and the list of the Inventory of the assets In each location.
Cost of the new item should be determined based on the "cost 
principle," and the cost of used equipment should be determined through 
appraisal. A scrap value and estimated useful life for each Item 
must be calculated In order to determine a depreciation rate. The 
master file layout Is Illustrated in Figure 101. This file is 
sequentially ordered by the location code, The item number will 
be assigned to each piece of property by use of special nomenclature 
developed for EBRPSB.
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ILLUSTRATION VI-11. PROPERTY CONTROL FLOW CHART.
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According to Illustration VI-11, after the Invoices and other 
source documents were keypunched, all the transactions will be sent 
through an edit run. The validity, consistency, and other types of 
tests will be performed on different fields of each record. A valid 
list of transactions will result after all the errors have been 
recycled. A master file tape will be prepared and a fixed assets 
report will be generated by the computer.
The fixed assets list shows the description of each item and 
other relevant Information with regard to different types of assets 
within each location. This list alBO provides a basis for spot check 
of any audit work.
Up-dating the master file. At the end of each fiscal period 
the master file will be updated and the depreciation costs will be 
calculated for each item of assets. Although the calculation of 
depreciation for non-profit organizations is not highly recommended, 
having this type of information available will facilitate acquisition 
of an economical Insurance policy. Moreover, the decision with regard 
to replacement of assets will be made based on the facts already 
available and not merely on intuition.
The outputB of the up-date run are a new master file, deprecia­
tion report, and a set of summary cards for general ledger accounting 
system.
Maintaining the master file. Fixed assets master file must be 
currently maintained against the changes that affect the bulk of the 
assets In EBRPSB. These changes Include: (1) deletion of assets in
case of retirement or sale, (2) revision of useful life, (3) revision
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of scrap value, (4) change of location of given assets and, finally 
(5) purchase of new assets. All the changes of this nature must be 
authorized by a high ranking officer In the EBRPSB. Moreover, the 
record of any changes should be reviewed carefully by the same 
authority.
Procedural steps of creating the Inputs and outputs of this run 
are similar to any other maintenance run. The Important feature of 
this run Is the Master File Change Report which Is Illustrated in 
Figure 102.
Purchasing and Inventory
Information about the physical flow of the goods and supplies, 
generally known as logistics, Is of interest to the management of both 
public and private organizations. In the EBRPSB, since there is not 
any physical goods for resale, most of the attention must be paid to 
the control over the process of acquisition and usage of the supplies. 
Therefore, Information with regard to the quantity of different items 
on hand, quantity ordered, economic order quantity, minimum quantity 
level, sources of supplies, usage of supplies, and cost of supplies 
are deemed to be valuable for management. The supplies' inventory 
consists of more than 5500 different items which are currently used 
for Instructional and maintenance tasks. These items Include text­
books and other educational supplies and different Items for maintenance 
department and repair of the buildings and facilities.
The flow chart of the purchasing and Inventory application is 
shown In Illustration VI-12. The input of this application is the 
orders already placed by purchasing department, receipts, and request
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ILLUSTRATION VI-12. PURCHASING AND INVENTORY FLOW CHART.
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for the Items In the Inventory. The requests normally are made by 
different Instructional units and the Maintenance Department. After 
a reasonable batch Is collected, a batch total should be prepared.
Then the batch will be keypunched and sent through the edit run to 
test the validity of the transaction for each of the above groups of 
Inputs. The tests Include consistency, completeness, and other 
acceptable tests which seem necessary In these circumstances. The 
list of all the valid transactions and errors Is prepared at this 
stage. The erroneous transactions will be recycled, and a tape of 
valid transactions will be prepared.
Tape of valid transactions then must be sorted according to 
the transaction code. Orders must be processed before receipts and 
requests. This procedure forbids the system from making any 
unwarranted reorder for the Items that have already been requisitioned.
The sorted tape will be used as an Input for the "up-date" 
run. The inventory master file is stored on the random access device. 
The content of the Inventory record Is exhibited in Figure 103. Based 
on operation research techniques, an economic order quantity (EOQ) 
will be calculated for each item. The Inventory costing will be 
prepared by employing the "moving average" method; that is, after any 
receipt the new unit coat will be calculated. This unit cost will 
be used later to compute the total price of supplies Issued to different 
units.
The output of up-date run is as follows:
1. Up-dated inventory master file.
2. Issue tape of those requests which could readily be 
processed. The shipping orders will be printed later from this tape,
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and the requested supplies will be delivered to the specified 
location.
3. Purchase order tape which will be used to print the 
purchase order form for the buyer's office. The purchase orders
will be classified according to the purchasing procedures of government 
agencies, namely, by biding or other methods.
4. Print out of those items that have to be reordered and the 
error messages of up-date run. The edit run may not detect all the 
possible errors in the batch. The undetected errors, therefore, 
will be discovered at this stage. For instance, the message "Record 
does not exist" may be the indication of invalid identification which 
has not been detected by the edit run.
Comparison of this list and the purchase order frequently 
seems to be necessary In order to adjust the EOQ for each Item depend­
ing on the market and economic outlook.
5. Transaction list and General Ledger summary tape. A list 
of all the issues for each period (Journal) will be printed from this 
tape. Also the summary of charges to Individual accounts of the 
General Ledger and the summary of the appropriations are made for 
outstanding orders included In this tape, which will be used as an 
input to the General Ledger accounting subsystem.
The on-line CRT terminal will provide instant interaction with 
the system. The entire record will be available to those personnel 
who are authorized to use the terminal.
Maintenance
Some Information with regard to the maintenance of bulldlnga and 
vehicles Is already available. For Instance, the Data Processing 
Department currently provides information about the maintenance cost 
of each location and total cost of maintenance for the school system. 
Also repair cost of each bus and rating of them baaed on cost 
efficiency for disposal purposes are currently available.
The additional Information requested by different managerial 
positions can be readily prepared from the currently organized file.
For Instance, the breakdown of the cost of maintenance for each 
location should be provided. Furthermore, reporting the utility cost, 
such as of electricity and telephones, will enhance the decisions 
Involved with any type of cost savings.
Executive Planning
Executive Planning subsystems must be created because of ever- 
increasing needs of top ranking officers for strategic types of 
Information. Strategic decisions normally are unstructured and 
Irregular In nature. Generally, the operating decisions are repetitive 
therefore, they can be programmed based on certain rules or guidelines. 
The strategic decisions do not benefit from this characteristic and 
are not repetitive. This Is the main reason that sometimes the label 
of "non-programmable" is attached to this type of decision.
The Information requirements of strategic decisions are very 
diverse. Therefore, a data base for strategic planning requires a 
tremendous amount of storage to satisfy the diversified Informational 
needs of the users In an Infrequent pattern. The operating decisions,
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on the other hand, use very little storage In comparison with the 
strategic decisions and the data base will be used more frequently.
Thus the storage coat la one of the forbidding factors In design 
of any type of strategic planning subsystem.
Although the design of such a system possibly could not be 
all Inclusive, a reasonably adequate system Is proposed for East Baton 
Rouge Parish School Board. It should be mentioned that neither the 
survey questionnaire nor the interviews revealed the necessity fur such 
a system. However, the following applications are proposed based 
on the facts that the users will adapt themselves to the proposed 
system.
Clustering Techniques
Clustering techniques usually Imply similarity, that is, n- 
dlmentlonal comparison of properties in some formal and conceptual 
frame of reference. Clustering Is defined as "the general logic, 
formulated as a procedure, by which we objectively sort or group 
together entitles or variables on the basis of their similarities 
and differences."^
The application of clustering can solve many problems that 
have policy implications. Management of a business firm may employ 
these techniques in order to establish a new set of marketing policies 
for a new market area. Same techniques can be used in any educational 
system for devising various policies to suit the needs of different 
school districts based on particular characteristics of a given district.
1George R. Bruha, Effects of Strategic Planning Decisions on 
the Design of a Coding Process In An Advanced Information System, 
op. cit., pp. 85-86.
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The cultural heterogeneity of any given atate often prevents
governmental authorities from devising a state-vide policy for the
educational system. Therefore, each state or even each school district
must develop its own policy. Frequently It is noted that a single
set of policies could not be Implemented even within a small district
or city. This situation causes many problems in the effectiveness of
a school system's policies.
Clustering can solve some of this problem. A given school
district may be divided Into smaller zones. Then various types of
data such as parents' income, size of the family, value of the
residence, parents' achievements and aspirations, quality of the
language and reading opportunity at home, variety and quality of
family activities, and structure of planning the work at home can be
collected. After coding the collected data by use of clustering
techniques, it would be possible to determine the similarities of
various school zones (S, through S ). For instance, the results of
1 n
analysis may reveal the similarity between S2 , Sg, and Sj^; ^1* ^3»
S7, Sx3> and S15. Therefore, a uniform set of policies should be
developed for zones S., SQ, and S,_. By the same token, another set
1 0  11
of policies must be designed for zones S^, S3, S-j, and S^.
Another implication of these techniques could be the exchange 
of information between various school districts throughout the country. 
If certain sets of policies were considered effective in a given zone 
of one state, a similar degree of effectiveness should have been 
observed as a result of implementing the same policies In a zone within 
another state, given the existence of similarity between the two zones.
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Comparative coats of each grade
Analysis of the costs of educational systems can be used as 
an effective method for the performance evaluation. Normally, the 
lack of quantified measure In the educational system creates tremendous 
problems with regard to the evaluation of performance. In this 
environment, the monetary value of the resources consumed seems to 
be the only available alternative for this purpose.
The objective In this section is to calculate the costs of 
each grade for each school. The comparative analysis of these costs 
can be used as valuable information for both planning and control.
For Instance, the management may be interested to know the marginal 
costs of opening a new grade in a given school. Moreover, It may 
reveal which grade costs more; therefore, the resources used for 
more expensive grades could be controlled efficiently. Another 
Implication of the comparative analysis of the costs Is to find out 
whether a given school system operates on an acceptable range In 
comparison to the other school systems.
Most of the data used to produce this kind of cost report 
have already been stored In data base. Therefore, the only require­
ment Is to set up certain procedures for allocating the costs between 
various segments or, in this case, the "grades." In this context, 
the entire educational cost can be divided into two groups of seml- 
variable and fixed. Then based on certain criterion, these costs 
should be allocated to the grades. For example, teachers1 salaries 
should be allocated based on number of hours that they teach each 
grade, while the heating and cooling costs may be allocated by the 
square footage of each class or functional area.
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A possible method of providing the costs Information for the 
management Is shown by Illustration VI-13. In order to Implement this 
application a thorough study of the costs and determination of nature 
of each Item Is a necessary step.
ILLUSTRATION VI-13 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF COSTS OF FIRST GRADES
School A School B School C
Teachers* salaries xxxx xxxx xxxx
Maintenance xxxx xxxx xxxx
Supplies xxxx xxxx xxxx
Heatlng/Coollng XXXX xxxx xxxx
School's Overhead xxxx xxxx xxxx
Share of School Board Expenses xxxx xxxx xxxx
Total xxxx xxxx xxxx
Migration Pattern
The study of migration of population can be considered as a 
major planning tool of an educational system. This type of Informa­
tion will help the official to make decisions with regard to expansion 
or building a new school as the needs arise.
Although this type of Information, In a very crude form, can 
be obtained from the city or state planning commissions, school 
boards' information systems must be capable of providing more 
refined and useful Information In this area. Therefore, for 
implementing this type of application, a maplng of the school district
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on the computer la necessary* Each school zone will show the 
number of residences and the estimated value of each. Addition of 
the newly constructed residences and the estimated value of those will 
provide valuable information for the management with regard to the 
necessity of additional school capacity for each individual zone or a 
group of zones.
Forecasting Models
Any school system must be Interested in the forecasting of 
the enrollment for the future academic periods. Although the study 
of migration of population can provide some relevant Information, 
certainly that alone may not be sufficient. Therefore, in order 
to forecast the enrollment, the educational system must rely 
heavily on statistical analysis. A variety of forecasting models 
Is available in the form of software canned programs for different 
purposes. Regression and correlation model is one example. In 
this type of model the value of dependent variable (enrollment in 
this case) will be determined based on the mathematical model which 
Is built around the number of Independent variables (for example, 
the number of people in a household, disposable Income of household, 
and other variables). Similar types of models have been used 
successfully In the business organizations. Therefore, their value 
for the educational systems seems to be unquestionable.
The above applications are merely a sample of models that 
can be included In the Executive Planning subsystem. The most 
restricting factors in this area seem to be (1) the lack of knowledge 
about the decision model that will be used by executives, and (2) the
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storage space for the retention of data. The latter problem seems 
to be almost non existent as a result of the development of a mass 
storage system; however, the first problem continues to exist.
Evaluation of Proposed System
Evaluation of any system must be done based on the quality
of the information provided by that system. The quality of the
information Is a factor which will be reflected by the quality of
the decisions made at any given point of time. A possible approach
for determining the quality of a decision is the analysis of expected
monetary value (EMV) of the outcome of that decision. The value of
Information can be measured by the difference of EMV with information
minus QfV without information. The sumnatlon of the value of all
the Information provided for an organization, theoretically, should
reflect the value of the information system for that organization.
Since the determination of the outcome of each decision and measuring
those outcomes is very difficult, If not impossible, other approaches
should be considered.
More approaches for the evaluation of Information systems are
2
cited by Charles H. Krlebel. For Instance, use of Integer linear 
programming for design of data processing Is regarded as one acceptable 
method. In this approach, data requirements, report content and 
Interrelations, data flows, processing capacities, and other factors 
should be specified In the form of constraints. The objective of 
this model Is to maximize the function of net benefits. In contrast
^Charles H. Krlebel, "The Evaluation of Management Information 
Systems", IAG Journal, Vol. 4, (1971), pp. 1-14.
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to the above model, the next alternative la soliciting competitive 
bids of different manufacturers for a system configuration, This 
configuration will be determined by the manufacturer baaed on the 
statement of system requirement prepared by the management.
The cost-effective method Is another technique which Is 
3
suggested by McRae. This method assumes that the objective of 
any computer system Is to produce a "quantum of symbols" within a 
given time period. The configuration which produces the same 
quantum of symbols with least cost should be regarded favorably.
Although the above methods and many other approaches suggest 
some type of evaluation for an Information system, it may be 
concluded that all of them are based on some sort of subjective 
criteria and "to some degree the dark, art of 'magic'."
Since an objective method of evaluation of information 
systems has not been developed yet, in order to determine the 
effectiveness of EBRPSB total information systems, the opinions of 
some of the executives were sought. The personal Interviews Indicated 
no degree of dissatisfaction with regard to the existing system.
3
T. W. McRae, "The Evaluation of Investment in Computers," 
Abacus, (September, 1970), p. 63.
4
Charles H. Krlebel, "The Evaluation of Management Information 
Systems," op. clt.. p. 9.
CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FUTURE STUDIES
Summary and Conclusion
Total system means different things to different people at 
different points In time primarily due to the problem of general 
semantics. Therefore, the first objective of this study Is to 
examine the concept of "total system" which Is regarded as a 
controversial Issue In the area of Information processing.
In Chapter II, the relevant literature with regard to the 
system approach, General Systems Theory, Information Theory, Management 
Information System and "total system" has been reviewed. Also 
discussed was the Idea that the semantical problems have existed 
constantly throughout the development of the total system concept.
For Instance, the term "system" Is used, at least. In three different 
senses: (1) system as theory, (2) system as method, and (3) system as
an entity.
Introduction of General Systems Theory by Bertalanffy helped 
to overcome some of the problems by encouraging the Interdisciplinary 
approach and by formulating a principle which holds for systems in 
general. Then application of GST was extended to social sciences 
by Kenneth Boulding. The Information theory and its basic concepts—  
information value and optimum quantity of Information— coupled with 
GST created a new era for information processing and a milestone for
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management information system. The latter concept (MIS) also was 
not free from conceptual and semantical problems. While it was 
considered as a part of an advance system by some, others believed 
that MIS l£ an advance system. Still, according to some authors,
MIS Is neither an advance system nor part of it, but it is merely a 
"mirage". However, a MIS should be regarded as a system for aiding 
the management in their decision-making process.
Inclusion of the computer as a necessary part of any informa­
tion system culminated in the creation of a new Idea which is called 
Integrated Data Processing (IDP). IDP in this sense means integration 
of all hardware and processing equipment in order to facilitate 
the efficient use of a system. Gradually, the term IDP changed to 
Total Information System (TIS) and Total System. The latter term 
is used by many authors to describe a system from a very naive system 
to a more advanced one. However, the description of "total system" 
and the meaning which is attached to it have a high correlation 
with the background of the individual author who used it*
Those authors with the technical background have considered 
a total system as an extension of IDP, which Is in a sense an 
operational reality. Also, they used the term total system, TIS, 
Integrated system and other such terms Interchangeably. The character­
istics assigned by them to a total system were either readily 
available or operationally feasible. However, the word "total" has 
a special meaning to some of them, since, at least in one case, "total" 
is used to mean "step-by-step".
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Academician* who normally advocate Information systems, offer 
more diverse opinion about the total system. The majority of them do 
not believe in reality of total system or TIS. As a matter of fact, 
some of them explicitly resent the concept to the degree that they 
consider it untrue, superficial, and impractical. However, the 
academician’s approach to total system had more theoretical support 
than the system specialist's approach. According to Prince, an 
advanced information system must benefit from certain characteristics 
or phases. These phases are planning, control, system processing, 
monitoring information gathering, and long-range planning.
However, those academicians who believe In pragmatism are 
inclined to suggest that a total system Is merely an integration 
of the subsystems within a given organization. Still another group 
uses the word "total" to emphasize the importance of system approach. 
Therefore, it Is likely that most of the misconceptions are caused 
by a lack of communication among various authors.
This study, however, has examined the problems of total 
system in four different areas:
1. Semantical problems and use of Inappropriate terminology. 
This problem is well exposed by the review of the opinions suggested 
by 38 authors (26 system specialists, and 12 academicians). Very 
little concensus was observed among these authors concerning the 
total system concept. For instance, of 27 different captions that 
are suggested for total system, most of them have basically similar 
meaning. The same type of discrepancy was noted with the characteris­
tics or attributes of a total system proposed by those authors.
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There are 44 characteristics. Some of the suggested attributes 
truly have little or, In some cases, no Impact on the total system 
concept. However, this study made an attempt to classify the 
above-mentioned characteristics Into five groups:
(a) Those characteristics which suggest some sort of 
Integration;
(b) Those characteristics which emphasize the hardware aspect 
of a total system;
(c) Those characteristics which put some weight on Information 
providing capability of a total system;
(d) Those characteristics which facilitate management control 
process;
(e) Those characteristics which suggest some sort of data 
base*
The analysis of the above characteristics reveals that the 
first group— some form of Integration— Is considered to be the 
most Important aspects of a total system by the majority of the 
authors (73% of practitioners and 83% of academicians). Hardware, 
evidently, has equal Importance according to the system specialists, 
but the academician entitles less importance for this characteristic. 
Information-providing characteristic, surprisingly, Is considered 
more Important by practitioners. Facilitating the management control 
process, however, Is regarded by academicians as the more Important 
attribute. Data base characteristic Is the least Important character­
istic according to the academicians, but system specialists consider 
this attribute of little Importance.
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Furthermore, It was revealed that all the five above-mentioned 
characteristics do not have to exist In a system In order to qualify 
It as "total.'1 Among 26 system specialists, only one (32 of the 
population) advocated the necessity of all five characteristics for 
a total system. The majority of practitioners (43X) have proposed 
only two characteristics for a total system. The view of the 
academicians is narrower in this context, since the majority of them 
(42X) believe In existence of only one characteristic for such a 
system. It has been further observed that the proponents of the concept 
of total system were mainly system specialists, and the academicians 
constitute the opposition front.
Therefore, It Is concluded that no universal concept of 
"total system" or "total information system" was observed due to 
the semantical problem. Moreover, It is likely that the list of 
attributes will approach infinity If the boundaries of a total 
system are not defined.
2. Hardware and Its capability. Some of the problems of 
total systems are assumed to be caused by the lack of capacity and 
speed of the hardware equipment. However, these problems are 
almost non-existent at the present. The computer capacity has become 
more ample; the processing and transmitting speed of data has Increased 
substantially, with tremendous cost reduction. Thus, hardware's 
Impact on total system should not be regarded as significant.
3. Software and its development. Software has benefited 
from the same degree of advancement as hardware. However, there 
still are some limitations in the use of software that have to be
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overcome. For Instance, sequential capability of the computer 
languages such as FORTRAN and COBOL, and environment boundaries of 
software developed by hardware vendors.
4. Development of data base aa an alternative. Due to the 
above-mentioned problems, the total system concept Is regarded by 
many authors as nonoperatlonal and Infeasible. Therefore, according 
to them, it would be most beneficial to any organization to discard 
the concept as a goal and adopt an alternative approach by designing 
a data base.
The second objective of this study is to define a total system 
based on the characteristics suggested by various authors and to 
adopt or Introduce other attributes which are regarded necessary for 
the system. In order to accomplish this goal, it should be noted that 
most of the problems mentioned earlier are caused by misconceptions 
or an inappropriate use of the "wholism" or "totality" attribute 
of a system. The terms Integrated Data Processing, Total System,
Total Informalton System and other terms proposed in Chapter III 
were used to represent the same phenomena. This study concludes that 
the above terms do not have an identical meaning and the meaning and 
connotations drawn from them must be considered within a defined 
environment. Moreover, this study suggests that the term "total 
system" Is not a meaningful term per se. Thus, the term must be 
employed rather cautiously with a specific reference made by the users 
to a system's hierarchy or intended level of abstraction.
A meaningful definition of total system can be made if the 
component of a system and the relationships between those components
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are known. Based on this criteria, this study has made an attempt 
co define the term "total system" at three different levels of 
abstraction.
First, Total Data Processing System (TDPS), which Is a 
"hardware oriented" system, can be designed at both division level 
and corporation-wide Seale. During the design task, the principles 
of divisional performance for decentralized organization must be 
observed. However, most of the attention la paid to the data pro­
cessing capability of the system by Including Into the configuration 
the most sophisticated hardware. The users of TDPS are somewhat 
isolated environments and do not have any Interaction with the system. 
Therefore, based on the definition of a system, they should not be 
regarded as part of the system.
Second, Total Information System (TIS) Is designed to provide 
merely Information for all parties who have substantial interest 
In the present as well as future of an organization. Based on 
informational needs of their decision models, the users of TIS can 
Interact with the computer system through the available feedback 
loops which are an Important feature of this system. Another feature 
of this system is a data base which stores all types of data for 
producing desirable forms of information;
Third, Total Intelligence System (TINTS). Generally, the 
relevant information Is regarded as negative of entropy or uncertainty. 
According to this assumption, TINTS Is designed to provide all types 
of Information for making an intelligent decision. The decision models 
which are structured upon predetermined specifications of management
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will provide the organization with an optimal solution to any type 
of problem. The data base of this eyatem la designed to store 
operating and strategic planning data as well as the management's 
decision models.
The third objective of this study Is to examine whether the 
data base approach should be regarded as an alternative for a TIS.
According to Bertalanffy, there are ceftaln general principles 
which hold for systems, Irrespective of the nature of the component 
elements and the relationships between them. In this context, the 
similarity among living systems, TIS, and TINTS are quite noticeable.
Learning and memory deal with handling of Information in the 
animal system. Among the theories suggested to express this phsnomeua, 
two have more popularity than others. First, the psychological approach 
suggests that learning occurs as a result of Interaction or enforcement 
between the "law of effect". The Information extracted from the learn­
ing experience is added to the preexisting meaning structure within 
the memory system causing it to expand and to become elaborated.
This process Is very similar to updating a data base.
The second theory discusses the learning and memory through 
the chemical compound. According to this theory, the genetic informa­
tion stored In CNA may be transferred by RNA to the surrounding 
protoplasm.
Based on the above theory, It can be deduced that the learning 
process is the ability to retrieve pre-stored data from the memory 
system. Since Intelligence Is created as a result of learning. It 
la a function of the relevant data already stored in the memory.
Thus, the more relevant data stored In the memory, the more Intelligence
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will result. Therefore, the memory system provides a response to 
different stimuli and execution of those responses.
Due to the similarity of data base with the memory of animal
system. It can be concluded that a data base Is a necessary part 
of TIS and TINTS. Thus, It should not be regarded as an alternative 
to a total information system.
Ultimately, this study presents an actual case of a total 
Information system designed for East Baton Rouge Parish School Board. 
This organization is selected due to the fact that their TIS is the
best sorrogate of the model suggested by this study.
Recommendations for Future Research 
Semantical problems which were noted In the so-called "total 
system" area seem to be inherent In the system approach. Therefore, 
more research should be directed toward solving the communication 
problems and possibly suggesting a "dictionary of Information 
processing." The most urgent need is to develop the dictionary for 
the data base approach which apparently Is passing through the same 
evolutionary process that "total system" has passed.
The decision models of the users of a system are the important 
parts of TIS and TINTS. The system analysts are normally aware of 
some of the decision models which are to some extent trivial. 
Therefore, more research should be done In this area to learn about 
the structure of sophisticated decision models especially from the 
behavioral standpoint.
Information value definitely should be regarded as the function 
of the value of data which is used to produce that Information.
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This should be used as a basis to establish a valuation technique 
for data that belongs to a given organization, thereby, causing a 
data base to be reported as an asset of the organization.
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FIGURE 2. DATA PROCESSING DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATIONAL CHART.
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Print UGF Collection Cards 
UGF Report and Update
FIGURE 3 cont. 232
TITLE
Budget Report - Teacher/Principals 
Create Tags for Selected W-2's 
W-2's
Check Retirement Number 
School Lunch Retirement Tally List 
Non-Tchrs.and Tchre. Retirement 
Employee Count by Retirement System Fund 
School Qnployees Retirement Checklist 
School Lunch Retirement Checklist/
Teachers Retirement Checklists 
Fiscal Conversion 
Courtesy Fund 
Time Clock Labels 
Teacher Budgetary Data 
Budget Estimates - Classified 
Minimum Wage Cost Estimates 
S/L Budget List 
Gummed Labels by Position 
Employee Listing 
Race - Sex Report 
Address Labels 
Instructional Mailing Labels 
YTD Travel by Employee 
Selected Ledger Report 
Vacancy Overstaff Report 
Voc. Ed. Forms 
Location Labels
Address Labels by Social Security Number
Salary Updates
Principal Salary Checklist
Rate of Pay Notification
Teacher Contracts
Employee Directory
Longevity Service
10-12 CK/CK Disp. Preference
Annual Leave Cutoff Notice
Bus Driver Doctor Preference
Teacher Listings - Subject in Location
3-Up Utility Labels
Personnel Curds
12 Month Employee Listing
Teacher-Principal Listing
Teachers Retirement Poll List
Teachers Absence Over 20 Days
Evaluate Listing
Statistical Analysis
Annual Statistical Report (Personnel Program) 
Create Micro flche Tapes (Datagraphlx) 
Amortization Schedule Generation 
Create Authorization Position File 
& New Position File - PRPOZD
FIGURE 4. AUTURIZATION FORM.
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EAST BATCH ROUPS PARISH SCHOOL BOARD 
AUTHORIZATION FOR PAY DC UWUSH) SICK LEAVE UPON DEATH OR RETIREMEHT
Mamo to! Data Processing Department 
Froat Payroll Department
The following employee retired ( ) died ( ) on
 Kts----------*  mRisrB&mgs,-------------------
In conformance with the Board's policy of paying unused sick 
leave in an amount not to exceed 25 days, please issue a check to
> XBBiilSS
in the amount of___________ (________ days at_$_______.
daily rate).
EMPLOYEE ft____________  LOC.__________ POS._____________
Date
Date
Payroll Clerk ~'
Director of Finance
FIGURE 5. ABSENCE REPORT.
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FIGURE 6. PAYROLL REGISTER.
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FIGURE 7. TRANSMITTAL LIST OF PAYROLL CHECKS AND DEPOSITS (CHECK 
REGISTER) FOR EACH TYPE OF PAYROLL, AT EACH PAY PERIOD.
Contents:
Name
SSNO
Location (code)
Position (code)
Account Number (For each group of expense)
Deposit slip number for those employees who have asked their 
salary be deposited in their bank account
Net Pay
Signature of an officer in charge of each section to the fact 
that all the credit amounts have been deposited in employees' 
account.
Total number of personnel who receive check or deposit.
FIGURE 8 . DEDUCTION LIST FOR RATON ROUGE TEACHERS FEDERAL 
UNION, FOR EACH PAY PERIOD. (DATE)
CREDIT
Contents:
Name
SSNO
Location (code)
Position (code)
Amount of deductions
Summary total for each page and grand total.
FIGURE 9. EXTENDED SICK LEAVE EARNING REPORT PAID TO EACH EMPLOYEE*
Contents:
Employee's SSNO 
Employee's Name 
Location (code)
Position (code)
Fund (from which the pay has been allocated)
Gross Pay
Number of days the sick payment is paid
*This type of report is prepared for those who receive the death 
payment benefit.
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FIGURE 10. CREDIT UNION CHANGE REPORT (PREPARED FOR EACH PAY PERIOD).*
Preparation of Micro fiche card for reference. Information 
Included In the Micro flche are:
Name
SSNO
Location of employment
Position
Status
Total Salary
Total Salary (last year)
Date of Original Employment 
Date of Re-employment
Number of Fay Period (selected by employee)
*This is s" exception report prepared for teacher's credit union. 
Information Included In this report relates to those who have 
experienced salary change or joined the school system for the first 
time. Also It provides necessary Information for Credit Union to 
update and control their files constantly.
FIGURE 11. ANNUITY DEDUCTION REPORT PREPARED MONTHLY FOR EACH LIFE 
INSURANCE COMPANY SHOWING THE AMOUNT OF DEDUCTION FOR 
EACH EMPLOYEE.
Contents:
Name of life Insurance company (as a title of report)
Address of life insurance company 
Period covered by the report
List of employees In each report which include following data: 
Employee'8 SSNO 
Employee's Name 
Location (code)
Number of pay period
Fund (from which deduction has been allocated)
Amount of deduction
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FIGURE 12. GRAND TOTALS OF ANNUITY FOR INSURANCE COMPANIES AND TOTAL 
AMOUNT PAID TO THEM FOR EACH MONTH.
Contents:
Name of Insurance company
Number of employees Insured by each company 
Amount paid to each company
Grand total paid to all companies for the month.
*Same type of report la prepared for the payment made to insurance 
companies for other types of Insurance.
FIGURE 13. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT REPORT FOR THOSE EMPLOYEES WHO ARE BEING 
PAID BY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FUND.
Contents:
Employee’s SSNO 
Employee's Name 
Location (code)
Position (code)
General Ledger (code)
Net amount earned (for each employee) 
Grand total for all employees
FIGURE 14. ABSENCE AND OVERTIME SUMMARIES BY POSITION.*
Contents:
Position (code)
Title of the position
Number of absents in that position
Number of days (personal Illness) for each position 
Number of days (death or family Illness) for each position 
Number of days (other reasons) for each position 
Number of days (professional leave) for each position 
Number of days (without pay) for each position 
Number of days (annual leave) for each position 
Number of days that substitute used for each position
*Same type of report is prepared for each location.
FIGURE 15. OVERTIME REGISTER FOR EACH LOCATION.
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Contents:
Location (code)
Name of employee
SSNO
Position (code)
Number of hours worked 
Overtime rate 
Gross amount of overtime 
General Ledger code 
Fund (code)
Sum of the overtime paid in each location charged to 
given General Ledger account 
Grant total of overtime charged to each fund
FIGURE 16, MONTHLY REPORT OF SERVICE STATION DEDUCTIONS AND USAGE 
ON CONTRACT BUS DRIVERS.
Contents:
Name
Employee Number 
Bus Number 
Annual Allotment 
YTD usage
Current Withholding 
Estimated Date of Exhaustion
FIGURE 17. SUMMARY REPORT ALLOCATED TO EACH FUND.
Contents:
Fund's Name (For each Fund)
Number of Employees (1
Total Deductions II
Current Escrow II
Fiscal Year to Date II
Current Due by Employee II
Current Due by Employer II
Total Funds Due II
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FIGURE 18. SUMMARY REPORT FOR THE MONTH.
Contents:
Employee life Insurance coverage: # of Employee
Coverage for $12000 
Coverage for $7000 
Coverage for $4000 
Coverage for Total Salary 
Total
Total
Coverage
Monthly
Premium
Total Deduction 
Current Escrow 
Fiscal Year to Date 
Current Due by Employee 
Current Due by Employer 
Total Fund Due
for each class of coverage
FIGURE 19. DETAILED INSURANCE REPORT FOR THE MONTH.
Contents:
Name
SSNO
Location (code)
Position (code)
Insurance (code)
No. of Pay Period
Total Deduction (for the month)
Current Escrow
Fiscal Year to Date Escrow
Current Due by Employee
CurrenL Due by Employer
Total Due
F1GLRE 20, BREAKDOWN OF THE VARIOUS SCHOOL LUNCH EXPENSES BY LOCATION 
(SCHOOL).
Contents:
Location (code)
Name of Location
Percentage of total expense which is assigned to each location
Total expenses assigned to each location
Breakdown of total based on various types of expense
FIGURE 21. QUARTERLY REPORT ON FICA DEDUCTION.
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Contents:
Employee’s SSNO
Name of the Employee
Taxable FICA Wages
Total Wages paid In this quarter
FIGURE 22. RETIRED EMPLOYEE'S GROUP INSURANCE BILLING.
Contents:
Name of Retired Employee 
SSNO
Location (code)
Position (code)
Insurance (code)
Date Retired 
Escrow Balance 
Quarterly Premium 
Amount due this quarter
FIGURE 23. UNITED GIVERS FUND DEDUCTION, LISTING OF THESE DEDUCTIONS 
AND LOCATION TOTAL PER PERIOD FOR BALANCING PURPOSE.
Contents:
Location Name 
Within each location:
Name of employee 
CLNO
Location (code)
Position (code)
Payroll Type
Amount Pledge
Number of pay periods
Amount deducted this period
Total number of people in each location
Total amount pledged in each location
Total amount deducted in each location
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FIGURE 24. SCHOOL EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT CHECKLIST (PREPARED YEARLY).*
Contents:
SSNO
Name
Actual Earnable Compensation 
Total Retirement Deduction 
Percentage of Year Employed
Remarks (Date of employment* termination or retirement)
*Same type of Information Is prepared for school lunch employees.
FIGURE 25. COURTESY FUND DEDUCTION REPORT FOR EACH LOCATION (PREPARED 
ON REQUEST).
Contents:
SSNO
Position (code)
Name
Amount of Deduction
FIGURE 26. REPORT ON THE SEX AND RACE BY PAYROLL TYPE (PREPARED ON 
REQUEST ) .
Contents:
Descriptions of Classes of Employment (23 different classes)
Number of White Male (In each class)
Number of White Female / n vi it v
Number of Black Male /II 11 11 V
Number of Black Female /VI 11 II \
Total Active /If II VI \
Total on Leave /•I 11 11 V
Total Number of White
Total Number of Black
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FIGURE 27. REPORT ON YEAR TO DATE TRAVEL PAID TO EMPLOYEES.
Contents:
Name of employee 
SSNO
Location (code)
Position (code)
Year to date travel paid
FIGURE 28. PREPARATION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FORM FOR STATE OF 
LOUISIANA, PREPARED IN OCTOBER OF EACH YEAR.
Contents:
Name of the employer
Name of the school (location)
Salary per academic year
Degree Held
Years of Experience
Teaching Schedule:
Class period
Subject taught
Length of period (minutes)
Number of students enrolled
FIGURE 29. SALARY CHECKLIST OF THE PRINCIPALS (PREPARED ON REQUEST).
Contents:
Name of School 
Name of Principal 
Degree Held 
Years Experience 
Nine-month Salary 
Extra Compensation 
Total Annual Salary
Approximate number of teachers under principal's supervision
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FIGURE 30. LONGEVITY SERVICE AWARDS REPORTS FOR THOSE WHO HAVE 
SERVED THE SYSTEM MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS.
Contents:
Name
Location of employment 
Position
Date of original employment
FIGURE 31. LIST OF TEACHERS BY LOCATION OF EMPLOYMENT (PREPARED 
ON REQUEST).
Contents:
Name of the location 
Name of the employee 
Address of employee 
Phone Number 
Salary 
Degree Held 
Years Experience
FIGURE 32. PRINCIPALS AND TEACHERS LISTING (PREPARED YEARLY).
Contents:
Name
SSNO
Position (code)
Number of pay periods 
Fund
Ledger Account Number 
Race and Sex 
Degree Held 
Years Experience 
Total Salary 
Subject Taught
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FIGURE 33. INDEX CARDS PRINTED ON REQUEST FOR PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT.
Contents:
Name
SSNO
Date of Birth
Address
Phone
Sex
Race
Marital Status 
Position 
Location 
Salary
Number of Pay Period 
Step
Payroll Type 
Fund
Ledger Account Number 
Number of Federal Exemptions 
Number of State Exemptions 
Total years of experience 
Type of retirement program
FIGURE 34. TEACHERS AND PRINCIPAL LIST FOR EACH LOCATION PREPARED 
ON REQUEST FOR THE SCHOOL PRINCIPAL.
Contents:
Name of the school 
Name of the employer 
Tenure code 
Subject taught 
Teachers on leave 
Total active teachers 
Total teachers on leave
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FIGURE 35. NUMBER OF PRINCIPALS AND TEACHERS INCLUDING FEDERAL 
PROGRAM PERSONNEL.
Contents:
Type of Employment:
White
Number of Men
Number of Women
Total
Negro
Number of Men
Number of Women
Total
Total
Number of Men
Number of Women
Total
Total by each group of teachers and principals.
FIGURE 36. PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF PRINCIPALS AND CLASSROOM TEACHERS 
LEVEL OF TRAINING.
Contents:
White
Number of principals
Number of klndergarden teachers
Number of elementary school teachers
Number of high school teachers
Total
Negro
Number of principals 
Number of klndergarden teachers 
Number of elementary school teachers 
Number of high school teachers 
Total 
Total of each group
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FIGURE 37. EXPERIENCE OF PRINCIPALS AND CLASSROOM TEACHERS 
YEARS EXPERIENCE.
Contents:
White
Number of principals
Number of klndergarden teachers
Number of elementary school teachers
Number of high school teachers
Total
Negro
Number of principals
Number of klndergarden teachers
Number of elementary school teachers
Number of high school teachers
Total
Total of each group
FIGURE 38. LIST OF MISCELLANEOUS REPORTS AND ACTIVITIES OF P/P 
SUBSYSTEM.
1. Preparation of United Givers Pledge Card for each year
2. List of teachers who are being paid by State of Louisiana
3. Preparation of W-2 Form
4. Bank reconciliation for each month
5. Teachers' contracts
6. Employees' Directory
7. Series of race and sex report
8 . Distribution of salaries of administrative and supervisory 
personnel
9. Distribution of salaries of principals
10. Distribution of salaries of classroom teachers
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FIGURE 39. CRT LAYOUT.
LNAM FNAM M L0C P0S
ADRESS 3999-99-9999
CITY 99999 PH0N: 999-9999
SLUB:888 .99
ALUB:
STSL: D0EM: RACE:
PHSL: DREM: SEX:
EX CM: DTRM: ST AT:
EXCP: BGST: MART:
TSAL: ENST: RETC:
RETD: FICC:
FDCD: PPYR: RETN: SABD:
STCD: CKDS: BANK ACCT:
INSC: TRAVEL FUND/LEDGER:
DEG SUB1: CSUB: CSUB:
EXP SUB2: CSUB: CSUB:
STP SUB3: CSUB: C0LB:
TEN SUB4: CSUB: C0LM:
D0B NTES: C0LP:
CER CERN: CERT:
F0RMAT 2
LNAM FNAM M L0C P0S
ADRESS 8999-99-9999
CITY 99999 PH0N: 999-9999
FND/LDC: PCT:
D0B: DTRM: SLUB
D0EM: BGST: ALUB
DREM: ENST ALPP
MINS: DRTE: TSAL
FEIN: CANN:
INS: FSLW FICC 
STEP 
INSC 
FDCD 
STCD 
PPYR 
M0NT 
PRTY 
RACE 
SEX:
STAT:
MART:
RETC:
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FIGURE 40. PAYROLL FILE LAYOUT.
PURPOSE: To allow multiple chargee per check and multiple 
payment types to any employee on given payroll.
CONTENTS: Four types of data are available:
1. Identification and sort field
2. Charge data (fund, ledger, etc.)
3. Current payroll data (gross, adjustment, etc.)
4. Control data (type of payment)
The above data will be used to prepare payroll checks, 
registers, and the associated reports.
ORGANIZATION: File is organized sequentially based on Social 
Security Number.
PAYROLL FILE DATA ITEMS
SSNfDP Social Security Number.
L0CP Reporting Location. Contains the location that 
reports this Individual.
P0SP Position.
CKDSP Check Disposition. Contains the check disposition 
code chosen by the employee.
FUNDP Fund. Indicates the fund to which this portion of 
the employee's check is to be charged.
LDGRP Ledger. Indicates the ledger to which this portion 
of an employee's check is to be charged.
LdlCCHGP Location Charged. Used to pro-rate salary to the 
various locations (presently used for multiple 
school lunch managers).
PERCENTP Percent. Contains a figure which denotes the % of 
an employee's total normal earnings that is to be 
charged to the Fund-ledger-location contained in this 
record.
DW0RKP Days Worked. Contains the days worked (or elapsed) 
during this pay period.
PAIDP Days Paid. Contains the number of days this employee 
is being paid this payday.
HRPDP Hours Paid. Used only for part-time substitutes who 
are paid by the hour.
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FIGURE 40 cont.
DRATE Dally Rate. Used for calculating gross pay.
0THRSP Overtime Hours at Straight Time.
tfTHRHP Overtime Hours at Time and 1/2.
0TP Overtime Amount.
ADICP Adjustment code 1. Indicates type of adjustment 
for ADJ1P in this record.
ADJ1P Adjustment amount 1.
AD2CP Adjustment code 2.
ADJ2P Adjustment amount 2.
NOTE ON 
ADJUSTMENTS ADJ1 and AD1C from the master record may not 
necessarily show up in ADJ1P and ADICP in the payroll 
record. They may be shifted to the adjustment 2 
fields in the payroll record depending on the type of 
that adjustment and the other types of adjustments 
the employee may have. If an employee has 2 adjust* 
ments of the same type, the amounts are added together 
into one adjustment field.
GROSP Gross (Base) Pay.
AflWOP Absence without pay. Contains the total number of 
days to be docked.
FDWHP Federal withholding tax.
STWHP State withholding tax.
CTWHP Reserved for city withholding tax. (Not used at 
this time).
KEALP Meals. Contains the amount to be added to taxable 
earnings for S/L employees only.
DFERP Deferred net pay. Contains 1/6 of net due for 12 
check teachers and Bus Drivers.
DFWP Deferred federal withholding. Contains 1/6 of 
calculated federal withholding for 12 check teachers 
and bus drivers.
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FIGURE 40 cont.
RETP Retirement amount. Contains the employee's 
contribution for retirement in this check.
FICAP F. I. C. A. amount.
NETP Net pay. Contains the check amount for this individual 
(GROSP + adjustments + O.T. - deductions (taxes, 
retirement, deductions, etc.) - deferred pay + travel).
CKNUM Check number.
PPEND Pay period ending date.
INSP Insurance amount.
RECNUM Master record number.
REGSSNO S. S. (I of regular employee.
RECLOC Location of regular employee.
REGPOS Position of regular employer.
PAYTYPCD Payment type code. Inserted by create program, this 
code indicates whether this record is: 1 - normal 
payments, 2 - Substitute payment, 3 - Mass Deferred 
Pay Refund, 4 - Individual Deferred Pay Refund,
5 - Retirement Payoff, 6 - Death Payoff, 7 - Extended 
Sick Leave Payoff, 8 - Adult Education, 9 - Summer 
payroll, 0 - Special payroll.
LASTREC Last record code.
TRAVP Travel amount.
EXREC Exception record address. This field is used as 
the actual key to access the employee's record in 
the exception file.
S0RT - LOC Sort location. Used to sort tags in check disposition 
sequence (alpha within bank, alpha by location for 
individual disposition).
EX - CHG Exception charge code.
FICCP Fica code.
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FIGURE 40 cont.
DEDAMTP Voluntary deduction codes and amounts.
AND
DEDCDP
INSCP Insurance code.
RET CP Retirement code.
EQFCT Equated factor.
S0RT-FACT Sort factor.
LNAMP Last name.
FNAMP First name.
MIP Middle initial.
CKDATEP Check date.
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FIGURE 41. PAYROLL/PERSONNEL MASTER FILE.
CONTENTS: This file consists of all bank personal data plus 
calendar and fiscal year to date (YTD) information. 
Also included in the file the required current 
payroll data.
ORGANIZATION: File is index random in nature with digits extracted 
from the Social Security Number, used for index key.
ADDITIONS: New employee's data record is introduced to the 
system by means of punch card. This record will be 
added to the next available location.
CHANGES: Changes in the records will be handled by punch 
card. An audit trail is provided by means of print­
ing all the changes which may have occurred.
DISK FILE 
MAINTENANCE: After each addition and/or change run, the disk 
file maintenance program will be executed. This 
program edits each record, and prints an error sheet 
for correction.
MASTER FILE 
DATA ITEM DESCRIPTIONS:
SSNO The SSNO is the primary identifier of the employee.
LOC This field contains the employee's reporting location 
code.
POS This field contains the position code of the employee.
ALTLOC This field contains an alternate location code to be 
used for special purposes only (Summer School, etc.).
ALTPOS Contains an alternate position code to be used for 
special purposes only, (Summer School, Adult Ed., 
etc. ) .
LNAM Employee's last name plus appendages (Jr., etc.)
FNAM Employee's first name.
MI Employee's middle initial.
STRE Employee’s mailing address.
^ ’p  ' City and State.
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FIGURE 41 cont.
ZIPC
PHON
DOB
RACE
SEX
MAR
STAT
BEGSTAT
ENDSTAT
EMPDATE
REMPDATE
TERMDATE
TEKMREAS
COLB
COLM
COLP
TENU
I) EG
EXOl
EX02
EXT1
EXT 2
Zip Code.
Telephone Number.
Employee's date of birth.
Race: W * White N = Negro I ■ American Indian
0 ■ Oriental S * Spanish American X ■ Other
Sex: M = Male F * Female
Marital Status: M * Married S = Single
D = Divorced W ■ Widowed
Status Code: A or 1 = Active; J or 2 ■ Maternity
Leave; 3 3 Sabbatical Leave; K or 4 * Military
Leave; I. or 5 = Leave Without Pay; B or 6 ■
Appointed Substitute; M or 7 ■ Terminated; 8 m 
Substitute; N = Payoff - changing position 
(converted to 1); 9 * Non-Usable Record.
Beginning status date.
Ending status date used in same way as BEGSTAT.
Date of original employment.
Date of re-employment.
Date of termination.
Reason for termination code.
College Code of school granting batch, masters, 
specialist, or PHD.
Tenure Code.
Contains Degree Code.
Experience in other school systems (actual). 
Experience (military)while at other systems. 
Experience in this school system (actual).
Experience (military) while at this system.
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FIGURE 41 cont.
TOTEXP Total years of experience.
CONTSERV Years of Continuous service updated at fiscal year 
end (as EXT1 & TOTEXP).
STEP Contains salary step of Non-Teacher Personnel.
YRSTEP Contains the number of years employee has been 
this step of the salary schedule.
on
STEPDATE Contains the date of the last step increase of 
employee.
this
CERTYP Certificate type.
CERNUM Certificate Number.
CERDATE Date Certificate issued.
CERTEXP Date certificate expires.
NTESCOR National Teachers Exam Score.
TSAL Contains the total annual salary for this individual.
STSL State Salary (teacher personnel only) contains 
portion of total salary paid by the Parish.
that
PHSL Parish Salary (teacher personnel only) contains 
portion of total salary paid by the Parish.
that
EXCM Extra Compensation for months employed.
EXCP Extra compensation for position held.
PYSL Previous year's salary.
DRTE Dally Rate of Pay.
SUB1
SUB2
SUB3
SUB4
These fields contain the subject codes of current 
assignments.
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FIGURE 41 cont.
CSUB1 
CSUB 2 
CSUB3 
CSUB4 
CSUB5 
CSUB6
These fields contain the subject codes of all 
certified areas of this particular teacher.
ALPF Annual leave per pay period.
ALUB Annual leave unused balance.
SLUB Sick leave unused balance.
SABD Sabbatical leave days.
SAB Sabbatical deduction.
PPYR Pay periods per year - contains 10, 18, 20, 26 
depending upon payroll grouping.
M0NT Months employed this year. Contains 9.0, 10.0, 
or 12.0 depending upon payroll grouping.
M0NL Months employed last year.
CHARGE:
FUND 1 Contains the fund code to which the percentage of 
earnings is to be charged.
FUND 2 Same as fund 1.
FUND 3 Same as fund 1.
LDGR1 Contains the ledger code to which the percentage 
of earnings Is to be charged.
LDCR2 Same as LDGR1.
LDGR3 Same as LDGR1.
PERCENT 1 Contains the percentage to be charged to Fund 1 and 
LDGR1.
PERCENT 2 Same as percent 1.
PERCENT 3 Same as percent 1.
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FIGURE 41 cont.
LOCCHG 1 Contains the locations to be charged
LOCCHG 2 the percentage given In the respective
LOCCHG 3 PERCENTX Fields.
CHARGE NOTES:
CKDS Check disposition. Contains code to indicate where 
check Is to be sent (location, deposited, mailed, 
etc.).
PRTY Payroll type.
ALTPRTY Alternate Payroll type.
FDCD Federal Exemption Code.
STCD State Exemption Code.
CTCD City Exemption Code.
RETC Retirement Code.~ Indicates which retirement system 
this employee belongs to. 1 or A ■ Teachers; 2 ■ 
School Emp.; 3 - S/L; 0 - None,
FICC Flea Code.
RETN Retirement Number - Assigned by retirement system.
RETF Retirement Form.
DPNO Deposit Number.
RETD Date Retirement Contribution applied for (refund).
MINS Month to Date Insurance.
CGRO Calendar year todate gross pay (+ adjustments, O.T.).
CMEA Calendar Year To Date - Meals
CFIC Calendar Year To Date - FICA
CFED Calendar Year To Date - Federal Tax
CST Calendar Year To Date - State Tax
CCTY Calendar Year To Date - City Tax
Updated each payroll and zeroed at year end.
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FIGURE 41 cont.
CANN Calendar Year to Date Annuity.
FBAS Fiscal Base This Position.
FBAT Fiscal Retirement Base.
FADJ Fiscal Year To Date Adjustments.
F0T Fiscal Year To Date Overtime Pay.
FDFR Fiscal Deferred Pay. Contains year to date deferred 
pay.
FDFW Fiscal Deferred Federal Tax.
FRET Fiscal Retirement.
FEIN Fiscal Escrow Insurance - This field contains 
monies withheld in excess of monthly premiums 
used to pay premiums during summer months.
the
and is
FHRS Fiscal Year To Date Hours Paid.
FDPD Fiscal Year To Date Days Paid.
FDAY Fiscal Days Elapsed - Contains number of days 
to date.
elapsed
FALT Fiscal Annual Leave Taken.
FSLT Fiscal Sick Leave Taken.
EXSL Extended Sick Leave Paid.
FSLW Fiscal Sick Leave Taken for Workman's Compensation 
(injury on Job).
FABW Fiscal Absence Without Pay,
FDEX Contains fixed Federal income tax deduction.
STEX Contains fixed State income tax deduction.
CTEX City Tax - Same as Federal. Not used yet.
PAID Days Paid This Pay Period.
DWORK Days Elapsed This Pay Period.
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FIGURE 41 cont.
th'HRS Overtime Hours at Straight Pay.
0THRH Overtime Hours at Time and 1/2.
(ST Overtime Amount.
ALT Annual Leave Taken This Pay Period.
SLTP Sick Leave Taken For Personal Illness.
SLTD Sick Leave Taken For Death In Family.
SLT0 Sick Leave Taken For Other Reasons.
SLW Sick Leave Workman’s Compensation.
ABWfft Absence Without Pay.
PRLV Professional Leave.
SUBD Substitute Days - Contains the number of days a
substitute has been employed for this employee.
LVWO Leave Without Pay.
AD1C Adjustment Codes 1 4 2 - Contain the code to deter-
AD2C mine the type of adjustment contained in the
respective ADJ field.
1 = Deduction for Absence
2 * Mileage Payment (Board Member, Contract Bus
Driver, Staff Travel Allowance).
3 * Error Corrections
4 ” Sabbatical Deduction
5 “ Annual Leave Payoff on Termination
6 " Extended Sick Leave Payment
7 * Death or retirement payoff
9 * Multiple Adjustments (on checks)
ADJ1 Contain the amounts of the adjustments outlined In
ADJ2 AD1C & AD2C.
GR0S Contains the amount of base pay due each employee
for this pay period.
MILE Mileage Per Pay Period (contract Bus Drivers).
Mileage Per B o a r d Meeting (Board Members).
TRAV Travel Expense - Contains current months travel
allowance for staff personnel with expense accounts.
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TFITND Travel Fund - Contains the fund that this person's 
travel is to be charged.
TLDGR Travel Ledger - Contains the ledger that this 
person's travel is to be charged.
UPDATE Date of Last Update - Inserted by update program, 
used for internal control only.
INSC Group Insurance Code - Reflects the class of 
insurance for this employee.
INS Insurance Deduction Amount.
VOL-DEDNS Voluntary Deduction Fields.
DEDCD Deduction Code - The two characters code specifies 
the type of deduction contained in adjacent DEDAMT 
FIELD. The first character indicates type, the 
second the company, etc.
A * Annuity B ■ Bonds C * Credit Union 
G = Garnishment L * Liability Ins. M * Misc. 
d = Other Ins. R “ Rent S ■ Service 
T ■ Tax Levy U * United Givers
DEDAMT Deduction Amount.
RET Retirement Deduction.
EXCEPT IONS These fields are used to handle various exception 
cases.
SALARY If this field contains a "1", the normal salary 
calculations will be suspended and TSAL, STSL,
PHSL, EXCM, EXCP will be accepted as given, the 
only check that will be made is the crossfooting of 
these fields. A report of salary exceptions will 
be given to Personnel for individual handling.
RET EX Retirement Exception.
GRfftSEX Gross Pay Exception.
GARNEX Garnishment Exception.
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FIELDA
FIELDB
FIELDC
FIELDD
FIELDE
Exception fields reserved for undefined 
exceptions.
HISTORY Counter of the history records present 
history file for this employee.
In the
PAYROLL Counter of the different payment types 
the payroll file for this employee.
present in
HISTLY Counter of the payroll records present 
years history record for this employee.
in last
LFBAT Last years fiscal retirement base.
LFDPD Last years fiscal days paid.
CRT-PAY-KEY Index that will be calculated by employee' 
and will facilitate further processing of 
file.
8 ID
personnel
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FIGURE 42. PAYROLL HISTORY FILE.
PURPOSE:
CONTENTS:
ORGANIZATION
REC-CODEH
To prepare various periodic reports (monthly, 
quarterly, FICA, etc.) and microfiche data.
This file contains one or more record for 
each check paid to the employees during the fiscal 
year, records for bank checks, adjustment and 
remarks on individual employee.
Void checks and banks records are kept at the 
beginning of the file followed by all regular 
history records and other remarks on employees 
which is filled sequentially based on Social 
Security Number.
PAYROLL HISTORY FILE DATA ITEMS
Record Code. Indicates what type of history 
record this Is:
1 = Normal Payroll Record
2 “ Bank Record
3 » Destroyed Check
4 = Adjustment Record
5 * Comment Record
VOID-SWH Void Switch, 
check.
Indicates the void status of this
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Normal Not Voided 
Void Not Replaced 
Void, Exact Replacement 
Destroyed Check (Never Issued)
Replacement for a Voided Check
Used (on MTD history only) to update YTD
history with void not replaced.
On MTD “ Used to update YTD with voided & 
replaced
On YTD ■ Replacement for a previous year void 
Voided bank check with replacement 
Used only on MTD history to update YTD history 
with voided checks and replaced with changes.
SSNOH
LOCH
Social Security Number.
Reporting Location. Used on certain monthly 
reports (Absence & Overtime Summary, O.T. Register) 
which are run in location sequence.
POSH Position Code.
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FIGURE 42 cont.
CKDSH Check Disposition Code.
FIJNDH Fund Code,
LDGRH Ledger Code.
LOCCHGH Location Charged.
DWORKH Days Worked.
PAIDH Days Paid.
RRPDH Hours Paid.
HRATEH Hourly Rate.
DRATEH Dally Rate.
OTHRSH Overtime hours at straight time.
OTHRHH Overtime hours at time and 1/2.
OTH Overtime Amount.
AD1CH Adjustment Code 1.
ADJ1H Adjustment Amount 1.
AD2CH Adjustment Code 2. Same as AD1CH.
ADJ2H Adjustment Amount 2. Same as ADJ1H.
GROSH Base Pay.
ALTH Annual Leave Taken This Pay Period.
SLTFH Sick Leave Taken, Personal Illness.
SLTDH Sick Leave Taken, Death In Family.
SLTOH Sick Leave Taken, Other Reasons.
SLWH Sick Leave Taken, Workman's Comp.
ABWOH Absence Without Pay.
PRLVH Professional Leave Taken.
SUBDH Days Substitute was Employed.
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LVWOH Leave Without Pay.
FDWHH Federal Withholding Tax.
STWHH State Withholding Tax.
CTWHH City Withholding Tax.
MEALH MealB.
DFERH Deferred Pay.
DFWH
RETH Retirement Deduction.
FICAH Fica Deduction.
NETH Net Pay.
CKNUMH Check Number.
CKDATEH Check Date.
REP-CKNUHH Replacement Check Number.
PPENDH Pay Period Ending Date.
INSH Insurance Amount.
REGSSNOH Social Security Number,
REGPOSH Position
REGLOCH Location
PAYTYPH Payment Type Code.
LASTRECH Last Record Code.
TRAVH Travel Amount.
FICCH Fica Code.
DEDAMTH Deduction amounts & codes. Used for certain
DEDCDH monthly reports.
INSCH Insurance Code.
RETCH Retirement Code.
PRTYH Payroll Type.
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FIGURE 43. AUTHORIZED POSITION FILE.
PURPOSE: To facilitate budgetary control over payroll/ 
personnel data processing.
CONTENTS: This file contains one record for every unique 
location/fund/position combination authorized 
in this system. Data in each record Includes 
payroll group, salary & travel ledgers, and 
various count fields.
ORGANIZATION: The file Is unordered and Is normally accessed 
using Xram files & procedures. It can be accessed 
sequentially if desired, but records will not be 
in any logical sequence.
AUTHORIZED POSITION FILE DATA ITEMS
AP-LOC
AP-FUND
AP-POS
Location-fund-position combination authorized.
AP-LOC-KEY Actual key of location record in student location 
file.
AP-POS-KEY Actual key of position record in position file.
AP-PR-TYPE Payroll group in which this loc-fund-pos belongs. 
Same as normal equated factors for payrolls:
M ” Main biweekly 
S * School biweekly 
T “ Teachers 
B - Bus Drivers 
L ■ School Lunch
AP-SAL-LEGR Normal salary ledger for this loc-fund-pos.
AP-TRAV-LEGR Normal travel ledger.
AP-LST-ACT Authorized (active) as of June 30th of last fiscal 
year.
AP-LST-SAB Authorization (sabbatical leave) as of June 30th 
of last fiscal year.
AP-CUR-ACT Current authorization-active.
AP-CUR-SAB Current authorization - sabbatical leave.
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AP CUR ASSIGN Current assigned
AP MAT LV Current assigned (maternity leave)
AP SAB LV Current assigned (sabbatical leave)
AP MIL LV Current assigned (military leave)
AP LV WOP Current assigned (leave without pay)
AP NXT RECORD Key of the next available record in the file,
FIGURE 44. SUBJECT FILE.
ThiB file contains the code and title of all teacher subjects in 
the payroll-personnel code book. It is used mainly in various 
payroll-personnel reports, teacher contracts, personnel cards, 
etc. The file may contain up to 600 different subjects.
FIGURE 45. TEACHER SALARY SCHEDULE FILE.
This file contains the salary schedules for teachers, broken down 
by state and parish salaries, and by degree and experience. It 
is a random file, accessed by an actual key equal to a teacher's 
total experience (TOTEXP) + 1. There is one record for each 
experience level from 00 thru 49. Each record is subdivided into 
a state and parish salary portion for each possible degree code. 
This file is used for salary updating, budget reports, etc.
FIGURE 46. PAYROLL FINDER TAGS.
These are the tags created and sorted either in check disposition 
sequence or register sequence. They are used for rapid access 
to the payroll file. All that is contained in the actual tag is 
the address of the payroll record. They are created by a generated 
sort.
PRTAGD = tags in check disposition sequence.
PRREGD = tags in register sequence.
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FIGURE 47. CONTROL DATA FILE.
This file contains a table of the data cards being used during a 
payroll run. Up to ten payrolls can be processed at one time. 
The file is created by the payroll monitor program at the 
beginning of a payroll run.
CONTROL DATA FILE DATA ITEMS
PER-END. Pay period ending
CK-DATE Check date
RPT-DATE Absence report due date
PR-DESC Payroll description
SRT-FACT Equated factor. Used to select records by P/R 
groups.
B-CK-Ntf Beginning check number
B-DEP-N0 Beginning deposit number
EARN-AMT Net earned amt. - date card total.
NUM-AMT Employee count - date card.
RUN-Ntf Run number
N0-DED No deductions option. If ** "1" Indicates that 
voluntary deductions are not being made on this 
payroll.
N0-RETM No retirement option. If ■ Ml" indicates that 
retirement Is not being deducted on this payroll.
NO-ALV No annual leave option. If * "I" indicates that 
annual leave balance Is not to be updated this pay 
period.
EXT-SK-LV Extra sick leave. Used for summer payrolls.
EARN-AMT-P Net earned amount - program total.
NUM-AMT-P Employee count - program total.
STATUS-SW Program status switch.
MONITOR-MASK Mask of switch settings used for control of program 
executions In the Job stream.
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FIGURE AS. BANK DEPOSIT FILE.
This flic Is a temporary file created by the check program and 
used to supply Information to other payroll Jobs concerning 
deposited checks. It contains a record for each bank for which a 
check was written in a payroll run.
BANK DEPOSIT FILE DATA ITEMS
BNK-CdDE Bank code.
BNK-NAME Bank name. Printed on deposit slips and check trans­
mittal .
BNK-ADDR Bank address.
BNK-CK-Nfl) Bank check number.
BEG-DEP0SIT Beginning deposit number. Number of first deposit 
slip included in this bank check.
END-DEPjJSIT Ending deposit number. Number of the last deposit 
slip included in this bank check.
PR-INCLUDED Payrolls included in this bank check.
BNK-EQ-FACT Equated factor for this payroll group.
PAY-DESC Payroll description.
NUMB-DEF Number of deposit slips included in this check 
for this payroll group.
DEP-AMT Total amount of deposits included in this check 
for this payroll group.
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FIGURE 49. EXCEPTION FILE.
This is a temporary file created by the calculated payroll 
program for employees with multiple payment types and used by 
the register program to keep an accurate printout of fiscal and 
calendar year-to-date fields on the register and facsimile. It 
la a random file accessed by the actual key in the field called 
"Ex-REC" In the payroll file.
EXCEPTION FILE DATA ITEMS
Social Security Number. Primary identifier.
Annual Leave 6 Sick Leave balances which may 
change each pay period.
All or some of fields which will be changed by 
this payroll.
FLAGE
FLGE
SSNtfE
ALUBE & SLUBE
CALENDAR AND 
FISCAL YTD
FIGURE 50. PAYROLL AUDIT FILE - DISK.
CONTENTS:
ORGANIZATION:
CONTENTS:
ORGANIZATION:
NOTES:
This file contains a record for every change made 
to the master file. The records contain an image 
of the change Input card plus the data which was 
in the field changed prior to the change.
This file Is random. The first record Is a dummy 
record with social security # of all 9's and the 
next available record number. Periodically it 
is sorted and merged with a previous audit tape 
to create a new audit tape, then the disk file 
is cleared.
PAYROLL AUDIT FILE - TAPE
See disk audit file documentation.
This file Is In social security number sequence.
The audit file provides an audit trail of all 
changes made. Changes made to any given field 
or fields may be printed out as well as changes 
made to any given employee's master record.
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FIGURE 51. ACCOUNTING SYSTEM PROGRAMS.
TITLE
Library Accounting Files & Routines 
Accounting File Maintenance 
Accounts Payable File Maintenance 
Accounts Payable Register
Accounts Payable Checks and Remittance Advice
Accounts Payable Summaries
Accounts Payable Monthly Update
Accounts Payable History File Totals
Use Tax Reports
Bank Reconciliation
Selected Ledger Report
Cross Referance
Summaries by Time
School Lunch Summary by Location (Monthly or 
Periodic)
General Journal Report by Fund 
Computer Revenue Sharing 
General Ledger Batch Maintenance 
Cash and General Journals 
Summarize and Post General Ledger 
General Ledger Monthly Update 
Trial Balance
Account Status/Detail Ledger Listing
Construction Fund
General Ledger Fiscal Closeout
General Ledger Inquiry
Create and Clear File
Weekly Batch Process
Update
Monthly Report
FIGURE 52. TRANSACTION LIST.
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FIGURE 54. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CHECK REGISTER.
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FIGURE 55, LEDGER SUMMARY.
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FIGURE 55-1. FUND SUMMARY.
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FIGURE 56. USE TAX REPORT.
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rIJURE 57. NO TAX VENDOR REPORT.
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FIGURE 58. RANK RECONCILIATION.
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FIGURE 59. SELECTED LEDGER REPORT.
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FIGURE 60. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE FUND SUMMARY.
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FIGURE 61. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE FILE.
PURPOSE: Invoices and other records which are needed for 
Accounts Payable and General Ledger processing are 
added to this file. These records are processed 
weekly for Accounts Payable and dally for General 
Ledger and remain in the file until the end of 
the month. After the history file updated, the 
file will be cleared for the next month transactions.
CONTENTS: The file contains invoice records for the Accounts 
Payable; receipts, disbursement, recorded checks 
and journal entry records for General Ledger system. 
Also Included In the file batch control data for 
both systems.
ORGANIZATION: The file Is organized in random. 100 records in 
the file are allocated to the "batch" record and 
each batch entry contains the batch number and a 
pointer to the first record of that batch. The 
first entry of the first batch record contains 
the number of the next available record in the file.
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE FILE DATA ITEMS 
A. INVOICE RECORD
I-FUND Fund Code
I-FUND KEY Actual key of fund title record
I-LOC Location Code.
I-LOC-KEY Actual key of location record in location file.
I-LEDC Ledger Code.
I-LEDG-KEY Actual key of ledger title record in location file.
I-PO-NO Purchase Order Number
I-PO-DATE Purchase Order Date
I-VENDOR Vendor Number
I-CK-NO Check Number
I-CK-DATE Check Date
I-INV-DATE Invoice Date
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FIGURE 61 cont.
I-TAX
I-DISCOUNT
I-INV-AMT
I-NET-AMT
I-BATCH-NO 
I-STATUS
I-SSN0
I-EMP-KEY
Tax Code
3 - Calculate 32 and add to Invoice amount (food 
items since 1-1-74).
5 - No tax charged. Calculate 52 and add to
invoice amount. (food items)
6 “ No tax charged. Calculate 62 and add to
invo ice amount.
7 *■ No state or local tax charged. Invoice will be
included on monthly uae tax reports.
8 ■ No local tax charged. Invoice will be Included
on use tax report for local tax.
9 ■ No state tax charged. Invoice will be included
on use tax report for state tax.
Discount amount (either loaded or calculated from 
vendor record where applicable).
Gross Amount of invoice.
Net Amount of Invoice. (Gross Amount - Discount 
and Taxes).
Batch 9 for this invoice.
Record Status:
0 - to be paid
1 * paid, no register or summary
2 - register, no summary
3 “ summarized
4 ■ payroll void
5 - accounts payable void
6 * disbursement/receipt record 
9 « deleted record
Social Security Number.
Actual key of employee's record in P/R Master File.
I-VOID-DATE Date of void (accounts payable void).
______________________________________________________________________________
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FIGURE 61 cont.
I-REC-TYPE Record type code:
0 - invoice record
*1 = journal entry
*2 ■ receipt
*3 * disbursement (Doc. #s 00001-04999 “ checks)
(Doc. its 05001-09999 ■ bank charges)
5 * previous fiscal year voided check
6 - current month voided check
7 ■ previous month voided check
8 * destroyed (unused) check
I-GL-KEY Actual key of general ledger record for the fund/
ledger combination in this record.
I-INV-NO Invoice # (contains current date if no // provided) .
♦Applies to General Ledger associated records only.
B. DISBURSEMENT-RECEIFT RECORD
DR-FUND
DR-FUND-KEY
DR-L0C
DR-L0C-KEY
DR-LEDG
DR-LEDG-KEY
DR-VENDOR
DR-DEP-CK-N0
DR-DEP-CK-DT
DR-DEBIT
DR-CREDIT
DR-BATCH-N0
DR-STATUS
DR-SSN0
DR-EMP-KEY
DR-V0ID-DATE
DR-REC-TYPE
DR-GL-KEY
Corresponds to like fields in invoice record.
Check number in disbursement records; deposit 
number in receipt record.
Check (or deposit) date.
Debit or credit amount of transaction.
Correspond to like fields in Invoice record.
DR-PAY0R-PAYEE Name or identification of payor (receipt) or payee 
(disbursement), or description of voided check.
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FIGURE 61 cont.
C. JOURNAL ENTRY RECORD
J-FUND
J-FUND-KEY
J-LrfC
J-Lj)C-KEY
J-LEDG
J-LEDG-KZY
Correspond to like fields in invoice record.
J-D^C-NO Document number.
J-NET-DATE Journal entry date.
J-DEBIT
J-CREDIT
Debit or credit amount of Journal entry.
J-BATCH-N#
J-STATUS 
J-SSN0 
J-EHP-KEY 
J-VjJlD-DATE 
J-REG-TYPE 
J-CL-KEY
Correspond to like fields in invoice 
D . BATCH RECORD
record.
BATCH-N0 Batch Number.
BEG-ADD Address of first record In batch.
N(fr-0F-INV Number of invoices in the batch.
BATCH-STAT Batch status
Accounts Payable Batches:
0 ■ Loaded, no trial
1 * Trial complete
2 ■ Approved for payment
3 ■ Checks printed
4 * Summary run
General Ledger Batches:
5 * Loaded
6 * Approved
7 * Summarized
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FIGURE 62. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE HISTORY FILE.
PURPOSE: To prepare various monthly or yearly reports 
which require previous period data.
CONTENTS: This file contains a record for every invoice 
record processed through the Accounts Payable 
subsystem as well as the records for Accounts 
Payable voids and all journal entries processed 
through the General Ledger subsystem.
ORGANIZATION: It is organized sequentially by check number. 
Void records precede the invoice records for 
that check number.
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE HISTORY FILE DATA ITEMS
Regular History Records:
H-REC-CODE Type of records:
0 “ Normal Invoice Record
1 * Void record
2 = Destroyed checks
5 ■ Comment record
6 ■ Journal Entry
H-CK-NO Check number on invoice and void records* zero 
on Journal entries.
H-CK-DATE Check date or journal entry date.
H-FUND Fund Code.
H-LOC Location Code.
H-LEDG Ledger Code
H-FO-NO Purchase order number.
H-PO-DATE Purchase order date.
H-VENDOR Vendor number.
H-INV-DATE Invoice date.
H-DlSCflJUNT Invoice discount
H- INV-AMT Amount of Invoice.
H-NET-AMT Net amount.
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H-BATCH-NO Batch number of record.
H-SSNO Social Security Number (for school board employee).
H-VOID-DATE Date of voided check.
H-REC-TYPE 0 ■ normal Invoice record
1 - Journal entry
5 “ previous fiscal year void
6 * current month void
7 * previous month void
8 - destroyed checks
H-INV-NO Invoice Number.
H-DESCH (Used only In journal entry record) - a brief 
description of the journal entry.
H-COMMENT (Used only In comment record) - a 60-character 
comment.
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FIGURE 63. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE DEPOSIT VOUCHER.
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FIGURE 64. JOURNAL ENTRY FORM.
JOURNAL ENTRY FORM
D A T E  _________________
S U B M I T T E D  B Y  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
FUND D A T E  D E S C R I P T I O N
m  t n u n  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i m
S S. NO. L E D G E R  LOC.  D E B I T  AMT .(♦) C R E D I T  A M T . H
J — -
J ■ I. ■
J
J
.
1
4T
4
J
- 1 .
ACCOUNTING USE ONLY
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FIGURE 65. VOID CHECK FORM.
VOIDED FA TROLL OR ACCOUNTS RATABLE CHECK
Date voided__________
For* t l U a d  out by__________________
Account ■ Payable Void:
S. Previous fiscal year check
 f t .  Current aonth chock
 7, Previous nonth cheek
 H. U n u ie d  c h e c k
H e n s o n  f o r  v o i d i n g  check: ______
Kane______________________________________________ Pay period ending.
Vulded cheek #*._________________ Date:____________Aaount:__________
Kcplaceaent check # :________________H u l a . _______________Aaount :_____________
Vendor#:_______________'toe. Lee. ."*_________  Loc. : Kia:
net e a h n d h s  / A c c o a m  m » « a  accouNTS
Kund U d Ker Debit
Payroll Void:
 A. Previous fiscal year cheek
 B. Current aonth cboc'f
 C. Previous aonth check
 D. Unused check
Account Tills Ledser Debit tkdiit
1
] i
. J
FIGURE 66. BATCH TRANSMITTAL FORM.
EAST EATON ROUGE PARISH SCHOOL BOARD 
GENERAL LEDGER BATCH CONTROL
BATCH NUMBER FUND
TOTAL DEBITS
RETURN TRIAL TO:
FOR D.P. USE ONLY:
DATE RECEIVED:___
KEYPUNCHED BY:
TOTAL CREDITS
I
ELSIE SMITH
TIME RECEIVED:. 
VERIFIED BY:
FIGURE 67. DAILY JOURNAL.
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FIGURE 68. VOIDS AND JOURNAL ENTRIES.
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FIGURE 69. ACCOUNTS STATUS REPORT.
FUNC* 01 SCftCftU PARC* 1
if o<*c« title b u u b e t e n c u n s e a l o * c t w *l
0010' 00 CAS* 022**01.21
0010*10 SANA TRANSFER
0010*10 PETTr CAS" 73.00
0011*00 TRAVEL ADVANCE 3*000.00
ooii'oi advance * home ecdnonicb supplies 1**103.11
0011101 ADVANCE • INDUSTRIAL ARTS SHOP SUPPLIES 27.011.J4
0011*01 ADVANCE - AORICUtTURAL SHOP SUPPLIES 1*700,00
0013*04 ADVANCE * OAS A OIL PDA E.t.E.A. TITLE I
0013*03 ADVANCE • 613 I Oil CONTRACT * BUS DRIVERS 3*274.12
0011*04 AOVANCE * O K  A Oil SCHOOL ONNCD vEh ICLCI 0S.°7
0011*07 AOV 01* A OIL 700 COCA III BUS
0011*00 ADVANCE • TPADC AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 2I.1J0.1J
0013*00 ADVANCES TO ASSESSOR 113*000.00
0013*10 PURCHASE OF SirCTT BLASSES 13*47
0011*11 ADVANCE VOCATION REHABILITATION 1*141.00
OOir'll CSTINATtD RECEIVABLES FRO* FED* OOVHT.-RQTC
0011*13 Es TIn ATCD RECEIVABLES FOR LUNCHES ST DEPT
0013*34 ESTtNATES SALES TAI RECEIVABLES S1.04J.79-
0013*33 ESTINATCD NOTOR VENULE Tai RECEIVABLE 10*330.13-
0013*1* RECEIVABLE - DEFERRED PAT
0013*10 ADVANCE - JOB ORIENTED n AT[RIAL
*7
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FIGURE 70. TRIAL BALANCE.
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FIGURE 71. GENERAL LEDGER FILE.
PURPOSE: To prepare dally account status for Accounting
Department.
CONTENTS: This file contains one record for each valid fund/
ledger combination. (up to 10,000 accounts).
ORGANIZATION: The file is random, accessed through XRAM Indexes.
New records are added to theend of the file. The 
next available record key is stored in the XRAM 
index record.
DATA ITEMS
GL-FUND/ Fund and ledger of the account. This is the basic
GL-LEDG identification of the record.
GL-BUDG-AWT Current year budgeted amount for this account.
GL-APPROP Current year appropriated.
GL-ENCUMB Current year encumbered.
GL-DEBIT Debits to this account in the current year,
GL-CREDIT Credits to this account in the current year.
GL-BUDG-LST-YR Last year budgeted
GL-ACTL-LST-YR Actual amount expended last year.
GL-ACTL-2-YR Actual amount expended 2 years ago.
GL-ACTL-3-YR Actual amount expended 3 years ago.
GL-PCT-EXP Percent of budget expended last year at the end of 
each calendar month.
GL-TRANS-LINK Actual key of first transaction record for this 
account.
CL-LST-T-LINK Actual key of last transaction record for this 
account.
GL-BUDG-LINK Line item number of formal budget item where this 
account will be included.
GL-STAT-LINK Statistic file link.
GL-NO-POSTS Number of postings to this fund/ledger account.
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FIGURE 72. GENERAL LEDGER TRANSACTION FILE.
PURPOSE: List of transactions for given period which will be
posted to General Ledger.
CONTENTS: Contains a record for each posting made to any
account in General Ledger file.
ORGANIZATION: Organized randomly. Each transaction record contains
the key to the next transaction record for its 
fund/ledger.
GT-FUND
GT-LEDG
GT-DATE
GT-DR-CR
GT-AMOUNT
GT-REC-TYPE
GT-NEXT-REC
GT-D0C-N#
CT-DESC
PURPOSE:
CONTENTS:
GENERAL LEDGER TRANSACTION FILE DATA ITEMS 
Fund Code.
Ledger Code.
Date of Transaction.
Debit or credit amount.
Transaction Amount.
Type of transaction:
1. Journal entry
2. Receipt
3. Disbursement
5. Previous Fiscal year void check
6. Current month voided check
7. Previous month voided check
8. Destroyed check
Actual key for the next transaction record.
Document number.
Abbreviated description of transaction.
GENERAL LEDGER HISTORY FILE
To provide Financial Statement at any desired 
interval.
This file contains all records (receipts, 
disbursements, journal entries and records) of 
year to date, which have been summarized and posted 
to the General Ledger file.
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FIGURE 72 cont. 
ORGANIZATION: 
GH-REC-CtfDE
GH-D0C-N0
GH-D0C-DATE
GH-FUND
CH-L0C
GH-LDCR
GH-VENDER
GH-DEBIT
GH-CREDIT
GH-BATCH-N0
GH-SSN0
GH-V0ID-DATE
GH-REC-TYPE
GH-PAYOREE
It Is sequentially ordered by document number, 
with transaction type within fund.
Type of transaction:
1. Journal entry
2. Receipt
3. Disbursement
4. Payroll void
5. Accounts payable void
Document number.
Document Date.
Fund code.
Location Code 
Ledger Code.
Vendor Number.
Debit amount.
Credit amount.
Batch number of transaction.
Social Security number.
Date of void transaction.
Type of void transaction:
5. Previous year record
6. Current month void
7. Current year void
8. Destroyed check
Payor or Payee for receipts and disbursement.
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FIGURE 73. LEDGER TITLE FILE.
PURPOSE: Providing the fund title for the Payroll, Accounts
Payable and General Ledger applications.
CONTENTS: File contains a record for every unique ledger
code. The title is always the same for the 
specific ledger code regardless of sources of the 
fund(s).
ORGANIZATION: The file Is random accessed through a Baurough's
XRAM routine.
LEDGER TITLE FILE DATA ITEMS
FND-C0DE 
L0D-CODE 
LDG-TITLE 
FULL-TITLE 
ABBREV-TITL 
*LDG-STAT 
*L DC-FLAG
Fund Code.
Ledger Code.
Ledger Title.
Full Fund Title.
Abbreviated Fund Title.
Status of the title record (active or inac. '.ve).
Location code.
*These fields are no longer in use.
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CHECKS ISSUED FILE
PURPOSE: It provides necessary data for bank reconciliation
application.
CONTENTS: File Includes one record for each check Issued
(20 bytes).
ORGANIZATION: Organized sequentially.
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CHECKS ISSUED FILE DATA ITEMS
CI-CKN0 Check number.
CI-CKAMT Check amount.
CI-CKDATE Date check was issued.
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FIGURE 73 cont.
Cl-VENDER Vendor number. If check is paid to School Board
Employee, this field is all 9's.
CI-SSN0 Social Security number of employee.
CI-CKSTAT Check status:
0 ■ Normal issue (not voided)
5 _ Previous fiscal year void
6 ■ Current month void
7 ** Previous month void
8 - Destroyed check
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FIGURE 74. BANK FILE, HISTORY FILE, MtD TRANSACTION FILE.
PURPOSE:
CONTENTS: 
ORGANIZATION:
S-BK-C0DE
S-L0C
S-BAL
S-L0B-KEY
S-YTD-RECV
S-MTD-RECV
S-YTD-SFS7
TH-DATE
TH-BANK
TH-L0C
TH-C0DE
TH-AMT
TR-CD-M
L0C-M
DATE-M
TR-AMT-M
To prepare dally, weekly, and monthly Information 
about the bank transactions.
Record of bank account of each school lunch program, 
Organized randomly.
BANK FILE DATA ITEM 
Bank Number.
Location code.
Balance used during the run.
Location file actual key.
Year to date total.
Month to date total.
Year to date SFS7 total.
HISTORY FILE DATA ITEM 
Transaction Date.
Bank Number 
Location Code.
Transaction Code.
Amount of Transaction.
MONTH TO DATE TRANSACTION FILE DATA ITEM 
Transaction Code.
Location Code.
Transaction Date.
Transaction Amount.
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FIGURE 75. STUDENT INFORMATION SHEEt (SID).
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FIGURE 76. SCHEDULE REQUEST FORM.
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FIGURE 80. REVERSE VERIFICATION.
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FIGURE 81. MASTER SCHEDULE INPUT FORM.
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FIGURE 82. SEAT REQUEST FORM.
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STUDENT'S SCHEDULE FORM.
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FIGURE 8b. ATTENDANCE REPORTING FORM.
EAST BATON B 0U 6E  FAHISH SCHOOL BOARD
ATTENDANCE REPORTING FORM
FIGURE 86. PRINCIPALS' MONTHLY REPORT.
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FIGURE 87. GAIN AND LOSS REPORT.
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FIGURE 88, EXCESSIVE ABSENCE REPORT.
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FIGURE 89. ATTENDANCE PATTERN STUDY.
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FIGURE 90. GRADE COLLECTION FORK.
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FIGURE 91. DECLINING GRADE REPORT.
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FICURE 92. HONOR LIST.
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FIGURE 93. GRADE ANALYSIS REPORT.
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FIGURE 94. GRADE REPORT CARD.
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FIGURE 96. STUDENT SUBSYSTEM PROGRAMS.
Student Maintenance Monitor 
Location File Maintenance 
Student File Adds and Changes 
Master Schedule Maintenance 
Tag Sort - Alpha/Homeroom/School
Tag Sort - Alpha/Grade/School
Tag Sort - Alpha/School
Location-Tag Linkage Program
Student Locator Cards for Students with Changes 
SID Sheet Print - for students with changes 
Student File Adds and Changes
Tag Sort - Alpha/Homeroom/School/School - next
Tag Sort - Alpha/Grade/School/School - next
Tag Sort - Alpha/School/School - next
Schedule Request Cards - for students with changes
Print Attendance Scanner Sheets at beginning of Six-Weeks 
Tag Sort - Student number/School - before Attendance Update. 
Attendance Update and Update of Attendance Register Tape. 
Print Six-Weeks Reports 
Tape Sort of Attendance Register Tape.
Print Attendance Register and Pattern Study for all schools 
Print Dropout Sheets for all D5, D6f and D7 on file.
Parish Summary of Attendance Report
Absence Report
Average Daily attendance
Print Grade Scanner Sheets
Tag Sort - Student number/School
Update Student Grades
Print Report Cards
Grade Analysis Lists
Failure Lists
Honor Roll Lists
Declining Grade Report
Cumulative Labels.
Potential-Failure List
Print Schedule Collection Forms 
Clear Request Links
Update Request File From Schedule Collection File
Print Schedule Request Cards and Schedule Verification Report
Simple Course Talley
Conflict Matrix
Reverse Verification Report
Update Request File
Students Without Course Requests
Semester Conversion
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FIGURE 96 cont.
Expands Master Schedule File for a Scheduling
Build Master Schedule File
Seats Offered Versus Seats Requested
Conflict Matrix - Singleton and Doubletons
Full Day Edit
Master Schedule List
With Switch to Build File to be used in Master Schedule Analysis 
Master Schedule Analysis
Create Siml Scheduling Files from E.B.R.F.S.B. Files 
Summarize Simi Scheduling and Pattern File 
Student Scheduling Program 
Update Student Files With Scheduling Data
Tag Sort Student Number Sequence 
Calculate Grade Point Average, Rank, etc.
History Update
Update next year fields Into this year fields
De-block, blocked courses 
Assign Homerooms
Print SID sheet (all students in all schools)
Print Schedule list and students without a full day schedule. 
Print Locator Cards 
Print Roll Books 
C-2 Listings
Initialize Student Files (take off status 9, re-link files, etc.
Print Student ID
List Interim Summer Losses
Update Master Schedule loads 
Mass Section Schedule Change 
Mass Request Change
Create new Master Schedule and Student Schedule File 
Print Scanner Sheets
Score SRA (8th Grade and 5th, 6th grades)
Check Grade Equivalent Below 7.2 SRA 
Test Bar Graft 
Tag Sort
Test Update (Multiple Tests)
Test Update High School Reading and Spelling 
List of Test Results (Multiple Tests)
Build Assist Files 
List DAT Test Results
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FIGURE 96 cont.
BuilJ or Update Test Tape
Build Student Test File From Test Tape
Merge Blending Test
Print multiple test results
Fix It to clear out links.
Prints code tape for student maintenance 
Print all data from Student Flies 
Student List
List Student in 12 different ways 
Alpha list cf all students 
Sort for Alpha List 
Student List 
Suspensions Report
List of 12th Graders with Failing Grades
Missing Grade Register
List of Prospective Graduates
Print Report Sequence
Analysis of Grades
Update or Initial Build of Subject File.
Build Alpha Indexes
Build Student Dropout Tape File
Reports on Student Dropouts
Honor Listing
Check Enrollments
Print Teacher Attitude inventory
Survey Analysis
List Test Dates
List School Test Totals
Print School Labels
Print Number of White, Black and Integrated Sections by School 
Print labels for girls on athletic survey 
Girls athletic survey 
Address labels
Listing for schedule next year alpha or grade 
Check-off List
Student list address/schedule 
Student ID print
Data Collection elementary students 
Alpha List 
Student Edit
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FIGURE 97. STUDENT SUBSYSTOt FILE LAYOUT.
Location File
File contains one record for each location plus an index 
(first records) which gives actual key of the location record. 
Records contain the basic school data (name, address, etc.), 
pointers to the Master Schedule File, pointers to the Tag Files 
reflecting the first student in each school. Records also contain 
control information concerning the processing of each particular 
school (sequence of reports, etc.).
LOCATION FILE DATA ITEM
DATA NAMES
S-PARISH-NO
S-SCH-NO
S-LOW-GRD
S-H1-GRD
S-SCHED-BASE
S-SCHED-LIM
S-TAGA-BLK
S-TAGA-OC
S-TAGG-BLK
S-TAGG-OC
S-TAGH-BLK
S-TAGH-OC
S-REC-CNT
S-PHONE
S-ZIP
SEQUENCE-FLAGS
RPT-CRD
DESCRIPTION 
Parish Number 
School Number 
School's Lowest Grade 
School's Highest Grade 
Schedule Base 
Schedule Limit 
School Tag Block 
School Tag Occurrence 
School Tag Block 
School Tag Occurrence 
School Tag Block 
School Tag Occurrence 
Number Students in School 
School Phone Number 
School Zip Code 
Report Seq. Flags 
Report Card Seq. Flag
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FIGURE 97.cont.
LOCATION FILE DATA ITEM
DATA NAMES d e s c r i p t i o n
FAIL-LST Failure List Seq. Flag
HNR-ROL Honor Roll Seq. Flag
STD-SCH Student Schedules Seq. Flag
ATT-CRD Attendance Scan. Sheets Seq. Flag
FILE-CRD File Card Seq. Flag
CUM-LABL Curan Record Labels Seq. Flag
SID-SHET Sid Sheet Seq. Flag
LOC-CRD Locator CardB Seq. Flag
TEST-8 8th grade test Seq. Flag
REQ-FORMS Schedule Request Forms Seq. Flag
REQ-VER Request Verl. Cards Seq. Flag
HMRM-PD School Homeroom Period
S-BK-NUM Bank Number (Fund Accts)
S-ENRL-THSYR Enrollment this year
S-ENRL-LSTYR Enrollment last year
S-SL-PCT School Lunch Percentage
S-ALLOTMT Total Teacher allotment
S-REG Allotment-regular teachers
S-ESEA Allotment-E.S.E.A. (fund) 
teachers
S-SPED Allotment-Special Ed. Teachers
S-ESAP Allotment-E.S.A.P. (fund) teachers
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FIGURE 97 cont.
LOCATION FILE DATA ITEM
DATA NAMES DESCRIPTION
S-TCORP Aliotment-Teacher corps teachers
S-SCHED— BASE-N New M/S Base
S-SCUED-L1M-N New M/S Limit
S-NAME School Name
S-ADDRESS School Address
S-CITY City of school
INDEX-FLAG Index Record Flag
POINTER School Pointer
IND-SCH Index School Number
IND-KEY Actual key of school location 
Record
CMP-ITEM-S CMP Fields
ALPHA-ITEMS-S Alpha fields
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FIGURE 98. STUDENT MASTER FILE.
Contains one record for each student In the parish, both 
public and private schools. This file is organized randomly.
The records on this file contain the student's basic data (name, 
address, etc.), his attendance Information, the school he Is 
assigned (this year & next year), pointers to the student's 
schedule record, request record, transfer records, test records, 
and auxiliary record.
STUDENT MASTER FILE
DATA NAMFS DESCRIPTION
PARISH-NO Parish Number
SCHL School Number
SNUM Student Number
FNUM Family Number
S-SSNO Student Social Security Number
GRADE Student's Present Grade
HMRM Homeroom Number
DOB Student's Date of Birth
HANDI-CAP Handicap Code
PHON Home Telephone No.
ZIPC Zip Code
YTD-MEMB Year To Date Membership
MTD-MEMB Six Weeks Membership
STAT Status of Student
G-L-CODE Gain-Loss Code
G-L-DATE Gain-Loss Date
SCHED-LINK Sched Link
TRANS-LINK Transfer File Link
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FIGURE 98 cont.
DATA NAME DESCRIPTION
REQ-LINK Request File Link
TEST-LINK Test File Link
AUX-LINK Auxiliary File Link
E-PHON Emergency Phone No.
ED-FATHER Education of Father
ED-MOTHER Education of Mother
ATTENDANCE Group Item for Attendance
ABSENCES Each Six Weeks Number of 
Absences
SID-FLAG Sid Sheet Flag
SCH-NEXT Next Year's School
SCH-LAST Last Year's School
GRADE-LAST Last Year's Grade
HMRM-LAST Last Year's Homeroom
SLNAM Student's Last Name
SFNAM Student's First Name
SMNAM Student's Middle Name
FNAM Natural Father's Name
MNAM Mother's Name
HNAM Head of Household Name
STRE Street Address
CITY City
PLAC-0F-BIRTH Place of Birth (City)
BIR-CER-NUM Birth Certificate No.
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FIGURE 98 cont.
DATA NAME DESCRIPTION
HOH-REL Head of Household Relation 
(I.e. Father)
RACE Race of Student
SEX Sex of Student
MAP Not Used
MOVED-FRM-TO Moved From To
FLAG-SCHED Schedule Flag
ST-CMP-ITEMS Cmp Fields
ST-ALPHA-ITEMS Alpha Fields
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FIGURE 99. MISCELLANEOUS FILE IN THE STUDENT SUBSYSTEM.
1. Student Schedule File
This file contains one record for each student enrolled 
in a school for which grade reporting is accomplished. File 
is organized randomly and has a pointer to the student’s 
master record. Normal access is achieved through use of the 
pointer from the Master File. The record contains the 
student's schedule and grades.
2. Student Request File
Contains one record for each student who is to be 
scheduled for the next school year. File is random in nature, 
with pointers to the student's master record. Normal access 
will be possible through the use of the pointers in the 
student master record. Record contains the courses requested 
by the student, anticipated grade in the next year, early 
release, Late Arrival Data, etc.
3. Master Schedule File
Contains one record for each course section in any given 
school's master schedule. File is created during scheduling 
runs and allows for 20% growth factor for each school. The 
file is randomly accessible and each record contains data which 
describe each particular section (course, teacher, room, way 
taught, load, etc.).
4. Student Transfer Files
Contains records for each withdrawal or transfer from or 
to another school. Master File points to the first transfer 
record for a student, which in turn points to the next, etc. 
Each transfer record in turn points back to the master record. 
Records are created upon receipt of a drop notice from the 
old school, or the add notice from the new school.
5. Tag File(s)
These files are created by generated sort programs and 
contain only the actual keys of the Student Master File, 
sorted into the desired sequence. Three primary sequences 
are maintained, alpha in school, alpha in grade, & alpha in 
homeroom.
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FIGURE 99 cont.
6. Subject File
File contains one record for each course listed in the 
master course catalogue (title & number). Course number is 
the actual key which is accessible randomly and used only for 
schedule output reports.
7. Student History File
This is a file that is updated at the end of each school 
year and will be used for historical, statistical purposes.
The file is organized sequentially and stored on the tape.
8. Student Test File
This file contains one record for each standardized test 
taken by each student and were graded previously by Pata 
Processing Department. It iB linked to the Student Master 
File.
9. Auxiliary Student File
This file is for any additional Information needed on any 
of the students. The type of auxiliary data is determined 
by a code on the file. It Is linked to the student master 
file.
10. Map District File
File contains one record for each map code in the system 
and is organized randomly. Accessing of each record is 
accomplished through the use of the first six digits of the 
map code. Each record contains a link to an overflow map 
code record. Records also contain general information on the 
map code. The first entry of the firBt record in Map District 
File contains the next available record on the Map District 
File.
11. School District File
The file organization is in random. Records are accessed 
by using their actual address. Normal access will be from use 
of links in the student location record. The records on this 
file contain a school number and map codes which are assigned 
to that school number.
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FI (JURE 100. SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
SURVEY 07 [ N f U J t H A T K *N R Z O U  REHENT5 IN 
EAST" RATON ROUGE FA K fSH SCHOOL BOARD
F L K \ S E  ANSWER THE FOLLO WING  (JLEST lO t J S :
1. What  La y o u r  p r n c T t t  p o s i t i o n  I n  t h i s  o r g a n i z a t i o n - ?
What  L i  ( a r e )  t h e  u ] o r  o b j e c t i v e ( s )  o r  g u a L ( a )  o f  y o u r  d « p i r t M n t  1
j. Do y o u  r t t i r l v *  A d e q u a t e  I n f o r m a t i o n  w i t h  r e g a r d  Co t h e  a b o v e  o b  J ec c 1 vm (■ ) 7
 Yea
Ho
i*. I f  y u u r  a n s w e r  t o  q u e s t i o n  1 was  y e s ,  I n  w ha t  f o r *  l a  t h i s  I n f o r m a t i o n  
p row 1 ded  ?
F o r m a l  1 v 
  I n f  o r m a 1 1 y
W r i t  t a n
O r a l
r> • I f  t h e  a v a i l a b l e  i n f o r m a t i o n  f o r  y o u r  p l a n n i n g  p u r p o s e C e )  l a  n o t  a d e q u a t e ,  
l i e *  t h e  a d d i t i o n a l  I n f o r m a t i o n  w h i c h  y o u  f a a l  mu s t  ba  p r o d u c e d  b y  t h e  
D a t a  P r o c e s s i n g  D e p a r t m e n t .
h, What  t y p e  o r  f o t m  o f  i n f o r m a t i o n  w o u l d  y o u  r a t h e r  h a v e  f o r  y o u r  p l a n n i n g !
  S t a ( l « t i « f r l  f o r e c a s t
  Lxjvernment a o r v e y a
H i s t o r i c a l  I n f o r m a t i o n  
_  C a a u a l  I d e a s  ( a d  h o c )
 O t h e r  ( S p e d  fy 1 __________________ ___________
7, Do y o u  h a v e  a d e q u a t e  I n f o r m a t i o n  f o r  c o n t r o l l i n g  t h e  a c t i v i t i e s  o f  y o u r  
d e p a r t m e n t  ?
  Yea
No
I f  y o u r  a n s w e r  t o  q u e s t i o n  7 was  n o ,  w h a t  a d d i t i o n a l  i n f o r m a t i o n  s h o u l d  
b e  p r o v i d e d  by  t h e  D a t a  P r o r e e a i n g  D e p a r t m e n t T
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FIGURE 101. MASTER FILE LAYOUT OF PROPERTY.
Position #
Location code 1-4
Item number 5-10
Description of asset 11-30
Date acquired 31-36
Vendor 37-50
Value code 51
1. Cost
2. Appraised
Cost 52-61
Appraisal reference 62-71
Estimated useful life 72-73
Scrap value * 74-80
Depreciation for last year 81-88
Accumulated depreciation 89-98
Book value 99-108
Location name 109-134
FIGURE 102. MASTER FILE CHANGE REPORT.
ITEM TRANS
NO. CODE
9999-999999 1
FILE CHANGE REPORT
39/99/99
LOCATION EST. SCRAP
CODE LIFE VALUE COST
$ $
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 9999 99 33339.99 33333339.99
ACCUMULATED DEPR...............................33333339.99
BOOK VALUE.....................................33333339.99
DESCRIPTION
OLD OLD OLD
l.L. SCR.V. LOC.
DATE
ACQUIRED
9999-999999 2
9999-999999 3
9999-999999 4
9999-999999 5 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
99
33339.99
9999 
9999
99
99 33339.99 33333339.99
33339.99
9999
39/99/99
U)u>
O'
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FIGURE 103. MASTER FILE LAYOUT OF INVENTORY RECORD.
Position 0
Item number 1 - 6
Description of item
Location of Item in the warehouse:
7-26
Floor 27
Shelf 28
Quantity on hand 29-35
Quantity on order (this time) 36-42
Minimum quantity required 43-49
Economic order quantity (EOQ) 50-56
Reorder point 57-63
Average cost/unit 64-68
Total cost 69-78
Quantity ordered (most recent) 79-86
Unit price (most recent) 87-91
Vendor (most recent) 91-120
Vendor (next most recent)
. ------  - —  —  i
121-140
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